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Nanotechnology is a diverse area of research that involves the creation of new materials and 
tools that are able to manipulate and make contact to objects at the nanoscale. One current 
area of research is into carbon nanotubes, which exhibit unique electrical properties. It is 
hoped that one-day these nanotubes; will be utilised in a variety of applications including use 
as interconnects in electronic devices. As these new structures have been discovered and 
microelectronic circuits have decreased in size and increased in complexity, the need for 
new techniques, capable of fabricating and characterising structures with nanometre 
precision at specific locations has also increased. One such technique, which is attracting 
considerable attention, is electron beam induced deposition, because it is a direct-write or 
maskless procedure with a simple manufacturing process that can be used with a wide 
variety of materials. However, in order for it to be accepted as a mainstream technique it is 
necessary to first achieve a high degree of understanding and control of the process. 
Within this project electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects have been fabricated 
from the precursor W(CO)6 to determine their suitability for use as an interconnect material. 
In particular, the effects of different electron sources and beam currents, as well as the 
lifetime of the precursor have been investigated and the electrical, structural and integrity 
properties of the deposits have been found to be highly dependent on each of these 
parameters. The resistivity of the deposits has been found to be far higher than for pure 
tungsten and so the use of post deposition annealing and heated substrates has been 
investigated to produce deposits with a lower resistivity. Furthermore, it has been found that 
when these deposits are exposed to currents in excess of 100 gA they undergo a structural 
and electrical transformation, which has been attributed to ohmic heating. 
This project has also examined the electrical characteristics of suspended arc-discharge, 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes coated with a thin polymer layer using high precision 
manipulators operated within a scanning electron microscope. Their conductance-voltage 
characteristics have been found to be symmetric with respect to voltage and to improve with 
multiple cycling of the voltage. Analysis of the normalised conductance of these nanotubes, 
where the contribution of the contact has been factored out demonstrates that conductance's 
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(a) Effects of annealing temperature on the resistance. (b) 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter will focus on briefly introducing the subject "Nanotechnology" and outline 
aspects as to why electronics research at the nanoscale is important. It shall also introduce 
the reader to the layout used within this thesis. 
1.1 Introduction to Nanotechnology 
Nanotechnology has emerged from the convergence of the physics, chemistry, biology, 
material science and electronic research fields and allows for the creation of new materials, 
devices and systems by controlling matter at the atomic and molecular scale. Hence, the 
development of the technology cuts across traditional boundaries and is aimed at providing a 
functional understanding of the materials whose structures exhibit novel physical, chemical, 
biological, structural and electronic Properties and processes due to their small dimensions. 
Nanotechnology also aims to create, manipulate and use structures, devices and systems with 
these novel properties within the length scales of I- 100 nm and is likely to revolutionise 
many of the current technologies. 
The introduction of powerful, yet affordable computers and the explosive growth of the 
Internet have meant that today, semiconductor products are one of the main drivers of the 
economy and are utilised in a wide range of industries. For the last three decades their 
performance has doubled every eighteen months following Moore's law, to make the 
silicon-based complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology smaller, 
faster, more efficient and cheaper. One of the most important physical phenomena that 
stands in the way of the continued scaling of this technology is the power that can be 
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dissipated into the primary leakages: the sub-threshold channel current; the gate to channel 
tunnelling current through the insulator; the body to drain junction tunnelling current and the 
source to drain tunnelling current along the channel in short devices. I'] 
Hence, electronic circuits cannot continue to shrink by orders of magnitude and provide the 
corresponding increases in computational power, unless radically different device materials, 
architectures and assembly processes are developed. Thus, alternative solutions such as 
nanotechnology, that operate at nanoscale dimensions are under investigation to overcome 
the fundamental size barrier found in the existing semiconductor technology. Some of the 
most promising alternatives include the use of nanotubes or organic molecules in device 
construction and electron beam induced deposition, electron beam lithography and multi- 
walled carbon nanotubes in being able to electrically connect to these smaller devices. [21 
1.2 Thesis Layout 
This thesis is divided into two main areas. The first covers the characterisation of electron 
beam deposited tungsten interconnects, which may be used to electrically connect nanoscale 
devices, while the second covers the electrical characterisation of multi-walled carbon 
nanotube devices, which may also be used as interconnects. As such, Chapter Two will 
introduce the reader to electron beam induced deposition, the physics of the deposition 
process and review the relevant literature to allow for the experimental results to be 
characterised. It will also introduce the reader to carbon nanotubes, describe how they are 
produced and give some examples of applications that involve the use of this unique 
material. The relevant literature about the electrical properties of carbon nanotubes and the 
affect of the contacts on these properties shall also be reviewed to allow for the experimental 
work to be analysed. 
The experimental tools and set-ups that are used in order to carry out each of the 
experiments covered in this thesis will be described in detail in Chapter Three. Chapters 
Four, Five and Six will examine the geometrical, electrical and high bias electrical 
characterisation of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects respectively. In 
particular, these chapters will look at the effects of changing the deposition parameters on 
the characteristics of the resulting deposits and determine the optimum conditions required 
to use electron beam deposited tungsten as an interconnect material for nanoscale devices. It 
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shall also highlight the effects of several system variables including the precursor lifetime 
and the electron source on the properties of the interconnects with a view to gaining a greater 
understanding of the process. Furthermore, it will look at the high bias electrical 
characteristics of these deposits in order to gain an insight into its operations and an 
understanding of the limitations of these wires. 
Chapter Seven will analyse an alternative contact geometry for suspended multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes, which allows for the electrical properties of the nanotubes themselves to 
be studied without the substrate affecting the results. This chapter will also highlight the 
importance of the role of the contacts in this set-up and show how they can dominate the 
electrical characteristics of these structures. Finally, Chapter Eight will review and draw 
some conclusions about the work that has been carried out in this thesis and suggests some 
routes through which this work could be extended as part of the future work enabled as a 
result of this thesis research. 
1.3 References 
D. Frank, R. Dennard, E. Nowak, P. Solomon, Y. Taur & H. Wong, Device Scaling Limits 
of Si MOSFETs and Their Application Dependencies, Proceedings of the IEEE 89, No 3, 
259(2001). 
[2] R. Baughman, A. Zakhidov & W. de Heer, Carbon Nanotubes - The Route Toward 
Applications, Science 297,787 (2002). 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will introduce carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and review the relevant literature 
about their electrical characteristics. In particular, it shall outline the discovery, basic 
electrical and structural properties, production and possible applications of CNTs. It will 
also discuss the results of a number of groups who have published work on the electrical 
characteristics of CNTs in a variety of different set-up geometries in order to aid the analysis 
of the experiments carried out on multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). This chapter 
will then discuss electron beam induced deposition (EBID), which is another possible 
method of creating nanoscale wires. It will discuss some of the relevant literature to aid the 
characterisation and optimisation of EBID tungsten wires for use as an interconnect material. 
2.2 Overview of Carbon Nanotubes 
2.2.1 Introduction to Carbon Nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes are a relatively new form of carbon and are one of the most commonly 
discussed building blocks used in nanotechnology today. They may be thought of as being 
made up of a single layer of graphite (graphene) that has been rolled up to make a seamless 
cylinder. These structures are known as single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and may be 
thought of as the fundamental cylindrical structure. An example of the structure of a SWNT 
is shown in Figure 2.1 (a). Another type of CNT, which is found more commonly than the 
SWNT is the MWNT, which consist of a number of SWNTs nested concentrically inside 
each other like Russian dolls as shown in Figure 2.1(b). 
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(a) 
Figure 2.1. Representation of a (a) SWNT and (b) MWNT. 
The majority of SWNTs have diameters of between I and 2 nm, while their lengths are 
typically of the order of several micrometers. This aspect ratio means that SWNTs may 
exhibit one-dimensional (ID) conduction. SV*rNTs are also more difficult to produce than 
MWNTs and so are grown in smaller quantities, while their quality varies greatly and slow 
scanning instruments are required for their observation. SWNTs also naturally form ropes, 
which are held together by van der Waals forces and are pliable so that they may be twisted, 
flattened and bent in small circles without breaking. [1] 
MWNTs are much larger than SWNTs and have typical diameters of 10 - 20 nm. As stated 
previously, they are made up of a number of SWNTs that are nested concentrically inside 
each other with an interlayer spacing of 0.34 - 0.39 nm that decreases with increasing CNT 
diameter down to a minimum spacing of 0.34 nm, which is the interplanar separation of 
graphite. These shells may be uncorrelated with respect to each other and so M\VNTs can 
exhibit the properties of turbostratic graphite. Recent experiments have also shown that if a 
contact is made only to the outer shell of the MWNT then the conduction is likely to only 
occur through the outermost shell. ý 11 
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The similarities of CNTs to graphite mean that they have inherited many of the properties of 
interplane graphite, although their unique structure adds much more in terms of material 
property enhancement. Hence, the covalent bonding in carbon nanotubes causes them to 
have one hundred times the tensile strength of steel, although their hollow structures tend to 
cause them to buckle under compression. [21 This bonding also gives them a thermal 
conductivity superior to diamond [31 and an electrical conductivity better than copper 14-91 , but 
with the ability to carry high current densities (> 109 ACM-2), which exceeds that of metals by 
two orders of magnitude, [10,11] without suffering from electromigration or atomic diffusion. 
CNTs also have no open edges or dangling bonds and so are largely inert to chemical attack. 
These properties have lead to two types of research; the first is into novel physical 
phenomena in which the nanotubes are used as an experimental platform, whilst the second 
area is into the many diverse proposed applications of carbon nanotubes. 
2.2.2 The History of Carbon Nanotubes 
During the 1970s M. Endo, prepared carbon filaments of nanometre dimensions using a 
vapour growth technique. However, the structure of these fibres was not studied and so 
nanotubes were not actually identified until 1991, when Iijima used a high-resolution 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) to study the sooty material deposited on the 
cathode of an arc-evaporation system. Within this system, electrical sparks were passed 
between two graphite rods in order to vaporise some of the graphite, which was then allowed 
to condense into a soot. In the centre of this deposit a number of distinct closed graphitic 
structures that included nanoparticles and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were 
found. 112,13] 
In 1992 Ebbesen and Ajayan developed a highly efficient way of making large quantities of 
MWNTs by varying the arc-evaporation conditions. Whilst in 1993, further research by 
lijima's and Bethunes's groups lead to the discovery of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 
These nanotubes were produced through the addition of metals, such as cobalt, to the 
graphite electrodes within the system. In 1996, the Rice group used laser vaporisation of 
graphite to produce a high yield of SWNTs with fairly uniform diameters, which tended to 
form aligned bundles and made it possible for experiments relevant to ID physics to be 
performed. 1131 
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2.23 The Production of Carbon Nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes may be produced using three main processes. The first two are the high 
temperature and short time processes known as arc discharge and laser ablation. The third is 
a medium temperature and relatively long time process known as chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD). Initial research into the properties of CNTs was carried out on nanotubes 
produced using either arc-discharge or laser ablation because they had a highly crystalline 
structure, whereas, the CVD process produced defective, spaghetti like nanotubes. More 
recently the CVD method has been improved so that it is now a highly controlled process, 
which allows for the fabrication of high quality CNTs. These nanotubes may be aligned 
either horizontally or vertically, have a predetermined diameter and length and be grown 
either directly onto a substrate ready for use in devices or as a bulk, raw material. [141 
Today the production of CNTs is through any one of these techniques, which can be tailored 
to suit the application that they are to be used in. The CVD process allows for large amounts 
of nanotubes to be synthesised at a low cost with almost no impurities, although the quality 
does decrease with decreasing temperature. Meanwhile arc discharge and laser ablation 
carbon nanotubes have less defective structures with the arc discharge grown CNTs having 
the straightest structures. Also, while the CVD process allows for nanotubes to be grown 
ready for immediate use in device applications, the other processes require the nanotubes to 
be produced, purified and then manipulated onto substrates before use. 
The arc discharge technique is the most common, simplest and cheapest way of producing 
both SWNTs and MWNTs and employs the set-up shown in Figure 2.2. The process is 
conducted in an enclosure that is filled with an inert gas such as helium or argon, and kept at 
a pressure between 50 and 700 mbar. Two rods consisting of -90% pure graphite with 
diameters between 5 and 20 mm are then placed end to end with a separation of -1 mm to 
act as the electrodes. A direct current of 50 to 100 A driven by -20 V is applied to the 
electrodes to create a high temperature discharge of -3000"C between them. This discharge 
vaporises one of the carbon electrodes and forms a small rod shaped deposit on the other 
electrode, which contains a mixture of carbon nanotubes, fullerenes and amorphous carbon. 
The type and amount of nanotubes that are produced depend on the uniformity of the plasma 
arc and the temperature of the deposit formed on the carbon electrode. The growth of 
MWNTs occurs using the conditions described above, whilst SWNT growth requires the 
addition of a catalyst such as Fe, Co or Ni to the carbon anode. [15,16] 
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Figure 2.2. Experimental set-up of the arc discharger apparatus used to produce carbon nanotubes. 
In 1995 Smalley's group were the first group to use laser ablation to synthesise carbon 
nanotubes. It now produces some of the purest nanotubes with the highest yield. For this 
process a graphite target is installed in the centre of a quartz pipe, which is inserted into a 
tubular electric furnace as shown in Figure 2.3. This furnace is heated to 1200*C and filled 
with an inert gas such as helium in order to maintain a constant pressure of 500-700 Torr. 
Two sequenced high power laser pulses are then used to irradiate and vaporise the graphite 
target. This vapour expands and then cools rapidly causing the small carbon molecules and 
atoms to condense and form larger clusters. As the catalysts also cool, they attach to the 
carbon clusters and CNTs are formed. As in the arc-discharge process, pure graphite 
produces MWNTs, whilst for SWNTs, an electrode doped with a catalyst such as Co, Fe or 
Ni is required. The CNTs produced using this method also have a very small diameter 
distribution in comparison to the other techniques, which is controlled by varying the 
temperature of the system. [17,18,19] 
Ar in vý 
N eodymium-yttrium- 
aluminium-garnet laser 
Furnace at 1200'C 
Water cooled Cu 
I coflector 
Graphite target 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of the apparatus used in the laser ablation production of carbon nanotubes. 
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The CVD growth of carbon nanotubes is a two stage process, the first of which involves the 
preparation of catalyst nanoparticles, while the second is the actual synthesis of the 
nanotubes. During the catalyst preparation stage, a catalyst such as Ni, Fe or Co, is sputtered 
onto a substrate. The sample is then either chemically etched or thermally annealed to induce 
the formation of small clusters of catalyst from which the nanotubes grow. The size of these 
particles determines the diameter of the CNTs grown. [211 SVvNTs are produced when the 
diameter of the catalyst is below -5 nm, while MWNTs or bundles of S"Ts are produced 
for catalyst sizes above this. The type of catalyst used is also important as mixtures of 
catalysts produce SWNTs more readily than if a single catalyst is used. [20,21,221 
The prepared substrate is then placed in either a horizontal or vertical furnace, which is 
heated to 650 - 900'C. Horizontal furnaces are the most popular and consist of a heated 
quartz tube with a ceramic holder in which the substrates are placed (Figure 2.4(a)). In 
vertical furnaces the catalyst and carbon feedstock are injected into the top of the furnace 
and the nanotubes grow during their flight to the bottom of the chamber where they are 
collected (see Figure 2.4(b)). Once the substrate has been added to the furnace, the quartz 
tube is filled with an inert gas and heated. A carbon feedstock gas and an energy source, 
such as plasma are then added. The type of carbon source used, affects the growth of the 
nanotubes. Saturated carbon feedstocks such as methane produce highly graphitised 
nanotubes with few walls, whilst unsaturated sources such as acetylene have high yields; 
deposition rates and carbon content and so are used for MWNT growth. [20] 
(b) 
Fumace Quartz tube 
Gas 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Schematic of the horizontal furnace used in the CVD production of CNTs. 
(b) Schematic of the vertical furnace used for the mass production of CVD grown CNTs. [141 
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The growth of these CNTs is generally said to be due to the decomposition of the feedstock 
on the catalyst surface. This process is usually exothermic and so a temperature gradient 
may exist across the particle in the growth direction. Carbon is then precipitated at the colder 
zone behind the particle until the catalyst becomes either poisoned or deactivated. ý11 
However, there are two issues with this method. The first is that not all hydrocarbon 
reactions are exothermic and yet they can still be used to grow nanotubes. The second is that 
because the catalyst particles are so small, it is unlikely that a temperature gradient exists. 
Hence, it is thought that the decomposition of the feedstock raises the temperature of the 
entire filament, and the growth is driven by a concentration gradient across the particle. [14] 
There are also two different types of growth modes, which are based upon the interaction of 
the catalyst with the substrate. The first is a weak interaction which causes tip growth, whilst 
the second is a strong interaction that causes base growth (Figure 2.5). [23,241 
c Ile 
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Figure 2.5. Diagram showing weak catalyst (left) and strong catalyst (right) interaction. 1141 
Certain applications require the production of well-aligned nanotubes on a substrate. This 
can be achieved using CVD by either growing the nanotubes with a very small spacing so 
that they are forced to grow upwards [25] or by using aluminium templates to create vertical 
nanopores within which the CNTs are grown [261 . Alternative strategies involve the use of 
energy sources such as plasma or an electric field. The electric field method uses a dc 
vertical field to achieve vertical alignment, while the plasma enhanced CVD method uses a 
gas that has been excited or ionised to create a glow discharge. The simplest way of 
implementing this is using a dc plasma in which the discharge is generated by grounding the 
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2.2.4 Chirality of Carbon Nanotubes 
As mentioned earlier carbon nanotubes may be thought of as being made up of a small sheet 
of graphene that has been rolled up to form a seamless cylinder. Depending on how this 
cylinder has been fon-ned it is possible to create either a nanotube where the sides match and 
hexagons form circles around the diameter, or a nanotube where the sides do not match and 
the hexagons spiral up or down. The chirality vector, Ch, which connects two 
crystallographically equivalent points on the graphene sheet as shown in Figure 2.6, is used 
to describe this structure. This vector is defined as: 
C1, = na, + ma2 =- (n, m) (2.1) 
where aI and a2 are the graphene lattice vectors and n and m are integers. 
[27,28] 
zigzag 
Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of a two dimensional plane illustrating the roll-up vector: 
Ch = na, + ma2 =- (n, m). 
There are three types of chirality in carbon nanotubes, which are known as annchair, zigzag 
and chiral. Zigzag nanotubes occur when either n or m is equal to zero and the hexagonal 
atoms form a zigzag pattern around the circumference of the nanotube. An-nchair nanotubes 
occur when Ch has been rotated away from n or m equal to zero by 300 and the atoms around 
the circumference of the nanotube form an armchair pattern. All of the other sorts of 
nanotubes with chiral angles between 0' and 30' have the hexagons spiralling around the 
nanotube axis and are known collectively as chiral nanotubes. ý27,281 
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2.2.5 Electrical Structure of Carbon Nanotubes 
The fact that carbon nanotubes are essentially made up of small, rolled up sheets of graphene 
means that they have also inherited many of the properties of in plane graphite. It is 
therefore logical that the electrical properties of carbon nanotubes may be deduced from the 
two dimensional properties of a graphene sheet. The band structure and first Brillouin zone 
of the graphene sheet are given in the energy versus propagation constant or momentum, k, 
diagram shown in Figure 2.7. [1,13,291 
EF 
T 
Figure 2.7. Diagram of the band structure of graphene (top) and the I" Brillouin zone (bottom). 
The Brillouin zone for a graphene sheet is made up of four main points, K, F, M and K', 
where K and K' are the six equivalent Fermi points at which the conduction (7E*) and the 
valence (7r) bands touch, F is the Brillouin zone center and M ties equidistant between the K 
and K'points. In graphene, the top of the valence band has the same energy as the bottom of 
the conduction band, and equals the Ferrni energy for one wavevector, the K-point of the 
two-dimensional Brillouin zone. This unusual band structure has immediate consequences 
for the electronic properties of graphene. While allowed states exist at the Fermi level, a 
vanishing density of states exists when integrating over the Fermi surface, which means that 
graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor. As such in most directions such as in the r-M 
direction, the electrons encounter a semiconductor like band gap. In the F-K directions and 
in five other directions, which differ by 60* and pass through the Fermi points, the electrons 
have free motion and the gaphene behaves as a metal. In real space, these six unique 
directions correspond to free electron motion along the six zigzag directions of the lattice. 
12 
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In CNTs, there is an additional quantisation condition that arises from the confinement of 
electrons around the circumference of the nanotube. This means that the circumferential 
component of the wave vector, kc can only take values fulfilling the condition: 
k,, - Cfi = 2; y (2.2) 
where Ch is the chirality vector andj is an integer. This allows for the set of values ofj to be 
found and used to find the dispersion relations of the CNT so that when the bands pass 
through a Fermi point, the CNT is metallic, and when the bands do not pass through a Fermi 
point it is semiconducting. This means that arm-chair CNTs, which have n=m, always have 
states crossing the comer points of the first Brillouin zone and so are expected to always be 
metallic. ZigZag CNTs, which have n/3 equal to an integer are metallic, while all others are 
semiconducting. Chiral nanotubes are metallic when (2n + m)/3 is an integer but are 
otherwise semiconducting. Furthermore, as the CNT diameter increases, more wavevectors 
occur around the circumference so for nanotube diameters above 3 mn, the bangap is 
comparable to thermal energies at room temperature, which means that MVYrNTs with a 
semiconducting outer shell will appear to be metallic. Other important parameters for 
describing a nanotube's structure are the diameter, d,, which is described by the equation: 
( Y2 (m' + mn - n' (2.3) 
and the chiral angle between Ch and a,, which is described by the equation: 




where a, is the distance between carbon atoms. [1,13,29,301 
In order to verify the above predictions, that depending on the chirality, nanotubes are either 
semiconducting or metallic, scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) may be used to 
experimentally determine the atomic structure and the electronic density of states of the 
CNT. Firstly, an ultra high vacuum (UHV) scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) is used to 
atomically image a selected SWNT to determine its diameter and the angle of the zigzag 
direction relative to the nanotube axis. These values may then be substituted into equations 
(2.3) and (2.4) to estimate the indices of the nanotube and predict the conduction 
mechanism. To verify the expected conduction mechanism STS is then used to examine the 
current and the normalised density of states variation with voltage. If the current increases 
linearly with voltage and the density of states is finite throughout the voltage range, the 
nanotube is metallic. Otherwise, it is semiconducting. 
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2.2.6 Applications of Carbon Nanotubes 
The huge range of properties of CNTs means that they have a wide range of possible 
applications in a number of industries. For electronics, CNTs can produce streams of 
electrons that may be used as light sources in displays. They also have a strong covalent 
structure, which enables them to withstand current densities up to 109 Acni'2, whereas 
electromigration limits copper to 106 Acm-2.12-73 This property combined with a high aspect 
ratio, means CNTs are ideal for use as electrical wires or interconnects in integrated circuits. 
This property also means that CNTs may be used as field emission tips in displays [313 , X-ray 
tubes [323 , electron sources 
in electron microscopy and as gas discharge tubes. [331 Another 
interesting application of CNTs is as electrodes in electrochemical supercapacitors, which 
have giant capacitances in comparison with dielectric based capacitors. [34,351 
Another electronic application for CNTs is for semiconducting SWNTs to be used as a 
replacement of transistor channels in today's silicon based IC technology. This is because as 
conventional transistors reduce in size, they present an increasing number of challenges, 
which must be overcome. One example of this is that as the channel size reduces, so does the 
required number of dopant atoms and the numbers are fast approaching the statistical limit. 
(361 SWNTs have the advantage that they do not require dopant atoms. Indeed in 2006 Chen 
et al. 1371 produced the first five stage SWNT CMOS-type ring oscillator using an 18 gm 
CNT. Carbon nanotubes also have the advantage that they exhibit either ballistic or quasi- 
ballistic transport, which means that SWNT transistors may be operated at faster speeds than 
conventional transistors. [381 However, there are still a number of challenges that must be 
overcome before SWNT transistor circuits will be capable of replacing the conventional 
semiconductor technology. One such issue is that CNTs are currently produced as a mix of 
semiconducting and metallic nanotubes, with different lengths and diameters. 
Another attribute of CNTs is their large surface area, which means that both the inside and 
outside of CNTs may be used to support reactant particles. These nanotubes may be used in 
catalytic conversion reactions and for the storage of elements such as hydrogen. [39,40] CNTs 
are also very sensitive to adsorbed molecules and may be used in chemical and biological 
sensors to detect dangerous gases in the atmosphere. [411 Within the mechanical industry 
CNTs can be used in polymer composites, mechanical defonnation applications and as 
miniature springs. In particular, their high aspect ratio, exceptional in-axis strength and low 
weight mean that they can improve the strength and stiffness of a polymer and add 
14 
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multifunctional ity such as electrical conductivity to the system. Furthermore, they can be 
made to deflect under electric stimulation and so have suitable properties for use as 
cantilevers or actuators. Another potential application for CNTs is as electromechanical 
sensors because any deformation is reflected in their electrical characteristics. [42,431 
2.3 Electrical Conduction in Carbon Nanotubes 
The conduction of CNTs has been extensively studied and been shown to be ballistic, 
diffusive or quasi-ballistic. This section shall discuss some of the theoretical descriptions of 
the ballistic transport mechanism in CNTs and outline a number of experimental studies, 
which have confin-ned this. It will then go on to look at the experimental work of a number 
of groups whose results appear to be due to other types of conduction. 
As described in section 2.2.5, CNTs have either a metallic or semiconducting character. In 
metallic nanotubes, there are two metallic I -D sub-bands that cross at the Fermi level and a 
number of occupied and unoccupied semiconducting sub-bands positioned symmetrically 
either side of the Fermi level (Figure 2.8). As the bandgap between the occupied and 
unoccupied levels is much greater than kT at room temperature, for bias voltages less than 
this value, only the two metallic sub-bands, will contribute to the transport. These sub-bands 
have a pure bonding and antibonding character, which means that backscattering is 
significantly reduced and ballistic conduction can occur. 
n 
Figure 2.8. Diagram of the band structure (left) and the density of states (right) of a metallic CNT. 
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In ballistic nanotube devices, the conductance is surnmarised by Landauer's equation: 
G=G,, 17; (2.5) 
where Go is the quantum of conductance (2e 2 /h) and Tj is the transmission coefficient of 
each contributing sub-band. In ideal nanotubes with no scattering, Tj =1 and as there are two 
conducting metallic sub-bands, G= 2Go. This equates to a quantum mechanical contact 
resistance (I/G) of 6.5kQ, which arises from the mismatch of the number of conduction 
channels in the nanotube and macroscopic metal leads. In non-ideal carbon nanotubcs, 
defects or imperfect contacts will cause some elastic back scattering (reflections), which 
reduce the transmission coefficient and hence the final value of G. When the scattering 
length is much greater than the inter-contact distance, then the conductivity is independent of 
length, and the transport may be said to be ballistic. [441 
In order to understand how research has arrived at this result, the approach taken by Saito et 
al. ý11 is reviewed. Figure 2.9 shows an ideal case for ballistic transport, where a wire of 
length, L is connected to two metal electrodes, with electron chemical potentials of ýtj and 
ýt2. This model assumes that there is no scattering at the contacts, so only electrons with 
wavevectors greater than zero and energies between ýt-, and ýtj will contribute to the current 
with an initial energy, E. The electronic states are quantised perpendicular to the current and 
so there are several sub-bands Ej(k), which have the same k value and an energy between ýL2 




Figure 2.9. Two three-dimensional reservoirs at different chemical potentials are connected by a 
ba II istic conductor of IcngthL, the numbcrofbal I istic channels available between ýij and W is M- 
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If an electron in this model has a velocity of v= ii-1 - (aE / ak) > 0, then the total current, I 
may be described by the equation: 
eLI aEj (k) 




- pl) -f 
(Ej 
- PA' A (2.6) L2.; r , 11 ak 
where: 
- the factor of two is added to account for spin degeneracy 
- L/2n is the inverse of the level spacing 
-Z sums the contribution to I from each channel 
j is the number of contributing sub-bands 
f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac function 
P(Ej - ýLl) - f(Ej - ý01 is the probability that an electron with an energy Ej at contact 
I exists with a probability smaller than an electron at contact 2 with an energy Ej. E13 
If the total number of conduction channels is denoted by M(E) and M is constant between 92 






Also, as the voltage between the two electrodes is equal to (ýtj - [12)/e, the contact resistance 






1 2e 2M 
When the diameter of a wire is less than I mn, M is equal to one and the quantised resistance 
is equal to h/2e2 or 12.9 kQ and therefore Go = 2e2/h. However, in carbon nanotubes there 
are two conducting channels and so M=2. By substituting this value into equation (2.8), a 
value of 6.5kQ is obtained and the conductance is equal to 2GO as described earlier. (1] 
In 1998, Frank et al. [451 demonstrated ballistic conduction in multi-walled carbon nanotubes. 
They performed a very simple experiment that took arc-discharge produced nanotube fibres 
(see Figure 2.10) and installed them in place of an scanning probe microscope (SPM) tip 
which enabled the fibres to be moved accurately using SPM controls. Typically the carbon 
fibres had a single nanotube protruding beyond the others, so that when a fibre was lowered 
towards a liquid metal such as mercury, a second reproducible contact was formed between 
the nanotube and the liquid metal. 1451 
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Figure 2.10. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up used by Frank et al. The nanotube fibre is 
connected to an SPM tip and then lowered into a liquid metal. [451 
The initial experiment raised and lowered the fibre into the liquid metal and the conductance 
was measured over a number of different depths to give a set of data such as that shown in 
Figure 2.11. As can be seen from the data, contact of a single nanotube to the metal 
produced a conductance plateau very close to lGo, which is consistent with a ballistic 
conductor of unifon-n width and strongly suggests that the nanotube is a quantised conductor. 
Further experiments gradually lowered the fibre further into the metal so that increasing 
numbers of tubes came into contact with the liquid metal. The resulting data is shown in 
Figure 2.12 and indicates that each time another nanotube comes into contact with the metal, 
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Figure 2.11. Graph showing the conductance of a M"T as it is lowered in and out of a liquid 
metal contact as a function of time. [451 
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Figure 2.12. Graph showing the conductance of a MWNT as it is lowered into a liquid metal contact 
as a function of position. J451 
In summary, these results show that the nanotubes are ID conductors, whose conductance 
rises approximately linearly with voltage and is symmetric with respect to voltage polarity. It 
was also shown that the electronic transport only occurred in the outer layer of the nanotubes 
and that high voltages did not damage the nanotubes as any heating of the nanotubes was 
dissipated into the leads. Within this experiment current densities of -10 
7 A/cm -2 were also 
measured, which is greater than that of any other material other than superconductors. t451 
In 2002, Poncharal et al. [5 11 extended this experiment and found that nanotubes with poor 
contacts to the fibre had conductances of less than 0.5Go. These nanotubes tended to fall 
away from the fibre during successive dipping cycles. It was also found that when high 
voltages were applied to nanotubes with large defects, the MWNTs broke at the site of the 
defect, while nanotubes with a metallic outer layer and no defects showed lowered ballistic 
conductances of I Go due to scattering at the second contact. In these systems the higher sub- 
bands had minimal contribution to the conductance, which increased linearly with the 
voltage by -0.3 Go V- . The conductance of these MWNTs was then related to the 
density of 
states of the nanotubes and shown to only occur in the outer shell (see Figure 2.13). Within 
this experiment the length dependence of the conductance and the contribution of the contact 
and from scattering in the system on the conductance was also investigated. It was found that 
the contact resistances were between 0.1 and I U2 ýim-' and that the scattering was minimal. 
The effect of surfactants on the nanotubcs was also analysed and was found to reduce the 
conductance of the nanotubes, as well as causing the conductance to rise nonlincarly and be 
asymmetric with respect to the voltage. [461 
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(a) 0.5 pin 
(h) 
Figure 2.13. TEM of a pristine MWNT (a) before and (b) after failure. 1461 
It should be noted here that both Frank et al. [45 1 and Poncharal et al. [461 did not process their 
CNTs in an attempt to avoid any contamination or damage to the samples and that the 
conductance was Go rather than the predicted 2GO. As the transport through the MWNTs is 
primarily on the surface, the purification and other processing steps that are generally carried 
out during the fabrication of contacts by most groups can damage and significantly alter the 
transport properties. Also, these devices may be affected by a number of sources of contact 
resistance, such as that produced by poor coupling between the nanotubes and the leads such 
as Schottky Barriers at the contacts and nanotube-substrate interactions. These effects may 
dominate and obscure the intrinsic electrical properties of the nanotubes and so not all 
nanotube conduction experiments will demonstrate ballistic conduction. (45,46] 
147 1 
In another experiment, which also showed ballistic conduction in MWNTs, Liang et al . 
dispersed arc-discharge MWNTs over an oxidised silicon substrate that had been 
prepatterned with gold electrodes with aI ýtm spacing using standard optical lithography. 
The MWNTs were contacted to the electrodes using alternating electrical fields and then two 
terminal IN measurements between -8V and +8V were run. A typical IN measurement 
is shown in Figure 2.14. As can be observed from this graph, the current through the 
structure reached 675 ýtA at 8 V, and dissipated a maximurn power of 5.4 rnW. As the 
II[ 53 thermal conductivity of a MWNT reaches its peak at 3000 Wm_ K_ , 
Liang et al. 
calculated that the centrc of the MWNT should have reached a temperature in excess of 
7000 K. This temperature is significantly higher than the boiling point of graphite and so it 
was concluded that a significant fraction of the power in the structure must have been 
dissipated at the contacts and that the electrical transport was ballistic. [47] 
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Figure 2.14.1 -V curve of a MWNT from -8 to 8V (right hand axis) and the corresponding 
G-V curve (left hand axis). (471 
Liang et al. [471 went on to analyse the conductance versus voltage characteristics of this 
nanotube (see Figure 2.14). The conductance at near zero voltage was found to be 0.4 Go, 
which is significantly lower than that seen by Frank et al. [45 1 and Poncharal et al. [46 1 This 
was attnbuted to either the contacts causing scattering at the nanotube - metal interface or to 
the MWNT having a semiconducting outer shell through which the conduction occurs with a 
very small band gap of 0.05 eV. The conductance characteristics then increased linearly with 
voltage with a slope of 0.2 Go V-1 until they reached its peak at - 5.8 V, after which they 
decreased. These peaks were found to occur at ± 2-yo/e, where yo is the 7E bonding energy for 
carbon nanotubes, which again is a sign of ballistic conduction in MWNTs. t471 
One group that found that their experimental observations did not match those described 
previously was Schronenberger et al. 1411 Within this experiment arc-produced MWNTs were 
dispersed onto a silicon substrate with a 400 rim thick oxide layer. A resist layer was then 
spun over the MWNTs and four terminal gold electrodes were fabricated using electron 
beam lithography and then-nal evaporation of the metal (see Figure 2.15). This contact 
scheme relies upon chance and so its yield is low. It was also chosen in preference to the 
more conventional method of dispersing CNTs over prefabricated metal electrodes as it 
yielded lower contact resistances of -5 W. This methodology also has the disadvantage that 
the contacts deteriorate over a period of one to two weeks, which meant that the electrical 
characterisation had to be undertaken immediately after fabrication. [481 
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Figure 2.15. Scanning electron microscope image ofa MWNT contacted by t'Our gold fingers. 14XI 
For the electrical characterisation Schronenberger et al. [491 chose to only investigate 
nanotubes that had four low ohmic contacts (<10 W). For these structures, they found that 
as the temperature of the system was decreased to -0.3 K, the resistance increased by a 
factor of two to three and saturated for temperatures below 10 K. Examination of the 
Ahamov-Bohm effect of these samples showed that the transport in the MWNTs was 
diffusive at the scale of the circumference. However, the dl/dV spectrum for aID sub-band 
agreed with the tight-binding models and suggested a large elastic-scattering length. 
Comparison of the measured resistance of these MWNTs also compared well to a simple 
Drude resistance equation and again gave large elastic-scattcring lengths. It was hence 
thought that these nanotube structures demonstrated quasi-ballistic transport. [491 
Meanwhile Javey et al. [49 1 also investigated the electrical transport of SWNTs and found 
that they exhibited quasi-ballistic transport properties at high biases. They fabricated near- 
ohmic palladium contacts using electron bearn lithography over CVD grown SWNTs with 
lengths between 10 nm and I pin and diameters between 1.5 and 2.5 nrn that were dispersed 
on a silicon oxide substrate that was used as a back gate. At room temperature, the SWNTs 
exhibited conductances in the range of 2 to 4c2 /h for low biases. Javey et al. [41) 1 also found 
that upon cooling, nanotubes with lengths greater than 200 nm showed increasing 
conductance, while SWNTs with lengths below 100 nm were temperature independent. This 
result suggests that in short SWNTs (L<100 nm) electron backscattcring by acoustic 
phonons is ineffective and in the low energy regime the transport is ballistic. [491 
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Javey et al. [49 J also investigated the conduction of SWNTs at higher conductances and found 
that for long SWNTs, optical or zone boundary phonon scattering caused the current to 
saturate at -20 ýtA, whilst for short SWNTs (below 100 nm) the current saturated at -60 ýA. 
Monte Carlo simulations were then used to determine whether these results were consistent 
with the expected mean free paths (mfp) by solving the Boltzmann transport equation 
stochastically. This work gave mfps of 300 nm for phonon scattering and 15 nm for optical 
phonon scattering, which fitted well with the experimental data. This lead to the conclusion 
that at low bias, ballistic transport occurred on the nm scale and at high bias quasi-ballistic 
transport occurred. (49] 
Park et al. ý-")I also calculated the electron mfp for backscattering by evaporating gold 
electrodes over SWNTs and using a gold coated atomic force microscope (AFM) tip as a 
third electrode (Figure 2.16). A bias voltage was applied to the source electrode (left 
electrode in Figure 2.16) and the current was measured using the AFM tip, which served as 
the drain electrode. The second electrode (right electrode in Figure 2.16) was then used as a 
probe to measure the voltage drop at the tip-nanotube drain junction. This allowed Park et al. 
[501 to deduce that Vý VSD - V, and that the IN curves corresponded to just the left contact 
and the SWNT between this contact and the AFM tip. By moving the AFM tip, they were 
able to obtain IN measurements for different channel lengths on the same SWNT. [ý5()] 
L 
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Figure 2.16. Schematic ofthe measurement setup. The active length L ofthc SWN'I'devicc can be 
changed by moving the AFM tip. 1501 
At low biases, the IN characteristics were linear and had the resistances shown in Figure 
2.1 7(a). For lengths up to 200 nm the resistance was almost constant, whereas for lengths 
I greater than 200 nm the resistance increased linearly with length at a rate of 4W ýtm- . 
This 
one-dimensional resistivity was used to estimate a low bias electron mfp for backscattcring 
-- 
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of -1.6 gm, which was attributed to scattering with acoustic phonons. Park et al. 1 5( '1 hence 
concluded that for lengths below this the low field electrical transport was essentially 
ballistic. At high biases, the IN slope decreased with increasing voltage and for lengths 
greater than 500 nm the current saturated at -20 gA. Meanwhile, for lengths below 500 nm, 
the slope of the IN curves increased at a rate lower than that measured for low biases. The 
resistance at high biases scaled linearly with length and the resistivity was measured to be 
800 kQ ýim-' as shown in Figure 2.17(b). This resistivity was approximately two hundred 
times larger than that measured at low biases and produced a rnfp of -10 nm, which was 
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Figure 2.17. (a) Low-bias and (b) I figh-bias resistance as a t'Unction of length. 15(), 
More recently, Lazzen et al. 1511 used density functional theory calculations to calculate the 
optical phonon contributions for electron-phonon coupling in SWNTs. They then used this 
value to obtain the electron mfp for optical phonon scattering in high-field quasi-ballistic 
transport. They found that if they assumed that the phonons were in thermal equilibrium 
with the lattice and that there was no forward scattering, then the calculated mfP due to 
optical phonon scattering, /,,,, could be calculated using the equation: 
65d (2.9) 
where, d is the diameter of the nanotube being investigated. This equation produces an 
optical phonon mfp that is one order of magnitude larger than that seen by Javey et al. 1 . 54 1 
and Park et al. 1-551 in their experimentally estimated values of -10 nrn. Lazzeri et al. [ 561 then 
went on to assume that the optical phonon mfp was -10 nm and calculated that the 
corresponding temperature of the phonon bath had to be several thousand Kelvin. They 
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The existence of a non-thermal equilibrium phonon population is consistent with the results 
of Pop et al. [521 , who grew SVVNTs over trenches so that half their length was suspended as 
shown in Figure 2.18. They found that the suspended and nonsuspended parts of the same 
metallic SWNT exhibited drastically different IN characteristics as shown in Figure 2.19. 
As can be seen from this graph the nonsuspended part of the nanotube exhibited monotonic 
IN characteristics similar to those seen by Park et al. [50] with the current approaching -20 
gA, while the suspended part reached a maximum current of - 10 gA/L, where L is the 
length of the nanotube with no ground plane interaction before exhibiting a negative 
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Figure 2.18. (a) Scanning electron microscope image taken at 45' of the nonsuspended (on nitride) 
and suspended (over 0.5 gm deep trench) parts of a SWNT connected. (b) A schematic of the cross 
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Figure 2.19. The current versus voltage characteristics of the same length suspended 
and nonsuspended parts of a SVINT. 1521 
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The lower current saturation level in the suspended part of the nanotube was attributed to the 
absence of a substrate to act as a heat sink, while the negative differential conductance was 
thought to be due to the existence of nonequilibrium, hot optical phonons at high bias. The 
higher currents observed in the nonsuspended nanotubes were hence thought to be due to the 
substrate-nanotube interactions that aid heat dissipation and more importantly assist in the 
relaxation of optical phonons emitted though electron scattering. [521 
Indeed, most investigations into the transport properties of carbon nanotubes have used a 
three-terminal arrangement in which the carbon nanotubes lie on a silicon dioxide gate 
insulator and source and drain contacts are deposited over the ends of the nanotubes. In this 
6on-substrate' arrangement the substrate acts as a ground plane and the gate acts as a source 
of capacitance that can influence the electrical transport properties. As an example of the 
influence of the substrate, in addition to the conventional magnetic inductance Lm and 
electrostatic capacitance CE, there is the kinetic inductance LK associated with the motion of 
electrons in the different conducting channels and the quantum capacitance CQ associated 
with the energy required for the addition of an electron into the first available quantum state. 
For a SWNT with a diameter of 2 nm lying on an oxide, Burke [53] gives values of Lm -I pH 
[tm-1 and CE - 50 aF gm". These values can be compared with estimated values of LK - 16 
nH pm-1 and CQ - 100 aF [tm7 1 and indicate that in one-dimensional systems, while the 
kinetic inductance dominates the total inductance, both the classical electrostatic capacitance 
and the quantum capacitance need to be taken into account. [531 
This section has highlighted some of the main electrical transport experiments on carbon 
nanotubes that have been carried out to date. In particular, it has shown that the electrical 
properties of the nanotubes are dependent on the contact methodologies and geometries 
used. However, while some groups have fabricated 'good' ohmic contacts, many of the 
contact methodologies used have high resistances, rely on chance or are not suitable for use 
in mainstream fabrication techniques. One possible method of contacting to nanotubes, 
which has minimal fabrication steps and allows for a nanotube to first be selected and then 
contacted to is electron beam deposition, which will be discussed in more detail in the 
following section. 
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2.4 Overview of Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) 
2.4.1 Introduction to Electron Beam Induced Deposition 
Electron beam induced deposition (EBID) is a versatile, dircct-write technique that allows 
for features to be directly patterned onto a substrate. In this process a precursor, which 
contains the element to be deposited, is heated and injected through a small bore needle into 
a high vacuum electron microscope such as a scanning electron microscope (SEM), where it 
is adsorbed onto the substrate (see Figure 2.20(a)). The electron beam exposes the adsorbed 
gas molecules causing them to undergo a series of complex beam-induced surface reactions 
and dissociate. This results in the formation of a non-volatile solid deposit on the substrate 
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Figure 2.20. Illustration of EBID. (a) A precursor gas is injected into it high vacuum microscope 
where it is adsorbed onto the substrate and exposed to an electron bearn. (b) The gas molecules forin 
a non-volatile deposit and a volatile by-product that is pumped away. 
2.4.2 History of EBID 
The use of an electron beam to deposit material was first reported in the 1940s, when 
electron microscopists noticed that wherever the electron beam impinged upon the sample, a 
contaminating deposit was formed. [ 54,5 51 Hillier et al. 1561 found that this deposit mainly 
consisted of amorphous carbon and attributed its formation to the ionisation and dissociation 
of organic molecules that had been adsorbed onto the sample's surface. In 1959 Buck ct al. 
[5 71 went on to use this phenomenon to fabricate a negative resist onto a molybdenum film 
27 
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that had been covered with a copper mesh to pattern it into squares. The negative resist was 
formed by introducing tetra-ethoxysilane into the vacuum system that held the sample and 
exposing it to an electron flood beam. This caused a polymer film to be deposited onto the 
exposed parts of the substrate. The subsequent introduction of a chlorine vapour caused the 
unprotected molybdenum to be etched away leaving an array of molybdenum squares. 
The use of different gases to produce metal rich deposits with EBID was pioneered by 
Matsui et al. E58,591 In 1984, Matsui et al. '583 demonstrated that 0.5grn wide chromium lines 
could be deposited from the precursor Cr(C6H6)2 using a modified SEM. Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) of the deposits showed that they contained chromium and carbon from 
the precursor and oxygen which was thought to have originated in the chamber. It was 
concluded that the choice of source was important in order to obtain pure chromium. Matsui 
et al. E591 also deposited tungsten from the precursors WC16 and WF6. These deposits 
contained less carbon than the chromium deposits, which was attributed to the precursors not 
containing any carbon. Today, EBID has been demonstrated for a wide variety of materials, 
which depending on the precursor and beam conditions used, consist of either an amorphous 
matrix of all of the elements in the precursor or of an amorphous carbon matrix containing 
small crystals of metal with diameters of 2 -3 nm. Of these materials the tungsten precursors 
have been found to produce some of the highest purity deposits. 
2.4.3 Experimental Equipment Used for EBID 
EBID is carried out in high vacuum to minimise scattering of the electron beam and 
contamination of the deposit. To date, the majority of EBID has been carried out in modified 
SEMs that include a vapour injection system, which allows the precursor to be heated 
outside of the vacuum chamber before being injected into the sample chamber. These 
injection systems are positioned so that the vapour is injected into the path of the electron 
beam close to the substrate surface. However, EBID may be carried out within any type of 
electron microscope, which can produce a focused electron beam. Indeed van Dorp et al. J601 
used a TEM to study the resolution limits of EBID because these instruments are capable of 
producing much finer electron beams, which should result in smaller deposits and allow for 
the structure of the deposit to be studied in-situ. Meanwhile, Molhave et al. [611 used an 
environmental SEM (ESEM) to deposit gold needles because it allowed for the effects of 
adding a water vapour during the deposition on the deposit's structure to be examined. 
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The dynamics of the deposition process and the vapour flow in an EBID system is dependent 
on many variables, including the vacuum, chamber geometry, injector geometry, precursor 
vapour pressure and the lines connecting the precursor source to the chamber. Each of these 
criteria varies between systems and some such as the precursor and vacuum can vary over 
time within one system. This makes the accurate prediction of the deposition growth for a 
particular set-up very difficult. Another issue with many EBID instruments is that they can 
only scan simplistic patterns such as rectangles, lines and dots. To deposit more complex 
features a three-dimensional pattern generator such as the Nanometer Pattern Generation 
System, which will be described in section 3.10.1 needs to be integrated into the system. 
EBID also has the limitation that the deposits are produced in serial and as such take a long 
time to produce in comparison with conventional techniques such as UV lithography, where 
the whole pattern is exposed at once. In an attempt to overcome this, prototype multibeam 
systems that can deposit several structures in parallel are being developed. [62,631 
2.5 Physics of EBID 
2.5.1 Introduction to Physics of EBID 
Before being able to fully understand and analyse the results of EBID, it is necessary to gain 
a good grounding of the processes involved and the factors that limit EBID. In most EBID 
experiments the main mechanisms that need to be considered are the introduction of the 
gaseous precursor, the interaction of the precursor with the substrate and the interaction of 
the electron beam with the sample and the adsorbed precursor molecules. The following 
sections will discuss the physics concerned with each of these processes. 
2.5.2 Precursor Introduction 
Most EBID gas injection systems consist of a reservoir, which contains and heats the 
precursor and a fine capillary tube, which is used to inject the gaseous precursor into the 
vacuum system. The capillary tube is positioned close to the sample surface to reduce the 
scattering of electrons with the gas molecules before they are adsorbed and to minimise the 
quantity of the gas that needs to be used. Figure 2.21 shows a schematic of a typical gas 
injection tube and the relevant parameters for gas delivery to the deposition area. 
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Figure 2.21. Schematic of a gas injection tube and the parameters used to model the gas delivery. [621 
in particular, this figure shows how the gas flux is dependent on both the dimension and 
orientation of the capillary tube. To optimise the gas flux, the projected gas area needs to be 
minimised by using a short capillary tube to substrate distance, a, a low spread angle, /I and a 
small capillary tube inner radius, ri. Ideally, the capillary tube angle, (x, should also be equal 
to 90'. However, this is not experimentally possible, as it would cause the tube to interfere 
with the electron beam, which is situated at 90o to the substrate. The gas flux may also be 
increased by raising the temperature to which the precursor is heated, which increases the 
gas pressure and hence the number of molecules arriving at the sample surface. 
[62,641 
2.5.3 Precursor-Substrate Interactions 
When a precursor gas Is injected into tile systern, the molecules Implllgc on the surface of' 
the substrate and absorb with a probability known as the sticking coefficient, g. Tile rate at 
which these molecules adsorb, R, varies with time and follows tile equation: 
(IN 
g-F (mols / in's) dt 
(2.10) 
where, N is the number of adsorbed molecules, t is the time and F is the initial surface flux. 
[66,67 1 Depending on the system, the sticking coefficient takes a value between 0 and 1, where 
a value of I means that every molecule that impinges on the surface is adsorbed, while a 
value of 0 means that no molecules are adsorbed. As such the sticking coefficient depends 
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on the coverage of adsorbed molecules and the activation barrier for adsorption, such that: 
E. 
f(O)-e U 
where, f(O) is the surface coverage of adsorbed species, E,, is the adsorption activation 
energy, k is Boltsmann's constant and T is the interface temperature. The value of the 
sticking coefficient is unknown for most precursors and so a value of I is often used for 
simplicity. [641 By substituting equation (2.11) into equation (2.10), the rate at which the 
molecules are adsorbed can be described by the equation: 
- 
E, f(o--e U 
-, 
f2-mnkT (2.12) 
To simulate and optimise the number of molecules that are adsorbed onto a surface during 
EBID, Koops et al. [651 used an alternative version of this equation that followed the 
theoretical approach of Scheuer et al. [661 , such that: 
R= 
dN 
= g-F I- 
N 
_N -q-N-f (2.13) dt No r. 
where, f is the electron flux density, q is the dissociation cross section, F is the molecular 
flux density arriving on the substrate, No is the molecule density in a monolayer andr,, is the 
mean lifetime of an adsorbed molecule. In this equation, the first term represents the 
adsorption rate, the second term represents the desorption rate and the third term represents 
the consumption of adsorbed molecules by the deposition process itself. [651 
The density of adsorbed molecules is in equilibrium, NE, when dN/dt = 0, such that: 
(g 
- FINO) (2.14) NE ý No FINO) + I/ro +q-f 
This equation shows that NE must be less than or equal to No for all supply and bombardment 
conditions and that the maximum surface coverage is one monolayer. Therefore, the layer 
growth rate, R, for EBID can be described using the equation: 
R=V-N-q. f (2.15) 
where, V is the volume occupied by a dissociated molecule. For the equilibrium condition, N 
= NE, the growth rate hence follows the equation: 
R=V-N - 
(g - FINO -q- f) (2.16) 0 (g-FINO)+(Ilro)+q. f 
This equation shows how increasing either the electron or molecular flux density results in 
an increase in the growth rate. However, these properties are limited by system constraints 
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including the electron column, the gas injection system and the vacuum system. The amount 
of time a molecule remains on a surface before it either undergoes a chemical reaction or is 
desorbed is called the surface residence time, r,, and is given by the equation: 
Ed,, 
e kT (2.17) 
where, v is an attempt frequency and Ed,, is the desorption energy of the molecules adsorbed 
on the substrate. This equation shows that as the temperature is lowered the residence time 
for each precursor molecule increases such that there is a higher concentration of adsorbed 
molecules on the sample and a higher deposition rate can occur. [651 
During EBID, when the electron beam reacts with the adsorbed molecules, it dissociates 
them and the volatile part is desorbed. This localised loss causes a concentration gradient to 
form such that further adsorbed molecules migrate to replenish these areas. The distance that 
an adsorbed molecule can diffuse in a time, t is: 
r2--Dt (2.18) 
where, D is the diffusion coefficient, which is described by the equation: 
E,, ff 
D=ao-vd-e *T- (cm'ls) 
where, ao is the jump distance, vd is the jump attempt frequency and EdIff is the activation 
energy for the surface diffusion. [621 The model of Koops et al. [651 did not consider the 
effects of surface diffusion. However, as can be seen from equation (2.18), surface diffusion 
can play a significant role in the deposition process. Therefore, Hoffman et al. [671 produced a 
more complete model of the deposition process, such that: 
dN 
R=- = g*F(I--L)-N-q. N. f +D V2. N (2.20) dt NO r 
where, V is the Laplacian operator of the number of adsorbed molecules. Within this 
equation the first three terms are identical to those in equation (2.13), while the fourth term 
includes the effects of surface diffusion. As such this equation includes both possible 
molecule supply mechanisms and is accepted as the most complete description of the EBID 
process. 
In conclusion equations (2.10) to (2.20) may be used to show that in EBID, the mass 
transport of the precursor is controlled by the localised partial pressure, the temperature of 
the precursor and the sample and the desorption activation energy of the precursor. 
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2.5.4 Electron-Solid Interactions 
When a primary electron beam impinges on a solid surface, it undergoes a series of complex 
interactions with the sample. These interactions result in either elastic or inelastic scattering 
events, which can alter the primary electron (PE) energy and trajectory and impart energy 
into the solid. In elastic scattering the PEs transfer less than I eV of their energy to the solid 
and deviate from their original path by 2* - 5". In inelastic scattering the PEs transfer an 
energy up to their entire energy to the solid and deviate by -0.1". There are also many 
different types of inelastic scattering including phonon, plasmon and secondary electron 
(SE) excitation, continuum X-ray generation and ionisation of the inner shells of the atoms 
in the substrate. The overall effect of elastic and inelastic scattering is that they limit the 
distance that an electron beam can travel in a solid. This region is known as the interaction 
volume and is dependent on both the beam energy and the atomic number of the substrate. 
When an electron beam scatters within a solid, a number of electrons may be scattered back 
out of the specimen and can play a role in the EBID process. These electrons take two forms, 
the first have energies below 50 eV and are known as secondary electrons, while the second 
type have energies greater than 50 eV and are known as backscattered electrons (BSE). 
BSEs are generated by multiple elastic scattering events and retain 60 to 80% of the PE 
beam energy, which means that they can escape from depths of up to several micrometers. 
The exact depth that they can escape from depends on the substrate and increases with 
decreasing atomic number. [62,68,691 
Secondary electrons are produced by inelastic scattering and take two forms. The first are 
known as SEI and are produced by scattering of the PEs, while the second type are known as 
SEII and originate from electrons in the entire interaction volume including BSEs. The 
energy of SEs follows the energy distribution shown in Figure 2.22, with more than 90% of 
SEs being emitted with energies below 10 eV. This graph also shows how the energy 
distribution for insulators is much smaller than it is for metals. Secondary electron emission 
is very sensitive on the surface layers of a substrate because the electrons are subject to 
inelastic scattering and energy loss during their travel through the sample. As such the 
probability that a SE will escape from the sample surface decreases exponentially with the 
depth at which it is generated. The maximum escape depth of SEs has been found to be 
approximately five times the m$ of SEs, which has been found to be equal to -1 nm for 







Figure 2.22. Energy distribution of secondary electrons from metal and insulator surfaces. 1691 
The amount of SE, and SEII that are generated are not equal because BSEs are more efficient 
at generating SEs than PEs. This is because the PEs enter the sample perpendicular to its 
surface and travel through the region from which SEs can be emitted quickly without 
significant scattering. Meanwhile, BSEs approach the surface at much shallower angles so 
their path through the escape depth is longer. This ineans greater amounts of scattering and 
SE generation can occur. BSEs are also more efficient at generating SEs because they have a 
lower energy and so are more likely to transfer kinetic energy to the weakly bound sample 
electrons allowing them to be ejected as SEs. Typically, the ratio of SEII to SE, has been 
found to be of the order of three to four. [68,691 
In the earliest studies of EBID it was assurned that only PEs induced the deposition process. 
However, research into the resolution limits and growth process of EBID, in which the 
growth of single dots has been examined, has shown that the base diameter of the dots 
always exceeds that of the electron beam. Furthcn-nore, it has been found that the diameter 
of these dots initially increased with time before reaching a constant diameter with a value 
that is approximately twice that of tile mfp of SEs in the material. Therefore, it is now 
assumed that both PEs and SEs contribute to the EBID process. 170-73 ] 
This research may be understood more clearly by considering the work of Kohlrnann-von 
Platen et al. ý7111 who investigated the effects of deposition tirne, bearn voltage and precursor 
temperature on the growth rate of tungsten needles deposited using a SEM and the precursor 
W(CO)6. Initially, the effects of different deposition times and precursor temperatures on the 
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height and width of the needles was investigated. The resulting data is shown in Figure 2.23 
(a) and (b) respectively. These graphs show that the growth rate is higher for short times 
than for long times and that the growth rate increases with precursor temperature. The 
increasing growth rate with precursor temperature was attributed to an increasing gas flux. 
Kohlmann-von Platen et al. [701 repeated this experiment for a constant precursor temperature 
and different beam energies. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.23 (c) and 
(d). As can be seen from these graphs, for a given time, as the beam energy was increased 
the deposited height increased, while the width decreased. The decreasing width with 
increasing beam energy was attributed to the decreasing size of the electron beam and the 
fact that it is easier to focus the beam at higher energies. It can also be seen from these 
graphs that the width of the needles increased with time, which indicates that the growth of 
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Figure 2.23. Experimentally measured (a) height h(t) and (b) base diameter b(t) for various 
precursor temperatures and (c) height h(t) and (d) base diarncter b(t) for various bearn energies of 
tungsten needles as a function of deposition time. 1701 
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The easiest way to separate out the contributions of primary, secondary and backscattered 
electrons to the EBID process is to use Monte Carlo simulations to simulate the EBID 
process and to then compare the results of the simulations to experimental results gained 
using similar conditions. As such Silvis - Cividjian et al. 
[ 72,73 1 developed a quantitative 
model to simulate the effect of SEs on the spatial resolution of EBID dots and found that the 











Figure 2.24. A curve showing the evolution of the dot diameter. Three regimes can be distinguished: 
the nucleation stage (0 - A), an intermediate regime (A - B) and the saturation regime (B - Q. 
172 1 
Figure 2.24 shows how the EBID process begins with a nucleation stage when no significant 
growth occurs (0 - A). During this time PEs enter the substrate and generate SEs, which may 
be emitted from substrate surface. Both PEs and SEs dissociate the adsorbed precursor 
molecules and deposit a dot with a diarneter that is determined by the exit area of the SEs. 
This phase is followed by an inten-nediatc phase (A - B) when SEs exit from the sidewalls of 
the tip, which causes the diameter of the dot to increase. The final part occurs when the SEs 
are no longer able to exit from the sidcwalls of the deposit as its width is twice that of the 
mfp of SEs in the deposit and as such its diameter saturates (B _ C, ). 
(68,72,731 
To determine the type of electron that induced the most deposition events, Fowlkes et al. 1741 
calculated the probability, Q, of electron-induced molecular dissociation using the equation: 
0. s /) 
Q=. f, n, (x, y, t, E) - (T (E)dE (2.21) 
where, n-, (E) is the electron energy distribution of the particular electron species, x= SEI, 
SEII, BSE or PE, a(E) is the dissociation cross section, 0 is the percentage surface coverage 
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of adsorbed precursor molecules and S,, is the atomic surface site density. As can be seen 
from this equation, the electron energy distribution of each of the types of electron species 
investigated are a function of nanopillar shape and size and continuously change during the 
growth. The results of the calculations showed that the probability for deposition was highest 
for the PEs (Q = 0.183) and SEls (Q = 0.155) than it was for SEjjs (Q = 0.1) and BSEs (Q = 
0.0 19). Simulation of the growth process using these values showed that the effective current 
density of SEII's and BSEs emerging from the substrate was also much lower than it was for 
PEs and SEjs because they emerge over a much larger area. This leads to the conclusion that 
both the PEs and the SEjs induce the vertical growth of the pillar, while the BSEs and the 
SEjjs influence the radial broadening of the structures. (741 
Fowlkes et al. [74 1 also simulated the effects of beam energy on the deposition process and 
found that the contribution of PEs to the vertical growth increased with decreasing beam 
energy. This was attributed to the increasing probability of dissociation of the precursor 
molecules at low beam energies. It was also found that the PEs contributed significantly to 
the nanopillar growth for all beam energies, while SFIs only contributed significantly for 
beam energies between 2 and 5 keV as shown in Figure 2.25 (a). Fowlkes et al .1 
77 1 also 
investigated the role of SEs with time as shown in Figure 2.25 (b) and found that the 
contribution of the SEs increased with time. This was attributed to the continuously 
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Figure 2.25. (a) Percentage relative contribution to vertical nanopillar growth for PE and SEI. 
(b) Simulated ratio of the number of tungsten atoms deposited by S1,11s and SElls to the total number 
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2.6 Effects of Experimental Parameters on EBID 
The main areas of focus of EBID research are the optimisation of the growth rate and the 
resolution. Both of these parameters are affected by the experimental set-up, which includes 
the beam voltage and current, the scanning parameters, the carrier or background gas and the 
substrate temperature. The following sections shall review the effects of the beam current 
and the substrate temperature on the deposition rate, structure and resistivity of the deposits, 
which is relevant to the experimental work in this thesis. 
2.6.1 Effects of Beam Current 
To investigate the effect of the electron beam current on the deposition rate Shiffmarm et al. 
[751 used the contamination in a SEM chamber, which consists of 0-,, H,, H'O, CO and 
hydrocarbon molecules from the vacuum pumping oils to deposit a series of carbon tips for 
beam currents between 3 and 300 pA. The tips were deposited in spot mode using a beam 
energy of 30 keV for two minutes and the resulting data for tip lengths, diameter, cone 
lengths and deposited volume are shown in Figure 2.26. This figure shows how the 
dependence of the tip growth on the beam current can be split into two regimes. During tile 
first regime, for beam currents below 30 pA, the tip length decreases, the tip diameter 
increases and the cone length remains constant as the beam current increases, which leads to 
an overall increase in the deposit volume. When the beam current was increased to values in 
excess of 30 pA (2"d regime), the tips became entirely cone shaped and the length decreased, 
while the diameter remained approximately constant with increasing beam current. This lead 
to an overall decrease in the tip volume. 
[ 751 
For the beam current range that was investigated in this experiment, the size of the electron 
beam remained approximately constant, which meant that that beam broadening could not be 
responsible for the observed changes. Instead Schiffmann et al. 175 1 hypotlicsised that 
increasing the beam current caused an increase in temperature at the deposition site and this 
lead to a change in the sticking coefficients and adsorbate lifetimes, which in turn lead to a 
decreasing growth rate. In particular, they calculated that at the lowest beam currents, the 
surface coverage with precursor molecules was so high that almost every impinging electron 
caused the deposition of one carbon atom, while at the highest currents, the value for thermal 
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Figure 2.26. (a) Tip length, tip diameter and cone length and (b) (1cpos, tcd volunic, as a function of 
the beam current for a beam voltage ot'30 keV and a deposition time of2 minutes. '"s' 
A more comprehensive investigation into the effects of the clectron beam current on the 
deposition rate and resolution of EBID structures was carried out by Beaulieu ct al. I"', In 
this experiment an ESEM was used to deposit platinum fibres and lines on a p-typc silicon 
substrate using the precursor CH5Pt(CH3)3 for an electron bearn energy of 30 kcV and bearn 
currents of 60 - 20,000 pA. Once the structures had been fabricated, they were analysed by 
taking SEM images at 90' to the substrate and measuring tile height and base diameter of tile 
fibres and the height and base width of the lines at their mid-point. The growth rate was then 
calculated by dividing each of these values by the total deposition time. This analysis 
showed that the growth rate increased significantly with the beam current such that 
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increasing the current from 100 to 5400 pA caused the growth rate to increase from 0.07 to 
0.55 ýtm/minute. This result is the opposite of that found by Schiffmann et al. 1 75 1 Within this 
experiment it was also found that increasing the beam current caused the base diameter of 
the fibres and the linewidth of the line deposits to increase less significantly (Figure 2.27). 
This behaviour was attributed to the higher beam currents having a larger beam diameter so 
that the SEs, which can contnbute to the deposition process, are produced from a larger 
substrate area and result in a lateral broadening of the structure. Increasing the beam current 








Figure 2.27. Platinum fibre deposited at 30 keV I'm- ý minutes at (a) 20, ()()() I), \ and (1)) 1, ý()o 
1 77 , 7S 1 To investigate the effects of the beam current on the structure of EBID tips, Utke ct al . 
deposited cobalt tips from the precursor Co--, (CO)g in a SEM for an electron bcarn energy of 
25 keV and electron beam currents between 20 pA and 3 ýtA. The tips were deposited onto 
silicon oxide wafers to allow for the resulting structures to be analysed using energy 
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy in a SEM and standard copper'FFM grids to allow for 
the resulting structures to be analysed using selected area electron diffraction and bright and 
dark field imaging In a TEM. The results of the EDX measurements as a function of 
different tip lengths are shown in Figure 2.28. As can be seen from tills graph the amount of 
cobalt in the deposits increased from 12 at. % (atomic percentage) at 20 pA (lower than the 
metallic content of the precursor), with increasing beam current and tip length up to a 
maximum of 80 at. %, which is equal to the cobalt content of the precursor. [ 77,781 
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Figure 2.28. Cobalt content as a function of tip length and bcam current. Thc 10 "/o background level 
of carbon and oxygen measured on the substrate is also indicated. 1771 
TEM of the tips showed that their structure was dependent on both the beam current and the 
deposition time. The tips that were deposited for beam currents below I nA consisted of 
cobalt nanocrystals with a diameter of 1 -2 nm embedded in an arnorphous carbon rnatrix, 
while the tips deposited using greater beam currents with lengths In excess of I [tm consisted 
of a carbon and oxygen rich base core with cobalt crystals and a cobalt rich crust with a 
textured whisker like structure. As the beam current was increase(] the cobalt crystals in the 
base core increased up to 40 nm in size, while the whiskers in the crust also increased and 
caused the surface to becorne corrugated. The base core was also found to orientate towards 
the precursor source, while the crust remained symmetrical around the electron bearn axis as 
shown in Figure 2.29 (a). As the beam current was increased to values in excess of 82 nA, 
voids fori-ned within the structure and were attributed to the growing tip stopping the 
precursor from being adsorbed behind the tip. Finally, it was found that the tips deposited 
with a beam current of 3 ýtA had a whisker like structure that grew towards the precursor 
source. These deposits also had a flat top, which was attributed to a prccursor-hrnited regime 
as shown in Figure 2.29 (b). During these investigations it was also found that for beam 
currents greater than or equal to 10 nA, the apex of the tips became larger than the electron 
beam diameter, which indicates that an additional decomposition mechanism to the one 
induced by electrons was present. j 77,78 1 
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Figure 2.29. (a) Ifigh-resolLition dark field SI IINI linage ot'a typical tip dcl)(). -, it. (b) Backscattered 
electron image of a cobalt tip deposited with a3 ýtA beam current for 600 s. 1771 
These results lead Utke et al. 177,781 to propose that heating of the substrate and the tip by tile 
electron beam influenced the deposition process. It was found that initially substrate heating 
was important and the cobalt content of tips increased as the beam current and hence the 
substrate temperature increased. The temperature rise for beam currents below 100 nA was 
found to be insignificant and the deposition process was said to be electron flux limited, 
while a beam current of 3 ýA was predicted to raise the substrate temperature by 23'C so 
that an auto-catalytic deposition process occurred resulting in a higher cobalt content. As the 
tips increased in length, Utke et al. [ 77,791 suggested that the observed changes were due to the 
heating from the electron beam becoming confined within the tips so that the precursor 
molecules changed from electron flux limited to thermally activated. [ 77,781 
Weber et al. ý791 investigated the effects of beam currents between I and 2,000 pA on the 
structure of EBID tips deposited in a SEM using the precursors Me-)Au(acac), Me-'Auffac), 
Me, Au(hfac), Cu(hfac)2, MO(CO)6 and C'PPtMC3. To allow for high resolution TEM 
examination of the structures, the tips were deposited at 45' on standard copper grids, while 
to allow for EDX analysis, arrays of 20 x 20 tips were deposited in aI [tin 2 area so that 
scattering of the electrons caused the tips to rncrge and forrn a solid block of deposited 
material. High resolution TEM, showed that tips deposited using bearn currents below 20 pA 
had a completely amorphous structure and a smooth surface, while tips deposited using 
beam currents in excess of 60 pA had an irregular shape and a polycrystallinc Structure with 
metal crystallitcs up to 4 nm in diameter cnibcddcd in an amorphous matrix. The tiPs 
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deposited with the higher beam current were also found to have a bright core region 
embedded in a faint material. EDX showed that increasing the beam current caused the 
metal content to increase and the carbon content to decrease. This behaviour is shown for the 
MO(CO)6precursor in Figure 2.30 (a) and for the CPPtMC3 precursor in Figure 2.30 (b). For 
all of the precursors investigated it was found that the percentage of metal in the deposit 
increased until it was equal to the amount of metal in the precursor. [791 
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Figure 2.30. Composition of material deposited at 20 keV from (a)MO(CO)6and (b) CplltMc3. 
Koops et al. ""' also studied the effects of beam current on the structure of deposits made 
using the precursors Me-, Au(acac) and MeAu(tfac) in a SEM. TEM of tips deposited onto 
copper grids showed that in agreement with the results of Weber et al. [ 79] the deposits 
consisted of nanometer sized crystallites cinbeddcd in an amorphous matrix. The diffraction 
patterns of the crystallites showed that they had an elementary lattice cell size of 0.401 nrn, 
which suggests that the crystallites consisted of gold that had been compressed slightly by 
surface tension forces. It was also found that the amorphous matrix in which the crystallitcs 
were embedded in was mainly carbon. Furthen-nore, this analysis showed that as the beam 
current was increased the crystallites becarne more closely packed and increased In size. 18()] 
The chemical composition of these structures were analysed using EDX and it was found 
that increasing the beam current caused the gold content to increase until it was equal to tile 
gold content in the precursor. This indicates that at high beam currents, the electron beam 
decomposes and excites a high number ofadsorbed molecules. The thermal conductivity of 
the substrate means that the substrate then quickly cools these molecules so that they don't 
have time to form stable agglomerates. The increasing gold content was attributed to the 
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increasing beam current being able to separate out increasing amounts of the volatile methyl 
groups from the deposit, so that there was less carbon incorporated into the deposit. During 
this experiment Koops et al. 18()l also investigated the effects of beam current on the 
conductivity of the deposits using two point electrical measurements. It was found that 
increasing the beam current by one order of magnitude caused the resistivity of the deposits 
to improve by five orders of magnitude as shown in Figure 2.3 1. This improvement was 
attributed to the decreasing space between the metal crystallites and the increasing size of 
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Figure 2.31. Plot of resistivity versus electron bearn currcnt f'()r MeAuffac). 
Weber et al. 1 01 also investigated the effects of beam current on the resistivity of their 
deposits which were described earlier. The deposition was carried out oil SiO, substrates that 
had been prepatterned with a four-point measurement structure using IN lithography. The 
measurements showed that the conductivity increased with the bearn current and was 
attributed to the increasing metallic content of the deposits. These measurements also 
showed that the deposits made with high beam currents had linear I-V characteristics and 
could withstand current densities up to 2x 1()6 A//crn 2. Meanwhile, the deposits made with 
low beam currents had nonlinear IN characteristics, which may be attributed to either 
Poole-Frenkel conduction or activated tunnelling. To determine which of these mechanisms 
is responsible for the observed characteristics it is necessary to carry out resistivity versus 
temperature measurements, which will be covered in section 2.6.5.1"1 
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Barry et al. E813 also used four point measurements to characterise platinum EBID wires. In 
this experiment the precursor Pt(PF3)4 was used to deposit a range of wires for beam currents 
between 0.6 and 46 nA onto a Si02 substrate at 10 keV in a dual beam focused ion beam 
(FIB) system. To accurately measure the size of the deposits FIB sectioning of the deposit 
was used to expose the cross sectional area midway along the deposits. Current-voltage 
measurements were taken on other deposits by passing a fixed current through the outer two 
contacts and measuring the voltage between the inner two contacts using a probe station. As 
shown in Table 2.1, the resistivity of the deposits decreased with increasing beam current 











0.604 20 0.045 0.038 113850 
0.828 60 0.069 0.01 436 
0.884 20 0.094 0.042 3600 
2.84 60 0.38 0.016 641 
3.00 20 0.0038 0.00046 178 
13.0 20 0.006 0.00017 26 
46.0 20 0.045 0.00036 33.3 
Table 2.1. Deposition conditions, resistivities and yield of EBID platinum wires. 1811 
2.6.2 Effects of Substrate Temperature 
In 1995 Weber et al. [791 carried out the first investigation into the effect of substrate 
temperature on EBID by depositing a series of gold and molybdenum tips for substrate 
temperatures between 20 and SOIC from the precursors Me2Au(tfac) and MO(CO)6 
respectively. The subsequent analysis showed that for both types of deposit the growth rate 
remained almost constant, while EDX showed that the chemical composition of the tips 
varied with temperature. In particular, the metal content of the gold tips increased with 
increasing temperature and reached approximately 70 at. % at 45C, while the carbon 
content decreased to zero by 40"C as shown in Figure 2.32. In contrast, the metal content of 
the molybdenum tips actually decreased with increasing temperature. [79] 
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Figure 2.32. The effects of different substrate temperatures on the composition of gold tips deposited 
from the precursor Me2Au(tfac). 1791 
Wang et al. [821 also studied the effects of substrate temperature on the growth of EBID 
platinum structures deposited using the precursor Pt(PF3)4. The deposits were made and 
analysed using AES in a custom designed vacuum system that was operated at 3 keV. 
Increasing the substrate temperature reduced the amount of phosphorous incorporated in the 
structures significantly, such that, as shown in Figure 2.33, the Pt/(Pt + P) ratio rose until at 
120"C it reached PUP = 3. This Figure also shows how increasing the substrate temperature 
from 25 to 40'C nearly doubled the ratio. As the thermal decomposition of PF3 from Pt 
occurs for temperatures above 80'C, this was attributed to local heating of the deposit by the 
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Figure 2.33. Fraction of the film comprising Pt formed by electron beam deposition of Pt(PF3)4 as a 
function of substrate temperature. 1821 
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Li et al. [831 carried out a more thorough investigation into the effects of substrate 
temperature on the growth rate and size of EBID dots in an attempt to explain the physical 
processes involved in EBID. The experiments were carried out using the precursor WF6 in a 
SEM, which was equipped with a Peltier cooling stage that allowed for the temperature of 
the substrate to be varied between -30'C and +75'C. Initially Li et al. 
(831 carried out 
depositions for a range of different beam voltages, beam currents and substrate temperatures 
for a fixed deposition time of 60 s. The effects of changing the beam voltage and substrate 
temperature for a fixed beam current of 140 pA on the deposited volume are shown in Figure 
2.34 (a) and the effects of changing the beam current and substrate temperature for a beam 
voltage of 20 keV on the deposited volume are shown in Figure 2.34 (b). These figures show 
how the growth rate increases with decreasing substrate temperature for all of the beam 
voltages and currents investigated. This result shows that the EBID process involves the 
dissociation of molecules adsorbed onto the surface of the substrate and is a function of the 
residence time of the adsorbed molecules, which follows an Arrhenius relationship. [831 
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Figure 2.34. The natural logarithm of the deposited volume versus the inverse of the substrate 
temperature for (a) a beam current of 140 pA and beam voltages of 5,10,20 and 30 keV and (b) a 
beam voltage of 20 keV and beam currents of 51,403 and 3430 pA. (831 
Li et al. [831 went on to calculate the desorption energies of the deposits using the slope of the 
Arrhenius plots in Figure 2.34 (a) and (b) and equations (2.16) and (2.18). The results of this 
analysis as a function of the different beam energies and beam currents investigated are 
shown in Figure 2.35 (a) and (b) respectively. As can be seen from these graphs, the 
desorption energies are in the range between physisorption (-0.01 eV) and chernisorption 
(-I eV). This result shows that the adsorption - desorption process plays a significant role in 
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EBID and also supports the earlier assumption that the dissociation of the precursor occurs 







Figure 2.35. Variation of the desorption energy with the (a) beam energy and (b) beam current. 1831 
To explain these results Li et al. J831 considered the role that the SEs play in the EBID 
process. As described in section 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, the SEs can both remove the adsorbed 
molecules, which is unfavourable to the deposition process and dissociate them, which is 
favourable. Therefore Li et al. 1831 thought that there must be a competition between the 
desorption and dissociation processes and used this to explain why the activation energy for 
EBID decreases with the beam current and increases with the beam energy. In particular, it 
was found that when the SE yield was low, which occurs for small beam currents or high 
beam voltages, electron stimulated desorption (ESD) has little effect on detennining the 
mean lifetime of the adsorbed precursor molecules and thermal desorption dominates the 
EBID process. When the SE yield is high (i. e. low beam voltage and high beam current) 
ESD becomes more dominant than thermal desorption. [831 
During this experiment Li et al. [831 also measured the size of each deposit. Figures 2.36 (a) 
and (b) show the variation in the base width and height respectively for different beam 
currents and substrate temperatures, while Figures 2.36 (c) and (d) show the variation in 
width and height for different beam voltages and substrate temperatures. These results show 
how for varying beam current, the base width for all beam currents and the height for a low 
beam current increases with decreasing temperature, while for higher beam currents, the 
height initially increases and then falls with decreasing temperature. The results for the 
different beam voltages show a similar behaviour. [831 
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Figure 236. Variation in the deposited (a) base width and (b) height for different beam currents and 
(c) base width and (d) height for different beam voltages as a function of substrate temperature. 1831 
Li et al. [831 explained this result by considering the diffusion rate of the adsorbed molecules, 
which decreases with the temperature. As the temperature decreases toward OOC, the 
diffusion rate decreases, but is still high enough to allow molecules to diffuse up the 
sidewalls of the deposits. The molecules also spend more time on the substrate surface so 
their chance of being dissociated increases and the growth rate also increases. As the 
temperature is reduced below O'C, the diffusion becomes so slow, that the molecules can no 
longer reach the top of the deposit. This means that fewer molecules are deposited on the top 
of the structures, while more molecules are dissociated on the sidewalls. Hence, the height of 
the deposits started to decline while the base width increased. Li et al. [831 attributed the 
different growth rate of the deposits produced using low beam currents, to the far lower 
numbers of SEs. As such, at low beam currents, the growth is dominated by the SE flux 
rather than by the decomposition and dissociation of the adsorbed precursor molecules. [831 
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2.7 Effects of Post-Deposition Processing 
The experimental results of the EBID research that has been presented so far has shown that 
one of the downfalls of EBID as a fabrication technique for interconnect applications is the 
low electrical conductance of the deposits. One method of improving their resistance is to 
[ 84, anneal them after the deposition process has been completed. Frabboni et al. investigated 
the effects of annealing platinum nanowires in vacuum and oxygen. The wires were 
deposited from the precursor (CH3)3CH3CSH4Pt in a dual beam FIB using a beam current of 
90 pA and a beam voltage of 15 keV. The as-deposited samples were analysed in a TEM and 
found to consist of an amorphous carbon matrix containing -2 nm wide platinum grains. The 
samples were then annealed at 550"C for 30 minutes in a furnace in either a vacuum or 
reactive (02) environment. The vacuum annealed deposits were found to consist of platinum 
crystals surrounded by an amorphous carbon matrix, while the oxygen annealed deposits no 
longer contained any carbon such that they only consisted of polycrystalline platinum. [841 
In another experiment Liu et al. 1853 fabricated tungsten wires onto a molybdenum substrate 
using W(CO)6, a beam energy of 20 keV and a scan speed of -2 nm/s. The microstructure of 
the deposits was analysed in a TEM before and after the annealing, which was carried out in- 
situ at 900'C for 15 minutes. Bright field TEM and high-resolution electron microscopy 
(HREM) of the deposits prior to annealing showed that they consisted of 2-4 nin crystallites 
embedded in an amorphous matrix. After the annealing the deposits had shrunk slightly and 
consisted of polycrystalline grains of tungsten, tungsten carbide and tungsten oxide with 
diameters of up to tens of nanometers. The shrinkage was attributed to the crystallisation of 
the structure, which changed the volume and thermal expansion coefficient of the deposit. 
Liu et al. 1851 predicted that this change would improve properties such as the conductance 
and field emission of the deposit. 
1853 
Botman et al. [861 also investigated the effects of post deposition processing by annealing 
deposits produced from MeCpPtMe3 and Me2Au-acac in N2 and 02- The depositions were 
carried out in a Dual Beam FIB operated at a beam energy of 20 keV and beam current of 
620 pA. To allow for the composition of the deposits to be analysed using EDX, 1.8 x 1.8 
ýtm structures were fabricated on a Si02 substrate for 400 s. These samples were then 
annealed using a quartz tube oven at temperatures between 50 and 500 *C in either N2 (I 
PPM 02) or air (-20% 02) for 10 minutes. This annealing had no effect on the chemical 
composition of the gold deposits as shown in Figure 2.37 (a), while the ratio of platinum to 
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carbon in the platinum deposits increased with temperature and was higher after annealing in 
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Figure 2.37. Average concentration of material in the deposit after treatment in either N2 or air for 
(a) gold deposits and (b) platinum deposits. [861 
Another batch of samples were annealed in pure 02 for 10 minutes and it was found that 
they underwent a thermal activation process, which reduced the carbon content for 
temperatures in excess of 250'C. This was attributed to the formation of either CO or C02. 
The results of this experiment for the gold and platinum deposits are shown in Figure 2.38 
(a) and (b) respectively. These graphs show how the gold content increased from 8 at. % to 
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Figure 2.38. Effect of annealing on material concentration for (a) gold and (b) platinum deposits. (861 
Botman et al. [861 also analysed the structure of several cross sections of the deposits in a 
STEM. Both high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) and dark field images of the deposits 
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as-deposited and after annealing in pure 02 at 500'C were taken. The HAADF images 
showed that the annealing caused the deposits to form grains with an average diameter of 98 
nm for the platinum deposits and 15 nm for the gold deposits, while the dark field images 
showed that the grains were crystalline and mainly consisted of metal. Figure 2.39 shows a 
set of typical images for a gold deposit. Figure 2.39 (a) shows the HAADF image of an as- 
deposited structure, Figure 2.39 (b) shows the HAADF image taken after annealing and 
Figure 2.39 (c) shows the dark field image taken after annealing. I"' 
Figure 2.39. (a) STEM-HAADF image of as-deposited gold, (b) STEM-HAADF image after 
annealing at 500'C in 02, (c) Dark-field image after annealing at 5001C in 02- 1961 
During this analysis Botman et al. 1861 also found that the height of the deposits decreased 
with annealing. They attempted to calculate the reduction in height using the average atomic 
composition and found that the actual reduction in height was always less severe than the 
calculated one. This was attributed to the creation of voids in the structures due to the 
removal of carbon during annealing as shown in Figure 2.40. [86] 
Figure 2.40. SEM image of a platinum deposit after annealing at 300'C in 02. The hole on the left 
was milled for cross sectional analysis of the deposit. The voids are marked by the white arrows. 1861 
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As part of this experiment Botman et al. [861 also investigated the effects of annealing in pure 
02 on the resistivity of the deposited structures. In order to be able to make four point 
electrical measurements of the deposits, 300 nm by 4 ýtm depositions were made onto a Si02 
wafer that had been prepattemed with gold electrodes. The resistance was measured for the 
as-deposited wires, for those annealed to the temperature just before the metal concentration 
changed significantly and for those annealed to the temperature at which the metal 
concentration saturated after changing. Figure 2.41 shows the results of the resistivity 
measurements for both the gold and platinum deposits along with the metallic concentration 
of the deposits for comparison. These Figures show how the resistivity of the platinum 
deposits improved by three orders of magnitude, while the resistivity of the gold deposits 
improved by one order of magnitude. These Figures also show how the resistivity changes at 
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Figure 2.41. Resistivity and metal concentration as a function of annealing temperature in pure 02 
for (a) platinum and (b) gold deposits. [86] 
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While Figure 2.41 shows that the conductance improves with the metallic concentration and 
increasing size of the metallic grains within the structures, it still remains low and doesn't 
approach the bulk values for resistivity. Botman et al. [861 attributed this low conductance to 
a percolation mechanism for the transport of electrons from one grain to the next. During 
these measurements it was also found that if the resistance of the deposits was measured 
using currents in excess of I gA then the resistance of each subsequent measurement 
decreased. This effect was attributed to current-induced annealing or self-heating improving 
the conductivity of the wires. [86] 
2.8 Conductance Mechanisms of EBID Interconnects 
The fact that EBID interconnects are typically made up of crystallites with a diameter of a 
few nanometers embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix means that their conduction 
mechanisms are not necessarily straight forward. The research that has been carried out so 
far is discussed in this section and shows how the conduction depends not only the precursor 
used to carry out the deposition but also on the beam conditions that are used. Indeed Koops 
et al. 1871 investigated the conduction mechanism in gold and platinum deposits produced in a 
dual beam FIB system using the precursors Me2Au(tfac) and CpPtMe3 by measuring the 
resistance of the deposits as a fiinction of temperature. The depositions were made onto Si02 
wafers that had been prepatterned with gold electrodes using beam energies between 20 and 
30 keV and beam currents between 20 and 2000 pA. The resulting deposits were 200 run 
thick, 200 nm wide and 2 jim long and consisted of nanometer sized metal crystals 
embedded in an amorphous matrix. Annealing of all of the deposits at temperatures up to 
1800C showed that the resistivity of the deposits could be reduced by up to three orders of 
magnitude, while current voltage measurements of the deposits at different temperatures 
showed that the deposits had a negative temperature coefficient for the resitivity. [87) 
As the deposits have a nanocrystalline structure, Koops et al. 1871 predicted that the 
conductance (G) of the deposits could be described using Poole-Frenkel conduction, such 
that: 
oc e 
(. 817 4 V2)KT-ld-)-$12KT 
(2.22) 
where U is the voltage, d is the electrode distance, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the 
temperature, 0 is the activation energy for Poole-Frenkel conductivity and flpF is the Poole- 
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Frenkel constant. Koops et al. [87 1 began by plotting the logarithm of the conductivity (In G) 
against ýU as shown in Figure 2.42 (a) for a platinum deposit produced using a beam energy 
of 30 keV and bearn current of 120 pA. This graph shows how the conductivity follows two 
different behaviours. Below 2.25 V Koops et al. [87 1 attributed the conductance behaviour to 
variable range hopping (VRH), which shows the temperature and conductance dependency: 
lnG -( 
TIT (2.23) 
where y= 1/2 for ternperatures between 160 and 300 K and To is Mott's characteristic 
temperature. Above 2.25 V the conductance follows Poole-Frenkel conduction and has a 
linear dependence of In G on ýU. Figure 2.42 (b) shows how In G is also inversely 
proportional to the temperature for an applied voltage of 3 V, which is in agreement with 
Poole-Frenkel conductivity. From this graph an activation energy of 0.23 eV was also found. 
For the gold deposits In G did not show a linear dependence on the inverse temperature and 
so the conductivity was attributed to VRH. 
ý871 
Poo le-Frenket-Constant: 
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Figure 2.42. (a) Conductivity of platinum deposits as a function of voltage at 155 K. (b) Logarithm 
of the conductivity of platinum deposits versus the inverse temperature at 3 V. ""l 
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Koops et al. ý"I also determined the activation energy for VRH conduction (W. 1) for both the 
gold and platinum deposits, where: 
k JT CTO 
(2.24) 
Initially, the conductance versus temperature was measured at 50 mV for the gold wires 
deposited at 8O'C and platinum wires deposited at room temperature. The results of this 
experiment are shown in Figure 2.43 (a). The activation energy was then calculated using 
equation (2.24) and plotted as a function of temperature as shown in Figure 2.43 (b). As can 
be seen from this figure, the activation energy for VRH conduction of the EBID gold studied 
here varied between 0.055 to 0.09 eV, while for the EBID platinum deposits the activation 
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Figure 2.43. (a) Logarithm of the conductance as a function of tenipcrature. (h) 'I'lic activation 
energy for conductance by variable range hopping versus temperature. 1971 
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In another experiment that investigated the conduction mechanisms of EBID interconnects, 
Lau et al. ("I investigated the effects of temperature on the conductance of cobalt arches 
deposited from the precursor Co, (CO)s in an ESEM. The arches consisted of small 
crystallites of cobalt embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix and had a negative 
temperature coefficient of resistivity for temperatures between 25 and 80'C, which suggests 
that the conduction path is not a metallic network. To further understand the conduction 
mechanism in these deposits, IN measurements were made for temperatures between 20 and 
200 K as shown in Figure 2.44 (a). As part of this experiment Lau et al. ý"l followed the 
experimental analysis of Koops et al. [87 1 and plotted In G versus ýV for these IN 
characteristics to determine whether the conduction mechanism followed Poole-Frenkel 
conduction. As can be seen from Figure 2.44 (b) the plot is not linear so Poole-Frenkel 
conduction cannot be used to explain the electrical characteristics of thcse structurcs. [881 
(a) Current (ýLA) '4 
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Figure 2.44. Electrical characteristics at different temperatures. (a) IN and (b) In (i vs ýV plot. 1881 
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Figure 2.45 shows how for these deposits there are three distinct conduction regimes. At low 
bias voltages below 0.7 V, Lau et al. [881 found that the conductance showed a temperature 





where, y=0.087. This value of y is too small for VRH to be the dominant mechanism. A 
more detailed current-voltage sweep between +/- 25 mV (Figure 2.45) showed that at low 
temperatures, some step like features were present in the IN characteristics and that the 
steps became more pronounced with decreasing temperature. Lau et al. 18'1 attributed these 
steps to the presence of Coulomb blockade effects in the conduction mechanism and 
suggested that the steps were not distinctive because the large size of the structures allowed 
for a high number of conduction paths to exist and smear the effect out. It was concluded 
that it was more likely that there were a number of different conduction mechanisms 
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Figure 2.45. IN characteristics of cobalt deposits at different temperatLircs. I "'ý I 
Rotkina et al. 1891 also investigated the conduction mechanisms of EBID structurcs and 
attributed the conduction of platinum wires deposited using (C-, H_i)Pt(CH3)3 to Coulomb 
blockade conduction. For this experiment they deposited the wires on a 60 nrn Si3N4 layer on 
a p-type silicon substrate so as to bridge prepatterned electrodes and allow for four-point 
current-voltage measurements to be taken using currents below I pA. They found that the 
current-voltage measurements of different platinum wires (see inset of Figure 2.46) at 4.2K 
were symmetric around zero bias voltage, highly non-linear and had a voltage gap of the 
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order of 0.1 to 0.2 V. They attributed this voltage gap to Coulomb blockade conduction, 
which arises from single electron tunnelling of electrons between the platinum nanocrystals 
that exist in the wires. As such Rotkina et al. [891 estimated the capacitance of a single 2 nin 
platinum metal grain to be 2x 10- 19 F and found that this value correlates to a charging 
energy of -0.4 eV. This energy is in reasonable agreement with the size of the voltage gap 
seen in the IN characteristics at 4.2 K and reinforces the idea that the conduction is due to 
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Figure 2.46. The IN characteristics of different nanowire segments at 4.2 K. The SEM image in the 
inset shows the different nanowire segments used and their numbering, which is used in the main 
figure. [8')] 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has highlighted some of the main research efforts that have been carried out to 
gain a greater understanding of carbon nanotubes and electron beam induced deposition. 
This chapter has paid particular attention to describing the electronic band structure of 
carbon nanotubes and the effects of this band structure on the electrical characteristics of the 
nanotubes. It has also shown that the electrical characteristics of the carbon nanotubes 
depend on the type and amount of processing that the nanotubes have undergone during the 
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device fabrication and the contact geometry used to carry out the characterisation. This 
chapter has also discussed the main physical processes involved in the EBID process and the 
effects of the different set-up parameters on the structure, growth rate and electrical 
characteristics of EBID tips and nanowires. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3 Experimental Tools and Techniques 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will focus on describing the instruments that are used to carry out the 
experimental work and the basic techniques that will be used in order to fabricate the devices 
to be investigated. In particular, it will focus on the microscopes that are used to image and 
analyse the samples, the manipulation systems that are used to electrically characterise the 
samples and the processes that are used to fabricate contacts. It will also describe the 
fabrication of a two terminal manipulation system that will allow for samples to be 
electrically characterised within a scanning electron microscope and the modification of a 
resistive heater to work with the manipulation system to allow for samples to be 
simultaneously heated and electrically characterised. 
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
SEMs are part of a family of microscopes that use electromagnetic lenses and fast moving 
electrons to irradiate and image a sample in a high vacuum (HV) environment. They are 
generally used in applications similar to those employed in optical microscopy and give 
simulated, three-dimensional images of a material's surface on either the macrometer or 
micrometer scale. A number of more advanced SEMs exist and may contain facilities to heat 
and/or cool the sample, gather chemical data about the elemental composition of a sample or 
allow for electronic measurements of a sample to be taken. There are also specialist types of 
SEM such as the ESEM, which is designed to work under a variety of pressures and 
atmospheres and the dual beam focused ion beam (FIB) system, which utilises both an 
electron beam and an ion beam to image a sample's surface. A number of combined systems 
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such as the SEM/SPM or SEM/STM have also been manufactured for use in multi-technique 
analysis of samples. 
A typical electron microscope consists of an electron column that is made up of an electron 
gun and electromagnetic tenses, a sample chamber, an operating and display consol or 
computer and a remote unit that supplies the power (see Figure 3.1). The electron gun 
consists of a tungsten wire filament, which is resistively heated using a high voltage supply 
so that it emits electrons and a grid cap and anode, which direct electrons down the column. 
The electromagnetic condenser lenses are then used to focus the electron beam into the 
specimen chamber with a spot size of 1-10 ni-n. Within the specimen charnber is the stage, 
which has the ability to move up to 25 mrn in the x-y directions and the electron detectors. I'] 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic drawing of the main components in a scannIng electron microscope including 
the electron colunin, the deflection systern and the electron detectors. III 
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Most of the imaging that is carried out in these microscopes is concerned with the back- 
scattered and secondary electron signals. Secondary electrons loose a fair quantity of energy 
and are collected by a detector that is situated at the side of the stage. This detector uses a 
wire mesh screen held at +300 V to attract the secondary electrons, so that they are 
accelerated toward the scintillator and produce light when they impinge upon it. This signal 
is passed to the photomultiplier, where it is converted into an amplified electrical signal that 
creates the image. The back-scattered electrons loose less energy, and so are not affected by 
the electrostatic collection fields of the secondary electron detector. As such, a backscattered 
electron detector uses a semiconductor or scintillator-photomultiplier detector placed above 
the stage. I'] 
In order to produce a three-dimensional image of a sample, the electron beam is scanned 
across the sample in a rectangular raster, which is controlled and powered by a scan 
generator. The signal intensity from the beam-specimen interaction is then measured and 
shown as a bright spot of corresponding intensity on a cathode ray tube (CRT). In traditional 
microscopes, these images are shown on one or more slow-scan CRT displays, a 
photographic CRT and a television-rate display. In more modem microscopes, digital 
images that consist of a numerical matrix array are viewed using a computer. U] 
In conclusion, scanning electron microscopes are a quick and easy method of imaging the 
surface of a material. They have the advantage that their images are relatively easy to 
interpret as well as a large, continuous magnification range of 10-200,000 times, which 
makes it possible to image a sample at all magnifications without system modification. 
However, SEMs are expensive to purchase, and good, detailed results require a trained 
operator. During imaging the type of sample being analysed and imperfections of the beam 
may also affect the quality and accuracy of the image, while electrons from the beam may 
damage the sample's surface by causing structural defects. 
This project is concerned with the use of the Cambridge Instruments, Stereoscan 250 MK3 
SEM, the FEI, Quanta 200 ESEM and the FEI, Strata DB235M Dual Beam FIB. 
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3.2.1 Cambridge Instruments Stereoscan 250 MK3 SEM 
This instrument is a traditional SEM that follows the conventional structure described above. 
The electron-optical column consists of a conventional triode electron gun with a fixed 
tungsten hairpin filament, two condenser lenses and one objective lens. The gun has an 
accelerating potential that can be varied from 500 V to 40 kV and produces beam currents of 
up to 400 [A. The specimen chamber contains a stage that has the ability to move in the x, y 
and z directions as well as being tilted or rotated and an Everhart-Thornley secondary 
electron detector. This allows the microscope to produce three-dimensional images on a 
CRT display with a sub-six nrn resolution and a magnitude range of x20 to X 100000. [2] 
3.2.2 FEI Quanta 200 ESEM 
This is a much more modem microscope which has been engineered to provide the 
maximum data for the imaging and microanalysis of both prepared and unprepared samples. 
What makes this microscope different from traditional SEMs is its ability to switch between 
three different types of vacuum, whilst detecting secondary and/or backscattered electrons 
and producing high-resolution images. The first type of vacuum that it may be operated in is 
the standard SEM HV environment. This mode is used to image and analyse conductive and 
conventionally prepared samples at a pressure of _10-5 mbar with a standard Everhart- 
Thomley secondary electron detector. Scanning electron microscopes are traditionally 
operated in this environment in an attempt to minimise the interference of molecules in air 
with the electron beam and the reflected secondary electrons. [3] 
This microscope may also be operated in both low vacuum and ESEM modes. In these 
modes the vacuum is poor and gases may be introduced into the specimen chamber at a 
pressure of up to 26 mbar. The gas molecules collide with the secondary electrons and 
produce gaseous secondary electrons and positively charged gas ions. The gaseous electrons 
continue to collide with the gas molecules and produce an amplified signal at the detector, 
whilst the positive ions are attracted to the surface of the material and neutralise the negative 
charge caused by the electron beam. In low vacuum mode at pressures below 1.3 mbar this 
allows for non-conductive, unprepared samples to be imaged and analysed using a large field 
gaseous secondary electron detector without charging. In ESEM mode, samples that are not 
compatible with high vacuum conditions may be imaged at pressures up to 26 mbar, using a 
gaseous secondary electron detector. [31 
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Although this system is a specialist type of SEM and has a number of different types of 
detectors it still maintains a traditional SEM structure. The electron optical column uses a 
tetrode gun with a tungsten hairpin filament to produce high quality images with up to 50 
times more beam current than in traditional designs. The electron gun has an accelerating 
voltage of 200 V to 30 kV and a beam current greater than 2 mA. The stage is motorised and 
is able to move 50 mm in the x, y and z directions, rotate 360' and tilt up to 75". It is also 
able to take either single or multiple samples and hold single wafers of up to six-inches. A 
computer running MS-Windows 2000 is used to operate the microscope and view images of 
the sample and chamber using an in chamber CCD camera. These features allow the 
microscope to have a resolution of 3.5 nm in the high vacuum and ESEM modes and a 
resolution better than 15 nm in low vacuum. This microscope also has a magnification of x6 
to x 1,000,000 and the stage may be operated at temperatures between -15"C and +75*C. 
This instrument also has a solid-state scanning TEM detector for the analysis of thinned 
samples and a Peltier stage, which is capable of heating samples up to 1000 oC. [31 
3.2.3 FEI Nova Nanolab 600 Dual Beam Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 
This instrument is another specialist type of SEM, which combines a SEM and a FIB to 
analyse and modify samples. It uses a Magnum ion column with a liquid gallium ion source 
to produce an ion beam voltage of 5- 30 kV and beam current of I pA to 20 nA. The final 
ion spot size is 6 nm at I pA and produces a resolution of 7 nm. The SEM column uses a 
Schottky emitter and an immersion final lens with in-lens detector, where the specimen is 
immersed in the magnetic field and aberrations are minimal. This allows the lens to produce 
a smaller final probe size and have a higher resolution. As the secondary electrons spiral 
upward in this set-up the detector is placed above the lens. This allows for the column to 
have smaller than usual working distances and a higher resolution of 2 nm at 5 W. [41 
The two columns share a single chamber so that both the SEM and FIB can be used 
simultaneously. This instrument also has a solid-state scanning TEM detector for the 
analysis of thinned samples, an in-situ lift out system to transfer a section of a sample to a 
TEM grid and a variety of patterning tools including the J. C. Nabity Lithography Systems, 
Nanometer Pattern Generation System, which will be described in section 3.10.1. A 
computer is used to operate the microscope and controls any milling or deposition work that 
is carried out using a high degree of automation. [4] 
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3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Like the SEM, TEMs use an electron gun and electromagnetic lenses to produce a fine beam 
of electrons that are used to image a sample. However unlike the SEM, which uses reflected 
electrons to produce topographical images, the TEM uses electrons, which are transmitted 
through a sample to image its internal microstructure. These microscopes can be operated in 
a number of different modes and fitted with a variety of different detectors, which make 
them a powerful and versatile analytical tool. In particular an electron cryornicroscope is a 
TEM that is able to cool samples to liquid nitrogen temperatures, while an analytical TEM 
uses a number of different types of detectors to determine the elemental composition of a 
sample. Modem TEMs are capable of analysing sub nanometer features at magnifications in 
excess of fifty million times. [51 
When the electron beam interacts with a crystalline sample, the electrons are diffracted. The 
amount that the electrons are diffracted depends on the density of the material and the 
orientation of the atoms relative to the electron beam. This means that at certain incident 
beam angles the electrons are strongly diffracted, whilst at other angles, they are mainly 
transmitted. By varying the angle of the sample, it is possible to use either only the scattered 
or the unscattered electrons to produce the images. Images formed using unscattered 
electrons are known as bright field images and contain information about the structure of the 
material being imaged. These images are particularly sensitive to crystal lattice defects in an 
otherwise ordered material. Images formed using the scattered electrons are known as dark 
field images. In the most powerful TEMs, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTEM) or phase contrast imaging may also be used to investigate the crystal structure of 
a sample by comparing the differences in the phase of the electron waves. [51 
One of the main advantages of TEM are that they are capable of achieving information about 
the internal structure of a sample, which instruments such as the SEM are not. However, 
their field of view is relatively small and most samples require extensive preparation in order 
to make them thin enough to be electron transparent. This makes TEM analysis a relatively 
time consuming process in comparison with SEM analysis. Another disadvantage of TEM is 
that these microscopes use relatively high electron beam voltages, which may change the 
internal structure of the samples while they are being imaged. 
This project uses a Philips CM 200 Transmission Electron Microscope. 
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3.3.1 Philips CM 200 Transmission Electron Microscope 
This microscope can produce accelerating voltages of up to 200 kV and is capable of 
imaging very thin samples with a resolution of 0.19 nm at 200 W. The images are taken 
digitally using a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF 2000 with a lk x lk Charge Couple Device) that 
is situated below the viewing chamber. 
3.4 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) 
AES is a surface spectrometry technique that is based on the Auger process. It is carried out 
in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) system that is equipped with an electron-optical column for 
both imaging and electron excitation with beam energies between 5 and 25 keV and an 
electron energy analyser and detector, which is used to measure the emitted Auger electrons. 
The process that makes up AES can be split into three main steps. Initially, a PE from the 
electron beam ionises a substrate atom by removing a core electron. This atom is in an 
excited state and tries to relax back to a lower energy state by either X-ray fluorescence or 
Auger emission. In Auger emission, an electron falls from a higher level to fill the core hole 
and transfers some of its energy to a second electron. The remaining energy is emitted as 
kinetic energy by an Auger electron. The final part of AES includes the collection of the 
emitted electrons and the measurement of their kinetic energy, which is characteristic of the 
element that emitted it and can thus be used to identify the element. Auger electrons 
typically have energies between 50 eV and 3 keV and as such have a short mean free path in 
a solid, which means that AES is also a highly surface sensitive technique. [6,71 
AES is a highly surface sensitive technique that is only concerned with the top few layers of 
atoms so it is crucial that any hydrocarbons adsorbed on the sample surface, while the 
sample has been exposed to an air environment are removed. Therefore, prior to carrying out 
AES the sample is typically cleaned using a diffuse ion beam such as an argon beam with an 
energy between 50 eV and 5 keV. This process will sputter off the top layer of atoms, which 
will consist mainly of carbon and oxygen and will prevent these elements from dominating 
the Auger spectra. The fact that AES is so highly sensitive to the surface atoms and 
contaminants means that it is typically carried out in an UHV environment in order to avoid 
the formation of a thin gas adsorbate layer on the sample as it is being analysed. By carrying 
out this process in UHV it is also possible to ensure that any scattering of the low energy 
Auger electrons on residual gas atoms can also be minimised. [6,71 
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During the collection of the Auger electrons, the electron beam is held at a fixed, focused 
point of less than 12 nm on the sample surface and the voltage in the analyser is varied so 
that Auger electrons with the full range of kinetic energies can be detected. The resulting 
data is plotted as a function of kinetic energy versus the intensity of the Auger signal against 
the broad SE background spectrum. The peak values of the Auger electrons are difficult to 
interpret because of background intensity variations. Therefore, conventionally Auger 
spectra are differentiated and peak-to-peak measurements of the differentiated data are 
made. By stepping the electron beam across the sample surface and repeating this analysis 
for each point, a two-dimensional map of the different elements can be built up. [6,71 
AES has a number of unique advantages in that it is able to detect all elements apart from 
hydrogen and helium with a rapid acquisition time, good surface sensitivity of -1 Mn and a 
high lateral resolution of -10 nm. It has high magnification imaging in SEM mode, which 
allows for perfect correlation between the SE image and the point at which the Auger 
analysis is carried out. Furthermore, AES can be combined with ion sputtering for depth 
profiling. However, it also has a number of disadvantages in that some of the analysis peaks 
can overlap and it has a low signal to noise ratio. Specimen damage can occur both as the 
sample is cleaned using the ion beam and during the analysis. This is because as the sample 
is hit by ions and high-energy electrons the substrate molecules can be dissociated such that 
structural transformations can occur. AES also has the disadvantage that as with 
conventional SEM imaging only conductive samples can be analysed because the charging 
effects that occur in non-conducting samples severely alter the yield of electrons emitted 
from the sample and can distort the measured Auger peaks. Finally, there are currently 
significant difficulties in the proper, absolute quantification of AES such that in order to 
quantify AES data some kind of calibration experiment must first be performed. [6,71 
This project is concerned with the use of the Thenno MICROLAB 350 Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy instrument. 
3.4.1 Thermo VG Scientific MICROLAB 350 
This instrument is a high performance scanning Auger electron spectrometer with a spherical 
sector analyser that allows for simultaneous scanning Auger and energy dispersive X-ray 
analysis to be carried out in UHV. The SEM imaging on this instrument has a resolution 
better than 7 nm, while the AES can be carried out with a resolution of less than 12 m. [81 
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3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Unlike optical or electron microscopy, AFMs do not depend on the interactions between 
photons or electrons and a sample. Instead they measure the local forces between a small tip 
and the surface as the tip is scanned across the sample. As such the AFM is a member of the 
SPM family and is capable of producing true three-dimensional images of a sample with 
nanometer resolution unlike electron microscopes, which can only produce true two- 
dimensional images. AFMs are also capable of being operated in both air and vacuum. 191 
Atomic force microscopes consist of a microscale cantilever with a sharp tip mounted 
perpendicularly at one end of the cantilever that is used to scan the surface of the sample. 
The other end of the cantilever is connected to a tip holder in the AFM head. When the tip is 
brought close to the surface of a sample, forces between the tip and the sample deflect the 
cantilever. This deflection is measured using a laser spot that is reflected from the top of the 
cantilever onto an array of photodiodes. In order to be able to adjust the height of the sample 
and hence the deflection of the cantilever and to scan the sample, most AFMs use a sample 
stage which is controlled using piezo-electric tubes. 191 
The first AFM technique to be developed was contact mode AFM. In this mode the tip is in 
contact with the sample and the force between the tip and the surface is kept constant by 
maintaining a constant cantilever deflection. The changes in the cantilever's height are then 
measured and used to produce the images. Whilst this technique has enabled atomic force 
microscopy to be used to produce atomic resolution images on a wide variety of samples, it 
has also been found that it can damage or alter the surface of more sensitive samples, while 
rough surfaces can break the tip. For this reason non-contact and tapping mode AFM have 
been developed. In both of these modes the cantilever is vibrated close to its resonant 
frequency and tip-sample interaction forces affect the amplitude, phase and resonance 
frequency of the oscillations. These changes are measured with respect to the external 
reference oscillation. In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated such that the tip comes 
into contact with the sample periodically and then a restoring force is supplied by the 
cantilever in order to detach the tip from the sample surface and attempt to keep the 
oscillation amplitude constant. Typically, this technique has a lower resolution than contact 
mode, however it does reduce the damage caused to the sample and increases the lifetime of 
the tips. In non-contact mode, the cantilever is held further away from the sample's surface 
so that the inter-molecular forces of the sample do not affect the tip and the system detects 
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the vicinity of the surface. This form of AFM has the poorest resolution and is incompatible 
with rough surfaces as the tip can loose its interaction with the substrate surface easily. 191 
In conclusion, AFMs are very useful tools in determining the phase and topography of a 
substrate's surface and unlike electron microscopes they can produce true three-dimensional 
images of a surface. They also have the advantage over electron microscopes in that they can 
image both conducting and insulating samples, whereas electron microscopes have difficulty 
in imaging insulating samples. However, for high resolution analysis AFM images take 
much longer to be gathered than electron microscope images. 
This project is concerned with the use of a Veeco, Dimension 3 100 AFM. 
3.5.1 Veeco, Dimension 3100 Atomic Force Microscope 
This AFM is capable of being operated in contact, tapping, non-contact and lateral modes, as 
well as being modified for use in magnetic force microscopy and scanning capacitance 
microscopy. The instrument is operated using a Nanoscope IV controller which controls the 
AFM head and communicates data to the control PC and a Dimension 3 100 controller which 
monitors secondary functions such as the optical microscope and sample stage. In normal 
operating conditions this instrument can scan areas between 500 x 500 nm2 and 60 x 60 grn 2 
in the XY plane and detect features between I and 500 run in the Z plane. It also has a 
resolution of 20 nm in the XY plane and 0.1 nrn in the Z plane. 
191 
3.6 NanoManipulation 
Manipulation is a fast growing area of research, which allows for objects being imaged in an 
electron microscope to be contacted to and/or moved. This technique has enabled the 
electrical characterisation of sub micro-scale devices as shown in Figure 3.2, surface science 
experimentation, assembly and manipulation of nano-scale devices as shown in Figures 3.3 
and nanowelding to be investigated. The tools currently available for manipulation, take one 
of two forms. The first, involves the use of dedicated manipulation systems, whilst the 
second utilises a number of SPM coarse approach piezo's in-home built systems. Examples 
of commercial manipulation systems include the Zyvex S 100 Nanomanipulator system from 
Zyvex I"] and the Nanoprobe from Omicron NanoTechnology. [121 
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Figure 3.2. linage of a four-probe manipulation systern that is being used t'or tile electrical 
characterisation of a sub-microscale device. (Iol 
The Zyvex SlOO manipulator consists of a four-probe manipulation systern mounted on a 
plate than can be installed quickly and easily into an existing SEM system enabling the 
operator to upgrade any existing High Vacuum SEM. The Ornicron Nanoprobe comprises 
of a4 probe manipulation head, which is capable of atomic resolution STM and is mounted 
within its own Ultra High Vacuum system that includes an SEM column f'()r navigation. 
Examples of the coarse approach piezo positioners include the Attocubcs Frorn Attocube 
Systems and the MS5 from Ornicron Nanotcchnology, which may be used for sainpIc 
position in SPMs and SEMs, beam and device alignment and sample rotation in high 
magnetic fields at low temperatures. Each device is a linear positioncr, which through the 
application of voltage may travel forwards and backwards on one axis. To travel in more 
than one direction, multiple units may be combined. [ 12,111 
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Figure 3.3.1 ma,, c ()I a Mo-probc inallipulat IoII ell I being U. SCCi tO 1111 ()Ll IýII 1A I ,JIII I) I e, ýý It II III jI 
scanning electron microscope. 
3.6.1 Zyvex SIOO Nanomanipulator System 
This system is a versatile research platform that provides unique solutions to problems faced 
by micro- and nanotechnology researchers. It allows the user to combine their existing SEM 
imaging power with four positioners for precision manipulation, characterisation and testing 
of samples while viewing them in real time. The system consists of four positioners and a 
sample stage, which are mounted onto a single plate (see Figure 3.4) that call be easily 
installed onto the existing SEM stage using an adaptor plate. A single wire connectcr is then 
used to connect the positioners directly to the system's control unit using a single electrical 
feed-through port in the sample chamber. The positioners are manipulated using a user- 
friendly joystick and keypad interface that is also connected to the control unit. To allow for 
the electrical characterisation of nanoscale devices, simple electrical corincctions have been 
included in each of the positioners. This allows for each of the probes to be connected to a 
wide range of test and measurement equipment using low noise 13NC connections within the 
S 100 control unit. [ 11 ] 
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( 
Figure 3.4. Image of the Zyvex S 100 nanomanipulation stage. [III 
The Zyvex S 100 nanomanipulation system uses both coarse and fine positioners to allow for 
the maximum possible range and the best resolution possible. The coarse positioners have a 
total range of 12 mm in each of the three orthogonal directions, whilst the fine positioners 
have a total range of 100 pm in the z and x directions and a range of 10 Pm in the y 
direction. The coarse positioners also have a movement resolution of 100 nm whilst the fine 
positioners have a resolution of less than 5 nm in each of the axes. The central sample stage 
has an 360' rotation capability and is able to only be moved in the z direction. [[I] 
3.6.2 Piezo Positioners 
Piezo positioners are devices, which through the application of a voltage may travel 
forwards and backwards on one axis. The movement of these positioners is controlled using 
slip-stick motion, which converts electrical impulses into a movement by controlling the 
inertia of a sliding block as it slips along a guide. Normally, the block is stuck to the guide in 
frictional arrangement. When the positioner needs to be moved, the guide is accelerated very 
rapidly so that the inertia of the block overcomes the frictional forces and remains almost 
stationary. When the guide moves back, the block sticks to it and hence makes a small step. 
This movement is demonstrated through the use of a guided groove in an MS5 (Figure 3.5) 
and the use of a guided rod in an Attocube positioner (Figure 3.6) [12,131 
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Figure 3.6. Diagram showing the slip-stick motion of an Attocube Positioner. 11.31 
ck 
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The movement of the guide is controlled by the piezo, which expands as a pulsed voltage of 
- 150 V is applied. The piezo materials used for these applications are bulk ceramics, which 
are produced by compressing or sintering a piezoelectric powder under high pressure and 
temperature. The material is permanently polarised, with some parts of the molecule being 
positively charged and others being negatively charged, although the overall charge is 
neutral. When an electric field is applied, the molecules align themselves with the field and 
create induced dipoles, which cause the material to change dimensions. The motion of the 
piezo is controlled by the applied voltage, which either pushes or pulls the guide along. 
When the required location is reached, zero voltage is applied to the piezo so that any 
external electronics will not cause any noise or drift. [12,131 
One of the example of the piezo positioners that are used in this project are the Omicron 
Nanotechnology MS5's (Figure 3.7). These devices are versatile positioning tools that may 
be used under ultra-high vacuum, high vacuum and air. They have been shown to be precise 
and backlash free and are capable of repeatable positioning in any orientation. The step size 
can be varied between 40 and 400 nm with a maximum travel of 5 mm. They are also 
controlled using an electronic control unit, MSCU, which allows for the operation of up to 
three-axis movement. [121 
Figure 3.7. Image of three MS 5 positioners connected together to allow for 
movement in the x, y and z-axis. [121 
For this project two sets of three of these Omicron Nanotechnology MS'5s were combined 
and then each set of three was mounted to one of the platforms that were situated on either 
side of Cambridge Instruments Stereoscan 250 MK3 SEM chamber that was described in 
section 3.2.1. Electrochemically-etched tungsten probes, with tip radii between 25 and 400 
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nm were attached to each of the sets of piezo-sliders using stiff sections of wire. This 
allowed for the probes to be situated and moved about underneath the final pole piece of the 
SEM where they could be imaged. An electrical feedthrough was also used to allow for 
suitable electrical source-measurement units to be connected to each of the probes as well as 
to the SEM stage to allow for samples examined within the microscope to be electrically 
characterised using up to three terminals. An image of the set-up that was used in this project 
is shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.8. Image of the two-probe manipulation system mounted inside the Cambridge Instruments 
Stereoscan 250, MK3 SEM. 
In order to minimise any leakage currents during the electrical characterisation of the 
samples that were connected to using this system, co-axial cables were used to connect from 
the electrical feedthrough to as near to the probes as possible. The use of these cables means 
that during the electrical measurements, the guard lead within the cables can be maintained 
at the same voltage as the inner lead and as a result will minimise the measurement of any 
leakage currents within the cables as the leakage and capacitive charging currents will only 
flow from the guard lead to the outer ground shield. However, using this set-up, the probes 
themselves will still have some capacitance charging to ground. This can be minimised by 
taking the measurements at a slow speed. 
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Another example of coarse approach piezo positioners that were used within this project are 
the Attocubes from Attocube Systems. Like the Omicron Nanotechnology MS5s, these 
positioners can be combined to produce a stack capable of movement in the three orthogonal 
directions. An example of three positioners that have been combined is shown in Figure 3.9. 
Attocube positioners can be used in both air and high vacuum, at temperatures down to 10 
mK, have a maximum travel of 3 to 7 mm and a minimum step size of 1.5 nm. Furthermore, 
their design enables reliable positioning, low driving voltages and power consumption, 
backlash free positioning and high load capacities. These positioners are controlled using an 
Attocube Inertial Moter Driving Controller, ANC150, which applies voltage pulses to the 
positioners either manually or under computer control using a program such as LabView. An 
example of this unit is shown in Figure 3.10 and allows for the frequency and voltage 
amplitude applied to the positioners to be adjusted and for the selected driver to either be 
driven continuously or in single step mode. [131 
Figure 3.9. Image of three attocube positioners connected together to allow 
for movement in the x, y and z-axis. [13] 
AXIS 7 '"Is I 
ijt, ocube Mimi 
ANC 150 
Figure 3.10. Image of the Attocube Inertial Moter Driving Controller, ANC150.1131 
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In order to be able to operate the Attocube positioners within the FEI ESEM, a suitable 
method of attaching the positioners to the sample plate as well as electrically connecting to 
them had to be developed. The design that was produced for this, involved the manufacture 
of a number of specialist components, which included: - 
-A plate that would mount to the stage without interfering with its movement during 
imaging and also hold the Attocubes. 
- Two probe holders that could be mounted to the top of the Attocube stacks. 
-A feedthrough for the Attocube positioner electronics. 
-A feedthrough to allow for an electrical measurement system to be connected to the 
probes. 
- Vacuum suitable cables. 
- An electrically isolated sample holder. 
Once each of these components had been fabricated separately, the system was installed and 
developed. Initially, the two-feedthrough plates were connected to the microscope and 
checked to ensure that the vacuum could still be maintained. Next the two stacks of 
Attocubes were attached to the fabricated plate, which was then attached to the actual stage. 
To allow for this system to be removed easily when not in use, this plate was designed to be 
mounted onto the microscope stage using only two screws. A probe holder was then fixed to 
the top of each of the stacks and its height adjusted using plastic spacers. The height was set 
so that when the Attocube stacks were at their maximum height, the probes would not 
interfere with the pole piece, from which the electron beam emerges into the chamber. 
However, the height had to also be set to a suitable value to allow for the probes to be moved 
about above the surface of the sample. 
Once the Attocubes were in a suitable position, the electrical cables were connected. As 
mentioned earlier, the movement of the Attocubes is controlled through the application of 
voltage to each of the positioners using the ANC150 controller. Each of the Attocube 
positioners has two electrical connections, one of which is grounded. Hence, a total of 
twelve vacuum compatible cables were required to connect to all of the positioners. Initially, 
a fourteen pin terminal connector was mounted to the Attocube plate and used to connect the 
Attocube cables to vacuum compatible cables. As this system is to be removed from the 
microscope when not in operation, and the direction of the movement of the positioners 
depends on the way round the wires are connected, the wires were splits into two groups of 
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six (one for each stack). A six-way connector was then added to each group so that only two 
contacts have to be taken apart and reconnected when removing and replacing the system. 
Each of these wires was then connected to the inside of an electrical feedthrough. On the 
outside of the electrical feedthrough co-axial cables were used to connect each pair of the 
wires to the ANC 150 controller. 
As this system was designed to allow for the probes to be used to carry out electrical 
measurements, the electrical wiring used to connect the probes to the measurement system 
was designed to minimise any leakage and capacitive charging currents. As such, the 
feedthrough for the electrical wiring was designed to have four tri-axial connectors on the 
outside to allow for up to four connections to be made. On the inside of this feedthrough tri- 
axial connectors were again used with vacuum compatible tri-axial cables to connect from 
the feedthrough to the probe holders and the electrically isolated sample holder. To connect 
to the probe holders, co-axial connectors were used, as they are smaller and lighter and so 
would not affect the Attocubes movement. 
Finally, two hollow steel wires that hold the tungsten probes were mounted on top of the 
probe holders, both electrically and physically to allow for the sample to be electrically 
connected to. The final set-up of the Attocube positioners within the ESEM is shown from 
Probe holders and probes 
Stack of three Attocubes to 
allow for movement in the 
three orthogonal directions 
Electrically isolated stage 
Figure 3.11. Image of the Attocube positioners mounted within the FEI ESEM. 
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the side in Figure 3.11 and from the top in Figure 3.12. 
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stage with multiple 
sample holders 
Figure 3.12. Image of the Attocube positioners mounted within the FEI ESEM. 
The advantage of such a home-built manipulation system is that they can be specifically 
manufactured for each application or experiment. The availability of a wide "tool-box" of 
modular component parts from a variety of suppliers mean that any type of manipulation is 
available to meet various budgets and host SEM system internal geometries. In addition the 
integration of specialist modules such as rotation mean that one-off experiments are also 
possible and rapid prototyping and trial and error investigation of samples. The key 
disadvantage of such systems is the high degree of technical expertise required for their 
assembly and the time taken for their assembly. Commonly a custom manufactured 
mounting plate is required for mounting of all the parts within the host SEM system, these 
can be difficult and costly to obtain. User-friendly features such as ergonomic control 
systems and safety systems are often missing and as such require work around procedures 
and risk of instrument damage. A common issue found with the above Attocube based set 
up was that small electrical voltage connection pins would commonly shear, leading to 
failure of the unit. This simple failure mechanism does not occur in more complex solutions 
such as the Zyvex manipulator in which disconnection from the SEM host system has been 
considered in the design of the entire unit. Finally, these units do not include any guarantee 
of final operational performance, only that of the constituent parts and warranty is limited to 
the single parts not the unit as a whole. 
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3.7 National Instruments LabView Software 
This software tool has been developed for the test, measurement and control of engineering 
and scientific systems. It uses a graphically based language, which consists of built in 
functions for input/output control, analysis and data presentation to allow for the 
development of a program in a similar way to flow-charting. Each program and sub-program 
developed within this software consists of both a front panel and a block diagram, which 
may be configured for a particular application. This software also has built-in data probes for 
debugging and a highlighted execution mode, which shows the data flow as it occurs. [141 
The LabView software was used to program a Keithley 238 Source Measurement Unit with 
a voltage sweep between two defined voltage limits, up to a set current limit. Current 
measurements were taken for each voltage step, with a defined step size that allowed for the 
Keithley 238's maximum of one thousand points to be taken. Further options included a user 
delay to be added to the machine delay and an average number of current measurements to 
be taken for each voltage step. 
3.8 Keithley Source Measurement Units 
Two types Keithley Source measurement units are used within this project. The first is the 
Keithley 238 High-Current Source Measure Unit, which was used to carry out voltage 
sweeps on devices situated in the Cambridge Instruments SEM and to power a resistive 
heater within either the FEI ESEM or the Dual Beam FIB (see section 3.8). The second is 
Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation System, which was used to carry out 
measurements within the FEI ESEM and the FEI Dual Beam FIB. 
J151 
The Keithley 238 High-Current Source Measure Unit consists of four instruments in one: a 
voltage source, a voltage measure, a current source and a current measure unit. It is able to 
take 1000 measurements in a sweep, source and measure voltage or current simultaneously 
and has a measurement sensitivity of 10 fA and 10 gV. For the Cambridge Instruments 
system, this instrument was programmed using the LabView software described in section 
3.7 to undertake a staircase sweep with an initial bias of 0V that gradually stepped up the 
voltage a set value at a time. The instrument simultaneously took current measurements, 
which were stored in a buffer until the end of the sweep when they were passed back to the 
LabView software. E91 As a power source for the resistive heater, this instrument was used to 
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apply a constant voltage to the heater and the current was recorded once the temperature had 
stabilised. This allowed for the power that was being supplied to the heater to be calculated 
and for the heater to be calibrated. 
The Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation System has four source-measure units, 
which include pre-amps that may be used to characterise electronic devices with sub- 
femtoamp measurement sensitivity. The instrument is run using Windows, which allows for 
both interactive and automated tests to be carried out whilst simultaneously acquiring the 
data, plotting graphs and analysing the data. This system also has a number of programs, 
which are able to carry out up to four terminal measurements of devices. 
1151 
3.9 Omicron Nanotechnology, Resistive Heater 
In order to be able to electrically characterise samples, whilst they are being annealed, an 
Omicron Nanotechnology Resistive Heater was modified so that it could be operated within 
either the FEI ESEM or the Dual Beam FIB. The heater consists of a solid-state pyrolytic 
boron nitride (PBN) heating element mounted on a standard Omicron Nanotechnology 
sample plate so that the sample can be placed in front of the heating element. The heating 
element is operated using a low noise current regulated power supply, which is connected to 
the heater using a standard BNC feedthrough. During operation it is possible to achieve 
temperatures in excess of 750 K, however the power supply must not exceed 7.5 W. [121 
In order to determine the actual sample temperature during its heating in a high vacuum 
environment, a k-type thermocouple was mounted as close to the sample as possible (less 
than 1 mm). To calibrate the device, the voltage and the subsequent current that the heater 
sourced was gradually increased and monitored to calculate the power that the heater was 
using. The temperature that the sample was being heated to was simultaneously measured 
and recorded for each power once the temperature had stabilised. These measurements 
resulted in the calibration curve shown in Figure 3.13. This experiment was repeated several 
times and the results were found to be reproducible. To test the reliability of the heater and 
to determine whether it would overshoot, a selection of different powers were also applied to 
the heater and the temperature was monitored over a time period of 20 - 30 minutes. It was 
found that the heater met the temperatures given on the calibration curve and in the time 
period investigated the heater did not overshoot and exceed the required temperature. 
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Figure 3.13. Experimental temperature reference curve for resistive heating within the FEI ESEM. 
The modification of the heater's design also included opening the heater up so that the 
Attocube Manipulation system could be used in parallel with the heater and allow for 
electrical measurements to be taken during heating as shown in Figure 3.14. 
Steel wire probe 
holder with probe 
Probe holders 
- Resistive heater 
F 
Figure 3.14. Image of the heater and manipulation system being used together. 
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0 3.10 Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) 
Electron beam lithography is a maskless, resist-bascd technique, which uses a focused beam 
of electrons to generate sub-100 nm patterns on a surface. Its primary advantages are that it 
is able to beat the diff-raction limit of light which limits current photolithography techniques, 
it is possible to work with a variety of materials and as no mask is required the patterns may 
be modified easily and cheaply. This form of lithography has found wide usage in the 
fabrication of optical and X-ray lithography masks, the fabrication of specific small volume 
semiconductor products, the prototyping of integrated circuits and research and 
development. However, it is not suitable for mainstream manufacturing because the patterns 
are written in a serial manner, which means that in comparison to current fabrication 
techniques such as photolithography, where the entire surface is patterned at the same time, 
this technique is very slow. [16] 
Electron beam lithography works in a similar way to photolithography. Initially, a thin film 
of positive photoresist, which is sensitive to light, is spun onto the substrate onto which the 
pattern is to be written. For this project poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) with a 
concentration of 7% in anisole was first dispersed onto the samples using disposable glass 
pipettes. The samples were then pre-spun at 500 rpm for 15 seconds to allow for the resist to 
be spread evenly over the sample before being spun at 2500 rpm for 45 seconds to produce a 
final resist thickness of approximately I gm. The samples are then exposed to a focused 
electron beam, which breaks many of the bonds in the large PMMA molecular chains so that 
they are more soluble in the developer than the unexposed PMMA chains. The lithography 
patterns used here were written using the J. C. Nabity Lithography Systems, Nanometer 
Pattern Generation System within the FEI Dual Beam FIB as described in section 3.10.1. For 
this project it was found that using the electron beam conditions 30 kV and 70 pA and an 
area dose of 250 liC/cm2 resulted in the best final patterns. Following their exposure, the 
samples were then developed in a solution of 1: 1 IPA: MIBK (isopropyl alcohol : methyl 
isobutyl ketone) for thirty seconds before being rinsed in IPA for twenty seconds and the 
dried using nitrogen. After their development the samples were sputtered with approximately 
5 rim of chromium and 30 nm of gold before being soaked in acetone, which dissolved the 
remaining PMMA. As the photoresist is removed it also removes the unwanted metal so that 
only the required metal pattern is left on the sample's surface. 
[161 
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3.10.1 Nanometer Pattern Generation System (NPGS) 
This system is a user-friendly program, which has been designed to allow for complex 
patterns to be written in virtually any electron microscope. There are three main parts to the 
system, the first is the pattern design program, the second is the parameter run file editor and 
the third is pattern writing controller. The pattern designs are created using DesignCAD, 
which has many powerful layout and editing features, including being able to draw either 
lines or filled elements such as circles, arcs and rectangles and text in a range of fonts. The 
program also allows for the pattern elements within one file to be written with different 
exposure conditions and controlled separately to each other. Once the pattern design has 
been completed, the run file editor is used to set the exposure conditions for each of the 
types of elements within the pattern. This editor also has a range of options, which allow the 
writer to carry out more complex commands such as writing a number of arrays, writing at 
different magnifications and at different exposures. Once the run file has been created, the 
patterns may be processed and run. The NPGS controls the writing of the pattern within the 
microscope by simultaneously controlling the x-y scan coils and the beam blanking. [161 
3.11 Summary 
This chapter has highlighted the experimental tools and techniques used in the research 
presented in this thesis. It has outlined how each of the instruments works and discussed 
some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the instruments. It has also explained 
the development of a two-probe manipulation system that was built as part of this work 
using Attocube piezo positioners that can be used to carry out two or three terminal electrical 
measurements of various samples. Two other manipulation systems that will be used in this 
work have also been introduced as well as the modification of a resistive heater to work in 
conjunction with the Attocube manipulation system. Where appropriate, ffirther details of 
specific procedures will be explained within the relevant chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4 Geometrical and Structural Characterisation of 
Electron Beam Deposited Tungsten Interconnects 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will focus on describing the geometrical and structural characterisation of 
tungsten interconnects that have been fabricated from the precursor W(CO)6 using EBID. 
The geometrical characterisation shall be carried out using an atomic force microscope, 
while the structural characterisation shall be carried out using a transmission electron 
microscope. In particular, it shall be shown that the growth rate of the deposits increase with 
increasing beam current and decrease as the lifetime of the precursor increases. It shall also 
be shown that the growth rate of the deposits is highly dependent on the electron source and 
the type of substrate used. The structural analysis shows that the as-deposited structures 
consist of a mix of amorphous carbon and tungsten, with more carbon than tungsten in the 
deposits. The effects of heating the substrate during the deposition are also investigated and 
it is found that the growth rate decreases with increasing substrate temperature. 
4.2 Experimental Method 
The depositions were carried out using the FEI Dual Beam FIB that was described in section 
3.2.3 using W(CO)6 as a precursor. As this work has been undertaken with a view to being 
able to use these deposits to contact to nanostructures such as nanowires or carbon 
nanotubes. The deposition parameters have been chosen to cause minimal damage to the 
nanostructures while still achieving a reasonable deposition rate. 
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When nanostructures, such as CNTs, are imaged within a SEM, they are prone to heating 
and damage by the electron beam. It has also been shown that when CNTs are imaged and 
contacted to in a SEM, the exposed areas of the sample become covered in a carbonaceous 
material, which is a result of the ubiquitous hydrocarbons adsorbed on the walls of the SEM 
chamber being deposited on the sample by the electron beam. Both the amount of damage 
and the thickness of the carbonaceous layer increase with increasing electron beam voltage 
and result in an increase in the resistance of the devices. Tberefore, nanostructures are 
generally imaged using relatively low electron beam energies of between 5 and 10 keV. 11,21 
The effects of changing the electron beam voltage on the deposition rate and resistivity of 
EBID structures has also been investigated by a number of researchers [3-51 , notably Gopal et 
al. E51 As the electron beam voltage is increased the deposition rate decreases, with the most 
significant changes in the growth rate occurring for beam energies below 10 keV. [3,41 The 
resistivity of the deposits has also been found to decrease with increasing beam voltage for 
beam energies below 5 keV, while for electron beam voltages above this, the resistivity has 
been found to remain approximately constant. E51 During this study Gopal et al. E51 also 
measured the leakage currents between closely spaced EBID interconnects and found that 
the leakage current increased exponentially with electron beam voltage and decreased 
exponentially with increasing distance between the wires. These results indicate that a trade 
off needs to be made between achieving the maximum growth rate, which is attractive for 
making EBID a mainstream technique, and the minimum resistivity and leakage between 
closely spaced wires, which is crucial for interconnect application needs. As this project is 
concerned with the use of EBID to connect to CNTs, an electron beam energy of 10 keV was 
chosen as it yields a reasonable growth rate and resisitivity, which is important for electrical 
applications but will cause minimal damage and contamination growth on the CNTs. 
When selecting the electron beam current, a similar trade off has to be made as for the 
selection of the electron beam energy. This is because when the electron beam current is 
increased, it results in a beam with a larger diameter with more electrons of the same energy. 
When imaging nanostructures this has the effect of allowing increased heating and damage 
of the structures to occur, while for EBID it has the effect of reducing the resolution of the 
process. However, recent studies into the effects of the electron beam current on the growth 
rate and resolution of EBID has shown that the growth rate increases with increasing beam 
current [41 , while the resistivity initially decreases as the beam current is increased up to I nA 
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and then remains constant [61 . These results mean that a trade off between the growth rate, 
resolution and the resistivity of EBID interconnects again needs to be made. As the deposits 
produced here are characterised with a view to being used as an interconnect material for 
nanostructures, the deposits will be characterised for electron beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 
5.9 nA to determine the most suitable deposition parameters. 
The properties of EBID interconnects are not only dependent on the electron beam 
conditions, but also on the exact manner in which the electron beam is scanned. There are 
two main parameters that are used to control the scan of the electron beam: 
1. The dwell time - the amount of time that the electron beam spends on each pixel of 
the deposition area. 
2. The pitch - the distance between each point that the electron beam makes. 
The effect of increasing the dwell time on the deposition growth rate has been shown to 
cause the deposition rate to decrease. (7,81 This has been attributed to the electron beam 
dissociating more of the adsorbed precursor molecules during the dwell time than are 
replaced during the beam off time so that the process becomes gas flux limited. However, it 
has also been shown that the resistivity decreases with increasing dwell time as a greater 
number of dissociation events can occur and remove a greater quantity of volatile by- 
products from the deposits. 
J81 As such, to produce deposits with a reasonable growth rate 
and resistivity, a dwell time of 200 gs was chosen. Changing the pitch that is used to carry 
out the depositions can also affect the shape and the resistivity of the deposited structures. If 
the pitch is increased to large enough values, it will produce a deposit that is not uniforrn and 
is made up of a series of dots rather than a continuous structure. As the structure becomes 
less continuous the resistivity of the deposit will also increase. If the pitch is reduced to very 
small values it will increase the time required to produce the deposit. Therefore, a pitch of 10 
mn was chosen in accordance with the size of the focused electron beam. 
The base pressure in the chamber of the FEI Dual Beam FIB that was used in this study was 
measured using a cold cathode ion gauge and was found to be better than 4x 10-6 mbar 
before any of the depositions were carried out. When the GIS needle was opened in order to 
carry out any of the depositions this pressure was found to rise to -4 x 10-5 mbar. For all of 
the following characterisation work, rectangular deposits were made onto either silicon 
dioxide substrates with a 300 nm thick oxide layer or onto standard 100 nrn thick silicon 
nitride TEM membranes with a3 mm2 silicon frame and a 500 ýtM2 Si3N4 window. 
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4.3 Geometrical Characterisation 
In order to deten-nine how varying the number of the passes that the electron beam made on 
the size of the deposits, deposits 200 nrn by 3 ýLrn were made onto a silicon dioxide substrate 
with a 300 nm oxide layer. The number of passes was varied from 20 up to 200 passes in 20 
pass steps and was carried out using the electron beam conditions described previously. 
After the deposition, the samples were transferred to the Digital Instruments 3 100 AFM 
described in section 3.5.1 and accurate height measurements were made using the AFM 
operated in tapping mode with Nanosensor silicon cantilevers. Figure 4.1 shows a typical 
AFM scan for three successive deposits made using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA. The 
left hand deposit was made using 140 passes, the centre deposits made using 120 passes and 
the right hand deposit made using 100 passes of the electron beam. 
Figure 4.1. AFM scan of three successive EBID tungsten interconnects. 'rhe left hand deposit was 
produced using 140 passes of the electron beam, the centre deposit using 120 passes and the right 
hand deposit was produced using 100 passes of the electron beam. 
The effect of changing the number of passes made by the electron beam and the actual 
geometry of the deposits may be seen more clearly and analysed through the examination of 
the height and length profiles of the deposits. The resulting profiles for the deposits shown in 
Figure 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.2. In particular Figure 4.2 (a) shows the height profile for 
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the three deposits along the section line that is shown in Figure 4.1, while Figure 4.2 (b) 
shows the length profile for the left hand deposit shown in Figure 4.1, which was deposited 
using 140 passes of the electron beam. As can be seen from Figure 4.2 (a), the height of the 
deposits increases linearly with the number of passes made by the electron beam. 
Meanwhile, Figure 4.2 (b) shows how the height of the deposits remains approximately 
constant along their length. In both Figures 4.2 (a) and (b) the height profiles of the deposits 
show that the sidewalls of the deposits are not completely vertical. This may be due to 
secondary electrons emitted from the sidewalls of the deposits during the deposition 













Figure 4.2. (a) Graph of the height profile of three electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects 
taken along green line shown in Figure 4.1. The left peak is produced by a deposit made with 
140 passes, the centre peak with 120 passes and the right hand peak by a deposit with 100 passes. 
(b) Graph of the height profile of a deposit made using 140 passes of the electron 
beam taken along the length of the deposit. 
Furthermore, both the measured width and length of the deposits were found to be greater 
than the defined deposition area, with the three deposits measured in Figure 4.2 having 
FWHM widths of -290 nm and FWHM lengths of -3.09 ýLrn. These values support the idea 
that secondary electrons are emitted from the sidewalls of the deposits where they dissociate 
any precursor molecules. The measured FWHM widths and lengths of these deposits were 
also found to remain approximately constant with the number of passes made by the electron 
beam so it can be concluded that the size of the deposits over that of the defined deposition 
area has become greater than that of the mean free path of secondary electrons in the 
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deposited material. This idea is also supported by the fact that both the width and the length 
of the deposits is - 90 nm greater than the defined deposition area and suggests that the 
mean free path of secondary electrons in tungsten deposits produced using EBID Of W(CO)6 
is - 45 run. From this result it may also be expected that for deposits produced with a low 
number of passes of the electron beam there would be some variation in the measured width 
and length of the deposits. 
4.3.1 Height Characterisation 
In order to understand how both the electron beam conditions and the number of passes 
made by the electron beam affected the deposited height, the height of each deposit was 
measured at four different points along the length of the deposits and averaged to produce 
the data shown in the graph in Figure 4.3. As shown in Figure 4.2 (b) the height of the 
deposits typically varied by ±5 nm along their entire length. Figure 4.3 shows how for each 
of the electron beam currents investigated, the height increases linearly with the number of 
passes. This figure also shows how increasing the electron beam current results in an 
increasing deposit height for a given number of passes. To investigate the reproducibility of 
these deposits, this experiment was repeated on different days and the average heights were 
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Figure 4.3. Graph showing how the deposited height varies with increasing number of passes for 
beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA. 
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In order to be able to estimate the deposited height for a given number of passes at each 
electron beam current, lines of best fit were fitted to the data as shown in Figure 4.3. The 
gradients of these lines were found to increase with the beam current and be equal to 0.26, 
0.39 and 0.46 nrn per pass for electron beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA respectively. 
The increasing gradient with deposited height may be understood by considering the effect 
of changing the beam current on the electron beam itself As the electron beam current is 
increased the diameter of the electron beam also increases and has diameter of 1.7,3.4 and 
6.7 mn for electron beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA respectively. This means that as 
the beam current is increased the number of electrons also increases. Each of these electrons 
is capable of being involved in the deposition process and so the increased electron beam 
current means that the probability of a precursor molecule being dissociated also increases. 
Figure 4.3 also shows how extrapolation of the lines of best fit of the data for each of the 
electron beam currents does not extend through the origin but rather through 2.6,9.2 and 
12.7 mn for beam currents of 0.39,1.5 and 5.9 nA respectively. This result suggests that the 
growth of EBID deposits is not constant throughout the deposition time and that a faster 
deposition rate occurs during the very early stages. This behaviour may be explained by 
considering the start of the deposition process. Indeed, at the start of the deposition process, 
the injection needle is opened and a large pressure surge is observed. This gas surge allows 
for a slightly higher than normal deposition rate to occur and causes the offsets in Figure 4.3. 
After a short time (20 - 30 seconds) the pressure stabilises and the gas delivery - precursor 
dissociation rate stabilises so that for 20 passes and above, the deposition rate is found to be 
constant and produce a linear increase in height with the number of passes. The fact that as 
the electron beam current is increased, the offsets in Figure 4.3 also increase can be 
attributed to the increasing number of electrons in the cross-sectional area meaning that 
more of the precursor molecules are dissociated and deposited in a very small time. 
A number of experiments into the effects of the electron beam on the growth rate of EBID 
structures in the electron flux limited depositions have been carried out. Analysis of these 
investigations considered the results in terms of the electron dose that is used to carry out the 
deposition. This is because electron dose is an exact measure of the amount of exposure of 
the precursor molecules by the electron beam itself. As such, electron dose is thought to be a 
more useful measure than the beam current, which should allow other groups to replicate a 
set of results exactly in another system. In order to calculate the electron dose it is necessary 
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to first measure the beam current accurately using a Faraday cup. The actual beam specimen 
currents were hence found to be 130 pA for the 0.36 nA electron beam current, 700 pA for 
the 1.5 nA electron beam current and 1870 pA for the 5.9 nA electron beam current. 
These beam currents and the other deposition parameters, as given in section 4.2, may then 









where I,, is the primary electron beam current, t is the time in seconds, pitch x is the step size 
of the electron beam in the x direction and pitch y is the step size of the electron beam in the 
y direction. From this equation the electron doses for a single pass of the electron beam at 
each of the beam currents studied were found to be 25000 gC/cm 2 for a beam current of 0.36 
nA, 134000 gC/CM2 for a beam current of 1.5 nA and 358000 gC/cm 2 for a beam current of 
5.9 nA. To calculate the corresponding dose for each height deposited, the number of passes 
used was then multiplied by the electron dose for one pass. The results of this analysis are 
shown in Figure 4.4. As can be seen from this figure, the higher the electron beam current 
that is used, the higher the electron dose that is required to deposit a given height. However, 
it should also be noted that the higher the electron beam current, the more quickly an 
electron dose is given. Therefore these results demonstrate that both the electron beam 
current and the deposition time affect the deposition growth rate. 
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Figure 4.4. Graph showing how the deposited height varies with the total electron dose for beam 
currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA. 
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4.3.2 Width Characterisation 
For more detailed examination of how the width of the deposits varied with the number of 
passes, the width of each deposit investigated in Figure 4.3 was measured at FWHM for four 
different points along the length of the deposit and averaged to produce the graph in Figure 
4.5. As can be noted from this graph, at each of the electron beam currents investigated, the 
width of the deposits increases with the total number of passes made by the electron beam 
before saturating for all of the beam currents after -120 passes. In particular the width was 
found to saturate at 261 nm for the 0.36 nA beam current, 287 nm for the 1.5 nA beam 
current and 300 nm for the 5.9 nA beam current. This figure also shows how increasing the 
electron beam current results in an increasing deposited width for a given number of passes 
of the electron beam. To investigate the reproducibility of these deposits, this experiment 
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Figure 4.5. Graph showing how the width of the deposits increases with both number of passes or 
height and increasing beam current. 
The fact that the width of the deposits shown in Figure 4.5 increases with the electron beam 
current that is used to carry out the deposition is a result of the changes in the electron beam 
as the beam current is changed. When the electron beam current is increased the diameter or 
cross-sectional area of the electron beam also increases. This means that as the electron 
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beam current is increased, the primary electrons impinge upon the substrate surface over an 
increasing surface area. Each of these electrons is capable of being involved in the 
deposition process and so the area over which the dissociation occurs is also increased. 
Furthermore, a number of the primary electrons may enter the substrate where they can 
generate both secondary and backscattered electrons. A proportion of these electrons are 
then scattered back out of the substrate where they can contribute to the radial broadening of 
EBID structures by dissociating the precursor molecules adsorbed there. As the diameter of 
the electron beam is increased the interaction volume in which the secondary and 
backscattered electrons are generated also increases and hence the dissociation and 
deposition of the precursor occurs over a larger area. 
Figure 4.5 also shows how the measured width of the deposits is greater than the defined 
deposition area for all of the deposits. This result supports the theory described in section 
2.5.4 that primary, secondary and backscattered electrons are all involved in the deposition 
process and that the secondary electrons emitted from the sidewalls of the deposits can 
dissociate any precursor molecules adsorbed there. The fact that the widths of the deposits at 
each beam current initially increase with the number of passes made by the electron beam 
and then saturate may be explained by considering the growth of a single dot produced using 
EBID. Initially the primary electrons impinge upon the flat substrate surface and some of 
them enter the substrate and generate secondary and backscattered electrons. If these 
electrons have sufficient energy they may be emitted from the substrate where they can 
dissociate the adsorbed precursor molecules. At this point a dot starts to be deposited with a 
diameter that is determined by the exit area of the secondary electrons. This phase is then 
followed by an intennediate phase when the diameter of the growing dot increases. This is 
due to the primary electrons, which enter the tip apex scattering and producing secondary 
electrons that, if they have sufficient energy, can exit from the sidewalls of the growing tip. 
These secondary electrons may induce deposition events on the sidewalls of the deposit and 
hence increase the width of the structure. The final part of the growth process is 
characterised by the width of the structure reaching an almost constant value. This saturation 
occurs when the secondary electrons are no longer able to exit from the sidewalls of the 
deposit as its width over the defined deposition width is more than twice that of the inelastic 
mean free path of secondary electrons in the deposit. 
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4.3.3 Discussion 
The results that have been presented in this section show that the beam currents and the 
number of passes that are used to produce a deposit need to be selected for the particular 
application for which the deposit is to be used. For example, in an application where the 
resolution of a deposit is critical it is best to use the lowest possible beam current and 
number of passes. However, these deposits will also have a small thickness, which if post 
deposition processing is required can be undesirable as the material can easily be removed or 
destroyed. However, for applications which require structures with a large surface area and a 
significant height, where the accuracy of the defined deposition area is less critical, it is 
more suitable to use the highest possible beam currents and a large number of passes. 
However, this set-up is unsuitable when in use with substrates that are highly sensitive to the 
electron beam, as the electron beam can damage the sample through heating. The time taken 
to produce deposits with large numbers of passes is also much longer than those produced 
with a low number of passes and so a trade off between the resolution, the deposited height 
and the time taken to produce the deposits needs to be made. 
The height measurements also showed that in the initial stages of deposition (as shown by 
the presence of an offset), the increase in the height with the number of passes made by the 
electron beam is non-linear. This means that the height of all deposits increases linearly with 
the number of passes or the total electron dose plus some fixed offset. For very thin deposits 
made with less than ten passes of the electron beam, this behaviour can be undesirable and if 
possible it should be removed. One possible method of reducing this offset would be to open 
the capillary tube through which the precursor is injected into the system before turning on 
the electron beam and allowing the gas flux on the surface of the sample to stabilise before 
commencing the actual deposition process. It may also be desirable to carry out a short 
deposition on a non-critical part of the substrate before moving to the required location to 
carry out the deposition. If the precursor flow were allowed to continue during this stage 
then it would be possible to carry out all of the deposition with the gas delivery - precursor 
dissociation rate being constant. 
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4.4 Structural and Compositional Characterisation 
This section will characterise the structure and composition of the EBID tungsten wires. For 
this work deposits are fabricated onto both 100 nm thick silicon nitride membranes with a 
500 pm2 window and a3 mm2 silicon frame and silicon substrates with a 300 Mn thick oxide 
layer that have been prepatterned with gold contact pads. The deposits were then produced 
using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 200 passes of the electron beam as well as the 
scanning conditions described in section 4.2 to produce a reasonable thickness of deposit. 
The deposits also had a width of 200 mn and a length of 8 gm, which allowed for them to be 
easily found, imaged and analysed. The resulting structures and compositions of the deposits 
are then analysed using both the Philips CM 200 TEM described in section 3.3.1 and the 
Thermo MICROLAB 3 50 described in section 3.4.1. 
For this experimental work the TEM was operated using an accelerating voltage of 200 W. 
This instrument was fitted with a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF 2000 with a Ik x Ik Charge 
Couple Device), which allowed for the elemental composition of the structures to be 
analysed using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The MICROLAB 350 was used to 
carry out AES to determine the composition of the samples and was operated using an 
electron beam energy of 10 keV. The AES was carried out for a limited kinetic energy range 
of 30 to 600 eV because tungsten, carbon and oxygen, which are expected to be present in 
the deposits, have Auger peaks below 600 eV. Before carrying out the AES, the sample was 
also sputtered using a difftise argon ion beam operated with a -1 min beam diameter at I 
keV for approximately thirty seconds to remove any carbon, oxygen and water that had been 
adsorbed on the surface of the substrate when the sample was exposed to an air environment. 
Although this process may cause some damage to the sample surface and remove the top 
layer of the deposits, it is assumed that the composition of the deposits is uniform throughout 
the structure and that the large beam diameter means that the damage is minimal. 
4.4.1 Compositional Characterisation 
A preliminary examination of the elemental composition of the deposits was carried out 
using EELS within the TEM. As the tungsten hexacarbonyl precursor contains a mix of 
tungsten, carbon and oxygen, the EELS was carried out for each of these elements. The 
results of this examination for the deposits fabricated on the silicon nitride membranes 
showed that they consisted of a mix of carbon and tungsten and that there was a greater 
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amount of carbon than tungsten in the structures. This analysis also showed that there was a 
negligible amount of oxygen incorporated in the structures. To analyse the composition of 
these deposits more thoroughly AES was carried out on the deposits fabricated on the silicon 
substrates with a 300 nm oxide layer using spot analysis. A typical AES spectrum is shown 
in Figure 4.6. This spectra shows a first set of peaks at 160 - 180 eV, which correspond to 
the Auger transitions for tungsten W N02 and W NOI respectively, a second peak at - 260 
- 270 eV, which corresponds to the Auger transition for carbon C KLI and a third set of 
peaks between 460 and 510 eV, which correspond to the Auger transitions for oxygen, 0 
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Figure 4.6. AES spectra for kinetic energies of 30 - 600 eV of an EBID tungsten wire deposited 
using 1.5 nA and 200 passes of the electron beam showing tungsten, carbon and oxygen peaks. 
To investigate the elemental composition of the deposit further an AES map of the same 
deposit as the one shown in Figure 4.6 was produced. Figure 4.7 shows an SEM image of the 
deposit, which was fabricated so as to bridge a gold four terminal contact structure, as well 
as the area of the sample on which the map was chosen to be carried out. The map was 
selected to include part of the gold pads, the silicon substrate and the tungsten deposit. 
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Figure 4.7. Thermo MICROLAB 350 SEM image of a deposit produced using an electron beam 
current of 1.5 nA and 200 passes of the electron beam. The marked central square shows the area of 
the deposit that was chosen to be analysed. 
To build up a map of the different elements in the area marked in Figure 4.7, Auger spectra 
similar to the one shown in Figure 4.6 were taken for each pixel in the image. The output of 
this experiment is presented in Figure 4.8 as images showing the intensities of the Auger 
signals for each of the elements that are present as a function of the location at which they 
occur. In particular, Figure 4.8 (a) shows the gold from the contact pads that is found in the 
map area, Figure 4.8 (b) shows the location of the tungsten in the deposit, Figure 4.8 (c) 
shows the carbon map for the deposit and Figure 4.9 (d) shows the oxygen map. As can be 
seen from these images, tungsten appears mainly in the defined deposition area, whereas the 
carbon extends over a much wider area, with a more intense signal in the area surrounding 
the main part of the deposit. The width of the carbon in the deposit also extends over a larger 
area than the width of the deposits that were measured using the AFM. This suggests that the 
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backscattered and SEII electrons that occur within the substrate and escape can cause some 
deposition of the precursor over a much larger area than that which has been defined. The 
oxygen map shows a very weak signal intensity within the deposit itself and that the oxygen 
is also spread throughout the deposit. These results are also in agreement with the EELS that 
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Figure 4.8. AES maps of (a) gold, (b) tungsten, (c) carbon and (d) oxygen of a deposit fabricated so 
as to bridge a gold four terminal contact structure using a beam current of 1.5 n. A. 
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4.4.2 Structural Characterisation 
The structure of the deposits on the silicon nitride membranes was investigated using high- 
resolution electron microscopy (HREM) within the TEM. It was found that the structures 
were completely amorphous in character. An example of this structure is shown in the bright 




Figure 4.9. Bright Field TEM image of an as-deposited tungsten strip. The dark central line is the 
deposit which was found to consist of amorphous tungsten and carbon, while the surrounding grey 
area is the silicon nitride membrane. 
This result can be reinforced through the examination of the differential of the Auger 
analysis that was shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.10 shows the differential of this Auger 
spectrum. If the deposit consisted of small crystallites of tungsten carbide then it would be 
expected that the differential of the carbon peak would be symmetrical. As can be seen from 
this figure it is not and so it may be concluded that the deposits consist of a completely 
amorphous mix of carbon, tungsten and oxygen. It was also earlier stated that for the AES 
analysis it was assumed that when sputtering the samples with an ion beam to remove 
ubiquitous hydrocarbons that the deposits were not damaged. However, it is well known that 
during the sputtering process some of the carbon may become implanted in the deposits and 
can cause the formation of carbides within the structures themselves. Therefore, the lack of 
any carbides in the Auger spectrum suggests that the ion beam did not damage the samples 
in this experiment and influence the results. 
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Figure 4.10. Differential of the Auger spectrum for a tungsten deposit produced 
using a 1.5 nA beam current and 200 passes. 
4.4.3 Discussion 
The fact that the deposits studied here are predominantly made up of carbon may be 
attributed to the composition of the precursor, which has six carbon and oxygen atoms for 
every tungsten atom. Meanwhile, the lack of a crystalline structure in the deposits may be 
attributed to the fact that the deposits were produced using a relatively low electron beam 
energy and electron dose per scan. When a low electron dose per scan is used in EBID, the 
adsorbed precursor molecules are dissociated before they can migrate to regular sites and 
they remain in the same position after they are dissociated. If a high dose per scan were 
used, then the electrons would repeatedly bombard the dissociated precursor molecules and 
transfer energy to them in the form of heat. The molecules would then be able to move to 
lower energy sites and transfer their energy to the substrate, which would result in a 
crystallite structure. By using a high dose per scan, it may also be possible to improve the 
tungsten to carbon ratio because a greater quantity of the precursor would be dissociated and 
more of the volatile parts of the deposit would have a chance to escape before they are 
covered with the next layer of deposited molecules. 
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4.5 Analysis of System Variables 
In EBID, regardless of the type of electron microscope used to carry out the deposition of a 
material, there are two main system variables that can have an effect on the deposition rate. 
These are the electron source and the precursor source. Over time the energy and current 
produced by an electron source can vary and particularly towards the end of its lifetime, the 
emission properties of the source degrade so that the current required to make the source 
emit and produce a reasonable image needs to be increased. As such, as the electron source 
degrades and the image quality reduces it may also be expected that the resolution of the 
EBID process could also be reduced. Each electron source is also inherently different 
because each material source is composed of different elements, which results in a slightly 
different work function for the source. This means that each electron source requires a 
different amount of energy before it can be excited enough to emit an electron. As such each 
electron source has a different current density, which means that it will have a different 
number of electrons in a unit area. This in turn will affect the probability of an adsorbed 
precursor molecule being dissociated. 
There are also a number of variations in the precursor source that can influence the growth 
rate of EBID structures. Each different type of precursor needs to be heated to a different 
temperature before it will turn into a gas and as such each type of precursor tends to have a 
different gas flux. The different composition of each type of precursor also means that 
certain precursors are more easily dissociated and deposited by the electron beam than 
others. Also it may be expected that as the life of a particular precursor source proceeds, 
there becomes less material available to be used in the deposition process and as such the gas 
flux on the surface of the sample will decrease. This in turn means that there are fewer 
molecules available to be used in the deposition of a structure and the growth rate decreases. 
Both of these variations mean that it is possible that deposits produced using different 
electron sources or even at different times in an electron sources or a precursor's lifetime 
will have slightly diffiýrent growth rates. To investigate the effects of this the following 
sections will compare and discuss the effects of two different electrons sources and a 
precursor at the beginning and end of its lifetime on the 
deposition rate of tungsten 
interconnects deposited using W(CO)6 as a precursor. 
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4.5.1 Effects of the Electron Source 
The effect of the energy of an electron source on the deposition rate can be seen by 
examining the height of interconnects deposited using two different electron sources within 
the same system. For this experiment two different electron sources were compared. The 
first electron source is denoted electron source I and is the electron source that has been 
used to create the deposits examined thus far. The second electron source is denoted electron 
source 2 and is a brighter electron source, which was installed in the system when it was 
delivered. Within this experiment, the precursor source has been used for less than twenty 
hours and the beam current is set using spot three, which results in a quoted current of 1.5 
nA for the first electron source and a current of 2.1 nA for the second electron source. All of 
the other deposition parameters were kept the same as those described in section 4.2. The 
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Figure 4.11. Graph showing how the total amount of material deposited is dependent on the energy 
of the electron source. 
Figure 4.11 shows how the deposits made with electron source two had a much higher 
growth rate than those made with electron source one. The reasons for this difference may be 
understood by comparing the differences in the electron sources and the resulting effects that 
they have on EBID. In particular, the second electron source had a higher beam current for a 
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spot size of three than the first electron source. This higher current results in a higher current 
density, which means that there are more electrons per unit area for this electron source. The 
greater the number of electrons, the higher the probability that an adsorbed precursor 
molecule will be dissociated and deposited. Therefore, a higher growth rate may be 
expected. This result also demonstrates that there is an inherent variability between electron 
sources, which makes the accurate comparison of deposits, produced using different 
instruments and different electron sources very difficult. 
During this work it has also been attempted to produce EBID interconnects with an electron 
source that is very near the end of its lifetime. While it was possible to produce some kind of 
deposit, it was found that the deposits were less well defined such that there was a loss in the 
resolution of the process and that far less material was deposited. This can be attributed 
firstly to the loss in the ability to achieve good images of the substrate and means that it was 
likely that the electron beam was not properly focused before the EBID was commenced. 
This in turn means that the current density of the electron beam and hence the probability of 
an adsorbed precursor molecule being dissociated and deposited was also reduced. 
Furthermore, as the electron beam ages, it becomes less energetic such that the probability of 
the dissociation of the precursor molecules by the electron beam also reduces. 
4.5.2 Effects of the Precursor Lifetime 
The measurements, which have been presented so far, have been for a precursor that has 
been used for less than twenty hours. To determine whether the deposition rate is constant 
throughout the life of the precursor and the use of electron dose, which is independent of gas 
flux to characterise the deposition process is a suitable one, similar measurements have been 
made for the precursor after 120 hours of use. Figure 4.12 compares the deposited height for 
a set number of passes for a beam current of 1.5 nA at the beginning and end of a precursor's 
life. As can be seen from this figure, the amount of material that is deposited is reduced 
significantly at the end of the precursors life such that the line of best fit for zero passes 
deteriorates from 9.2 to 4.2 nm and the gradient reduces from 0.39 to 0.22. To analyse these 
differences more accurately, the differences in the deposited heights were calculated and it 
was found that for all of the deposits investigated, the deposits made using the precursor 
with more than 120 hours of use were 47 %±2% of the size of the deposits made using the 
precursor with less than 20 hours of use. These changes imply that as the time that the 
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precursor has been used for increases, the amount of material that is heated into a gas 
decreases. This results in a decreasing gas flux, which means that there is less material 
available for deposition. After the precursor has been used for more than 120 hours the 
amount of material that is deposited has been found to reduce even more significantly. 
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Figure 4.12. Graph showing how the total amount of material deposited deteriorates over time for an 
electron beam current of 1.5 nA. 
This result may be reinforced by considering the differences in the precursor morphology at 
the beginning and end of its lifetime. Indeed, before the tungsten hexacarbonyl precursor has 
been used it is found to consist of a fine white powder with a table salt like texture, while 
after more than 150 hours of use, it is found to have formed large agglomerates with 
diameters of approximately 5 mm. This change in the materials structure means that over 
time the surface area of the precursor decreases and hence the amount of precursor that is 
heated into the gas phase is reduced. This results in the gas flux decreasing with time. 
The results shown in Figure 4.12 could also be considered in tenns of dose, which according 
to equation (4.1) is constant throughout the life of the precursor. However, as can be seen 
from this graph, the deposition rate does decrease with the amount of time that it has been 
used. This result implies that using just the total electron dose to predict the deposition rate 
of EBID in either different systems or at different times is unsuitable. 
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Another effect that was also noticed was that the deposition rate depended on the exact 
location of the precursor injection needle. As described in section 2.5.2, the gas flux on the 
surface of the substrate depends partly upon the orientation of the capillary tube through 
which the precursor gas is delivered. In order to change the precursor it is necessary to 
completely remove the gas injection system and then replace it. This means that when the 
gas injection system is replaced, the capillary tube is likely to be in a different location. 
When changing the precursor sources, to minimise any changes in the location of the 
capillary tube, before removing the gas injection system, a series of images and 
measurements were undertaken to determine the exact location of the end of the capillary 
tube. Firstly, as the electron and ion beam columns in this system view the samples from 
different angles, both a SEM and an ion beam image of the end of the capillary tube were 
taken. The resulting images are shown in Figure 4.13. The circles in these images show the 
exact location of the end of the tube and may be retained on the FIB computer screen when 
subsequent images are taken. The size of the circles also scales with the magnification that is 
used to take images with either of the columns. To determine the exact height of the end of 
the needle in the chamber, an empty stub was then mounted onto the stage and raised until it 
just touched the end of the needle. It was possible to tell when the stub was in contact with 
the end of the capillary tube because the capillary tube was seen to move slightly when the 
contact was made. The height of the stage at which this was seen to occur was recorded. 
Figure 4.13. (a) SEM image and (b) ion beam image of the capillary tube used to inject the precursor 
molecules during EBID. 
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Once the precursor source had been changed and the gas injection system replaced, both 
electron and ion beam images were taken as the placement of the injection system was 
varied. The marker circles shown in Figure 4.13 were retained so that it could be seen when 
the capillary tube matched its original location. The height of the capillary tube was 
determined by again raising the height of the stage until an empty stub made contact with the 
end of the tube. The height of the stage when the contact was made was noted and the 
capillary tube height adjusted until it matched its original height. Once the gas injection 
system had been reinstalled correctly a series of test deposits were made using both the 
electron and the ion beam. Initially the growth rate was found to be lower than it had been 
before the precursor was changed. By making very small adjustments to the location of the 
capillary tube, the growth rate was enhanced significantly. This result shows that the 
deposition rate for EBID is highly dependent on the location of the gas injection system and 
the subsequent gas flux on the surface of a substrate. 
4.5.3 Discussion 
The experiments and analysis that has been carried out in this section has shown that the 
deposition rate of EBID structures is highly dependent on changes in both the electron 
source and the precursor. In particular, it has been found that when brighter electron sources 
with higher current densities are used for EBID they produce structures with a greater 
deposited height for a given number of passes. This has been explained in terms of the 
brighter electron source having a greater number of electrons in a unit area, which results in 
a higher probability of a precursor molecule being dissociated. It has also been shown that as 
the precursor source ages, the morphology of the precursor changes and its surface area 
decreases. This results in a decreasing gas flux and hence a decreasing deposition rate. The 
results of both of these investigations also suggest that ideally both a relatively new 
precursor and electron source should be used where possible and that the selection of the 
most energetic electron sources necessary for achieving a high deposition rate. 
it is also worth noting here that electron source 2, which was investigated in section 4.5.1 
was actually the first electron source that was used in the system. Therefore, the system with 
a precursor with less than 20 hours of use and electron source 2 was the set-up that was used 
when the system was first delivered to the university. It is generally accepted that during the 
factory acceptance tests of a new instrument, the performance of the system is optimised 
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such that the upper levels of performance of the instrument are achieved. It is also possible 
for additional performance of the instrument to be gained within its first year of use. 
However, after this time both the instrument itself and its consumable parts such as the 
filaments start to deteriorate due to wear and tear and can affect the overall performance. On 
site replacement of consumable parts will improve the performance. However, it is generally 
accepted that such replacements do not involve the same degree of instrument tuning as 
would occur in the factory. Therefore, performance after the exchange and service of various 
parts of the instrument are often found to be lower. While each new electron source has a 
different level of performance and it can be accepted that some of the differences between 
the two sources may be due to the filaments having different qualities. It is also possible that 
part of the reason that electron source I does not meet the performance of electron source 2, 
is that the set-up of the electron column on site by the service department did not reach the 
same standard as that which was achieved within the factory. If the electron beam is less 
focused it will have a lower current density and less precursor molecules will be dissociated. 
The observed differences in the electron sources highlight one of the main difficulties in 
making EBID suitable as a mainstream fabrication technique as industry would require more 
precise control of the deposition rate between different instruments and would not accept 
having to recalibrate the instruments every time an electron source was changed. Therefore, 
to be able to improve the reproducibility of EBID with different electron sources it would be 
necessary to have the ability to calibrate and modify the deposition rate produced by each 
electron source in each system. 
As discussed in section 4.5.2, the precursor gas flux on the substrate is highly dependent on 
the way that the system has been set up. This means that part of the reason that the 
deposition rate was much higher for electron source 2 with a precursor with less than 20 
hours of use than it was for electron source 1, again with a precursor that has been used for 
less than 20 hours (section 4.5.1) may be due in part to the precursor that was used with 
electron source 2 having been optimised as part of the factory acceptance tests. Meanwhile, 
the precursor used with electron source I was installed at the University and so the location 
of the capillary tube may not have been optimised as well. Also, the two precursors were 
sourced from different suppliers and so may have a slightly different chemical compositions 
or grain size, which can affect the deposition rate. It is also likely that a different amount of 
the precursor material would have been used, which could again affect the deposition rate. 
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4.6 Effect of the Substrate 
As described in section 2.5.4, there has been considerable controversy about the factors that 
control the deposition accuracy and the growth rate of EBID. This has lead to much 
discussion about the types of electrons that contribute to the deposition process. If, as 
discussed by Fowlkes et al. E93, the deposition rate is influenced by the contribution of both 
secondary and backscattered electrons, then the choice of substrate on which the deposition 
is carried out should play an important role in influencing the final deposited structure. This 
is because the number of BSEs, which are created by scattering of the primary electrons in a 
substrate, is dependent on the atomic number of the substrate material. Meanwhile the 
number of SEs that are generated will remain almost constant because their generation is 
largely independent of the substrate material used. 
To investigate the effects of this, a series of deposits 200 nm wide and 8 gm long were 
deposited onto a 100 nm thick silicon nitride membrane, which had a 500 Vm2 window with 
a3 mm2 silicon frame for the electron beam currents of 0.39,1.5 and 5.9 nA. Half of the 
structures were deposited onto the membrane itself and the other half deposited onto the 
membrane frame. The membrane window appears transparent to an electron beam so the 
number of BSEs produced will be approximately zero until the deposit has reached a 
reasonable thickness, which is greater than the mean free path of the secondary electrons. 
Once the deposit is thick enough, the BSEs are produced by scattering of the electron beam 
within the deposit rather than in the substrate. Meanwhile the membrane frame acts as an 
infinitely thick substrate and as such when the electron beam interacts with it, it will produce 
a much larger number of BSEs. This means that if the BSEs play a significant role in the 
deposition process then the part of the deposit on the membrane frame will be different to 
the part deposited on the membrane itself. 
Figure 4.14 (a) shows the AFM image for this deposit, which was made using the parameters 
described earlier and an electron beam current of 1.5 nA. As can be seen from the image, the 
deposition on the infinitely thick substrate has a halo around it, while the deposition on the 
electron transparent part of the substrate has a much less significant halo. The height profile 
of the deposit on both the membrane window and the membrane frame was also measured 
and is shown in Figure 4.14 (b). This figure shows how both the width at FWHM and the 
height on the membrane window (electron transparent substrate) and the membrane frame 
(infinitely thick substrate) were approximately the same. This measurement also shows that 
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the base width of the deposit on the membrane frame is slightly larger than it is on the 
membrane window and is produced by the formation of the halo that can be seen in Figure 
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Figure 4.14. (a) AFM image of a deposit with the top half of the deposit on the membrane frame and 
the bottom half of the deposit on the membrane window. (b) Height profiles of the deposit on the 
membrane frame and the membrane window. This profile shows that while the height and the 
FWHM of the width were the same for both parts of the deposit, the deposit on the membrane frame 
had a larger base width than the deposit on the membrane window. 
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The fact that the images in Figure 4.14 show a more substantial halo on the infinitely thick 
part of the substrate than on the electron transparent part suggests that BSEs do play a role in 
EBID. In particular, it was found that the height of the deposit on both parts of the substrate 
was approximately the same, which suggests that the BSEs do not affect the height of the 
deposits. Meanwhile the increased base width suggests that the BSEs do play a role in the 
base broadening of the deposits. This result is in agreement with the simulations carried out 
by Fowlkes et al. 1101 who found that PEs and SEjs induce the vertical growth of the deposits 
while SEjjs and BSEs influence the radial broadening of the deposits. 
These experimental results may also be compared to the experimental work of Lee et al. E, I] 
who attempted to determine the contributions of the different types of electrons to the 
deposition process of gold deposits produced using the precursor dimethyl-gold- 
trifluoroacetylacetonate. In this experiment gold lines were deposited onto both thin film 
(Si3N4) and bulk (silicon) substrates. In agreement with the experimental results gained here, 
Lee et al. E103 found that there were no noticeable differences in the minimum linewidth of 
the deposits and so concluded that the BSEs do not play a dominant role in the EBID 
process. However, as the width of their deposits exceeded the width of the electron beam, 
they concluded that the resolution of the lines was limited by the SE exposure of the 
precursor molecules and the beam activated surface chemistry diffusion process. 1101 
As part of this experiment Lee et al. E103 also investigated the effects of different electron 
beam energies on the deposits and found that as the beam energy was decreased, a thin halo 
type film of increasing width that surrounded the deposit was formed. Initially, they 
attributed this halo to the exposure of the adsorbed precursor molecules by the backscattered 
electrons emitted from the substrate. However, as the size of the halo increased with the 
decreasing beam energy Lee et al. E103 suggested that the backscattered electrons could not be 
the dominant mechanism in the formation of the halo. As such, they concluded that the halo 
formation was actually due to either beam broadening by the primary electrons scattering in 
the gas before they reached the surface of the sample or due to the electron beam having a 
non-Gaussian intensity distribution. 
E103 If this conclusion were correct then it would be 
expected that the experimental work carried out here would have a significant halo on both 
parts of the deposits. However, Figure 4.14 (b) shows that there was a much smaller halo on 
the electron transparent part of the substrate than on the infinitely thick part, which suggests 
that the halo formation is due at least in part to backscattered electrons. 
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This experimental work also indicates that in EBID applications where the resolution of the 
deposits is crucial and the leakage between closely spaced interconnects needs to be 
minimised it is better to use thin, electron transparent substrates as it allows for deposits with 
smaller halos to be produced without sacrificing the vertical growth rate. However, thin 
substrates are more difficult to handle and can be easily broken, which means that a trade off 
between the horizontal resolution and ease of sample handling needs to be made. 
4.7 Effect of the Substrate Temperature 
As described in section 2.6.2 heating or cooling the substrate while the deposition is being 
carried out can have an effect of the growth rate of the process. To investigate the effects of 
changing the substrate temperature on the deposition of tungsten from the precursor 
W(CO)6, the modified Omicron Nanotechnology Resistive Heater described in section 3.9 
was mounted on a modified sample stage in the FEI Dual Beam FIB. To insulate the heater 
from the stage, several glass slides were placed between the base of the heater and the 
sample stage. The heater was then connected to the Keithley 238 Source Measurement Unit 
that had been used to carry out its calibration using a co-axial electrical feedthrough. This 
experimental set-up meant that the depositions could be carried out using the same method 
as for all of the other depositions characterised in this chapter. 
Before carrying out any of the depositions with a heated substrate, the temperature of the 
heater was raised to the required temperature and allowed to saturate for at least thirty 
minutes. The depositions were made using electron source I with a beam current of 1.5 nA 
and a new precursor for substrate temperatures of 25,50,75 and I OO'C. Each of the deposits 
was also produced using 200 passes of the electron beam. The sizes of the resulting deposits 
were then examined using the same AFM methodology as before. The results were repeated 
on different days and were found to be reproducible. Analysis of the AFM images showed 
that the width of the deposits were independent of the substrate temperature, while the height 
of the deposits was found to vary with substrate temperature. A typical set of data, which 
shows the effects of the temperature on the deposited height, is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15. Graph showing the effects of substrate temperature on the deposited height. 
Figure 4.15 shows how the growth rate of tungsten deposits decreases with increasing 
substrate temperature. This result follows the same trend as that found by Li et al. 
11 11 in their 
experimental work, which studied the effects of substrate temperature on the growth rate of 
EBID tips deposited using the precursor WF6. The fact that the growth rate decreases with 
increasing substrate temperature indicates that the precursor molecules are dissociated on the 
substrate surface rather than in the gas phase, because if the process occurrcd in the gas 
phase, then the growth rate would be independent of the substrate ternperaturc. This dca is 
also in agreement with the explanation of the precursor- substrate interactions that was given 
in section 2.5.3 and reinforces the use of equations (2-11), (2.15) and (2.17). In particular, 
equation (2.15) described the growth rate of EBID using the equation: 
R= (Nr)of (4.2) 
where N is the flux of the precursor molecules, r is the residence time of the adsorbed 
precursor molecules, a is the dissociation cross section andfis the electron flux density. The 
residence time of the adsorbed molecules given in this equation was then described by 






where v is the vibrational frequency, EI,.,, is the desorption energy, k is Boltzmann's constant 
and Tis the temperature in Kelvin. 
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This equation shows that the residence time of the adsorbed precursor molecules is highly 
dependent on the both the temperature of the substrate and the desorption energy. It also 
shows that the residence time of the adsorbed molecules increases with decreasing substrate 
temperature and results in an increasing growth rate with decreasing temperature. As such it 
may be concluded that the height of the tungsten deposits studied here increased in height 
with decreasing substrate temperature because as the temperature was decreased the amount 
of precursor molecules that were adsorbed on the substrate surface and were available to be 
involved in the deposition process increased. 
The desorption energy for the EBID of tungsten interconnects deposited from the precursor 
W(CO)6 may be calculated from the slope of an Arrhenius plot of the data, which is based on 
the Arrhenius equation. The Arrhenius equation is a formula for the temperature dependence 
of the rate constant and therefore the rate of a chemical reaction, k, such that: 
-EA 
Ae RT (4.4) 
where A is the pre-exponential factor, & is the activation energy, which is the energy 
required for a thermally activated physical or chemical process to occur, R is the gas 
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. To determine whether a chemical process 
follows the Arrhenius equation and is a single rate limited thermally activated process then a 
plot of In(k) versus I/T is fabricated. If the plot yields a straight line it follows the Arrhenius 
equation such that: 
In(k) = -A-AL -1+ In(A). RT 
(4.5) 
As can be seen from this equation, an Arrhenius plot that yields a straight line and follows 
this equation can then be used to calculate both the activation energy from the gradient of the 
line and the pre-exponential factor from the y-intercept. 
To determine whether the deposits studied here follow this behaviour, the volume of each of 
the deposits studied in Figure 4.15 were plotted as a function of the inverse of the substrate 
temperature. For this calculation the lengths of the deposits were 8 Am, while their widths 
were of the order of 250 nm. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16. Plot of the natural logarithm of the deposited volume as a function ofthe inverse oftlic 
substrate temperature. 
As can be seen from Figure 4.16, the deposited volume of tungsten interconnects produced 
from the precursor W(CO)6 follows an Arrhenius behaviour. The gradient of the line of best 
fit produced in this figure has a value of 1302.4 and is equal to -EA/R, while this line 
intercepts the y-axis at -48.663 and is equal to In(A). From these values the pre-exponential 
factor can be calculated to be 7.1 X 10-22, while the activation energy can be calculated to be 
107 meV by using a gas constant value of 8.21 X 10-5 m 
3. atm-K-1-mol-1. This value 1`6r the 
activation energy for an electron beam voltage of 10 keV and an electron bearn current of 
1.5 nA is within the range of desorption energies found by Li et al. 
1111 who calculated a 
desorption energy of -120 meV for a beam energy of 10 keV and a bearn current of 140 pA. 
This result suggests that the reaction rate of deposits made using the EBID of W(('0)6 IS 
similar to that of EBID tips produced from the precursor WF6. This value for the activation 
energy is also found to be in the range between physisorption (-0.01 eV) and chcIllisorption 
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4.8 Measurement Accuracy and Reproducibility 
In an attempt to ensure that the results gained here are reproducible, before carrying out any 
of the depositions the same optimisation procedure was always carried out. This included 
ensuring that the sample was always raised to a height of 5.1 mm, which is the optimum 
height for the deposition to be carried out in the system, heating the precursor for at least 30 
minutes, ensuring that the vacuum is better than 4x 10-6 mbar and optimising the electron 
beam optics. In particular, for the electron beam optics optimisation the focus and 
stigmatism were always adjusted to produce the best possible image because both of these 
factors can affect the resolution of the deposition process. 
However, even carrying out all of these steps, still leaves some variation in the final 
structures. This can be due to variations in the vacuum or the focused electron beam 
including its emission current and small operator based errors in alignment. Each of these 
factors result in a change in the gas flux at the sample surface and in the focused electron 
beam at the point at which it impinges on the substrate. In particular producing the same 
deposits on different days produced a height variation of -5 run. This is not too large a 
value and is within the realm of experimental error when considering the thicker deposits. 
Although in the smallest structures this can cause significant variations and may affect the 
use of this technique in mainstream fabrication techniques. 
4.9 Conc usions 
This section has shown that for a constant electron beam current, the height of the deposits 
increases linearly with the number of passes made by the electron beam or the total electron 
dose that has been delivered. It has also been shown that the width of the deposits initially 
increases with the number of passes made by the electron beam and then saturates. This 
behaviour has been attributed to scattering of the primary electrons within the deposit and 
the subsequent generation of secondary electrons, which can be emitted out of the sidewalls 
of the deposit where they can be involved in the deposition process. This section has also 
shown how the deposited width and height of the structures increases with increasing beam 
current. This effect has been explained in terms of the increasing diameter of the electron 
beam and the increasing numbers of electrons (both primary and secondary) that are 
available to be involved in the deposition process. 
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This section has also highlighted some of the system variables, which can cause significant 
variations in the deposition growth rate. In particular, it shows how difficult it is for EBID 
researchers to accurately characterise the process and produce results, which may be 
accurately reproduced by other groups. As such this section has highlighted some of the 
main issues with making EBID suitable for mainstream fabrication techniques where the 
amount of material deposited is crucial. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5 Electrical Characterisation of Electron Beam 
Deposited Tungsten Interconnects 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will describe the electrical characterisation of EBID tungsten interconnects 
fabricated from the precursor W(CO)6 using either two or four probe measurements. It is 
found that the current-voltage characteristics are symmetric with respect to voltage polarity 
and that the resistance decreases with increasing interconnect height as expected due to the 
larger cross section available for conduction. It is also possible that the thicker deposits have 
a higher metallic content. The effects of various system variables including the electron 
beam current, the electron source, the lifetime of the precursor and the substrate temperature 
on the resistivity of the deposits is investigated and it is found that resistance of these 
deposits is highly dependent on the deposition parameters used. 
5.2 Experimental Method 
The depositions were carried out using the FEI Nanolab 600 Dual Beam FIB system 
described in section 3.2.3 and the precursor W(CO)6- This work builds upon the work 
undertaken in chapter four and so the same conditions have been used to produce the 
deposits. As such a beam energy of 10 keV, a dwell time of 200 Pts and a pitch of 10 nm 
were used for all of the depositions. The beam current, electron sources and the amount of 
time that the precursor had been used for were then varied as described in chapter four. 
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To allow for these deposits to be electrically characterised, rectangular deposits were made 
onto silicon dioxide substrates with a 300 run thick oxide layer that had been prepatterned 
with gold contact pads so that each of the deposits bridged the gold contact pads in either a 
two or four point measurement set up. Contacts were made to these pads within a SEM using 
one of the manipulation systems described in section 3.6. These manipulation systems 
allowed for electrochemically etched tungsten probes, with tip radii between 25 and 400 nrn 
to be moved separately in each of the three orthogonal directions and be brought into contact 
with the gold pads. All of the electrical measurements were made using the Keithley 4200 
Semiconductor Characterisation System described in section 3.8. 
5.3 Resistivity Characterisation 
In chapter four it was shown that by varying several different EBID parameters including the 
electron beam current, the electron source and the age of the precursor it was possible to 
change the deposition rate. In particular it was found that increasing the electron beam 
current and changing the electron source to a brighter source caused the deposition rate to 
increase. This work also showed that as the amount of time that the precursor had been used 
for was increased, the deposition rate decreased. These results imply that as the deposition 
parameters are varied so does the actual deposition process and that it is possible that these 
changes result in deposits with different resistivities. The following sections shall examine 
the effects of changing these parameters on the resistivity of the nanowires and analYSe the 
results with a view to determining the most suitable parameters for use in producing 
interconnects with a low resistivity and high resolution to nanostructures such as CNTs. 
5.3.1 Effects of the Electron Beam Current 
The electron beam deposition and the subsequent electrical characterisation that is carried 
out in this section was conducted in the FEI Dual Beam FIB. For the electrical 
characterisation, four electrically etched tungsten probes were fitted into the Zyvex 
manipulation system described in section 3.6.1, which was subsequently mounted on the 
sample stage. This system allowed for the four tungsten probes to be used to contact to the 
samples to be characterised. The Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation System was 
also connected to the Zyvex manipulation system to allow for the samples to be electrically 
characterised without exposing the deposits to air. 
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The deposits were made onto a silicon substrate with a 300 nm oxide layer that had been 
pre-patterned with gold contact pads in a four terminal geometry using conventional electron 
beam lithography as described in section 3.9. An example of one of the four terminal contact 
structures is shown in Figure 5.1 (a). As can be seen from this image each structure consisted 
of four larger 25 x 25 pm 2 gold pads to which the tungsten probes were connected and four 
gold leads which ran from each of the gold pads towards the centre of the structure. The gold 
leads that were connected to the top and bottom pads had a width of -2 gm and a length of 
-12 pm, while the gold leads that were connected to the left and right pads had a width of 
- 1.4 pm and a length of -10 pm. The depositions were made so that they bridged all four of 
the gold contact leads and had a length of 8.5 pm and a width of 200 nm. 
Before starting the deposition, the sample and beam conditions were optimised and the flour 
tungsten probes were brought into contact with the gold pads using careful manipulation as 
shown in Figure 5.1 (a). It was possible to see when the tungsten probes were in contact with 
the pads, as the pads appeared darker when contacted to. The capillary tube through which 
the precursor is delivered was then injected into the system as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). This 
set up allowed for the effect of increasing the height of a deposit in increments on the 
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Figure 5.1. (a) SEM image of a four terminal gold contact structure with tungsten probes connected 
to each of the pads. (b) SEM image of the set-up used for the deposition and subsequent electrical 
characterisation of EBID tungsten interconnects using four point probe measurements. 
In order to determine the effects of different deposit heights and electron beam currents on 
the resistance of the nanowires, deposits were made with different numbers of passes 
between 20 and 200 passes for the electron beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA using the 
conditions described in section 5.2. The resistance of each deposit was measured in-situ 
between each deposition stage by sweeping the current from 0 up to I gA on the outer two 
electrodes and measuring the voltage drop between the inner two contacts. An example of a 
typical four point probe measurement that was made for a deposit produced using 100 passes 
of the electron beam for an electron beam current of 1.5 nA is given in Figure 5.2. In 
particular, this figure shows that the current-voltage measurements were linear. Repetition of 
these current-voltage measurements showed no variation in the resistance which indicates 
that the resistivity of all of the deposits was stable at these currents. The equivalent 
resistivity was then calculated using the geometrical measurements for the height and width 
of the deposits gained using an AFM in section 4.3 and the length measured between the 
inner two contacts within the SEM. 
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Figure 5.2. A typical four point probe measurement of a tungsten wire produced using 100 passes of 
the electron beam and an electron beam current of 1.5 n. A. 
As discussed in section 4.3.1, EBID results are typically presented in terms of the electron 
dose. Therefore, the resulting data of this experiment as a function of the total electron dose 
is shown in Figure 5.3. This data shows how the resistivity of EBID tungsten deposits 
decreases as the total amount of electron exposure that has been used and hence the height is 
increased. This graph also shows how initially the resistivity drops rapidly for each of the 
electron beam currents investigated before starting to saturate for electron beam doses in 
excess of 2x 10' pC/cm 
2 for the beam currents of 1.5 and 5.9 nA. For the 0.36 nA it would 
take a very long time to build up this electron dose and so it was not investigated. 
The decreasing resistivity with increasing total electron dose shown in Figure 5.3 may also 
be influenced by the morphology of the deposits, which consist of a mix of amorphous 
carbon and tungsten as described in section 4.4. This structure means that the conductivity 
mechanism in these deposits is not straightforward and as described in section 2.8, may 
occur through the tunnelling of electrons from one metal island to next. Therefore, the 
lowest height deposits have the lowest metal content and may be said to be discontinuous. 
This means that there is little or no path for electron tunnelling to occur and hence these 
deposits have a high resistivity. As the height of the deposits increases with the total electron 
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dose, the quantity of metal in the structures increases and the distance between the metal 
islands decreases. This means that the electrons can tunnel through the solid more easily. 
There may also be the generation of more paths through which the electrons can travel. 
Hence, the resistivity of the deposits decreases. After some time, the resistivity becomes 
constant with increasing height. This is because the deposition of further material no longer 
changes the internal structure of deposit and the average distance between the metal islands 
does not decrease anymore. However, the resistance continues to decrease with height at a 
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Figure 5.3. Graph showing the effect of electron dose and electron beam current 
on the resistivity of EBID tungsten interconnects. 
If the above explanation for the change in resistivity with height or electron dose is correct it 
may also be expected that the decreasing resistivity with increasing electron beam current 
may be due in part to the increasing growth rate with increasing beam current that was 
observed in section 4.3.1. To investigate the effects of the change in deposited height with 
electron beam current the resistivity has also been plotted as a function of deposited height 
as shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4. Graph showing the effect of the deposited height and electron beam current on the 
resistivity of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects. 
Figure 5.4 shows how the resistivity of the deposits at a given height decreases with 
increasing electron beam current such that lower height deposits produced using a higher 
electron beam current yield a lower resistivity than thicker deposits produced using lower 
electron beam current. This figure also shows how the resistivity of the deposits produced 
with electron beam currents of 1.5 and 5.9 nA begins to saturate for heights in excess of 50 
nm, while the deposits produced using an electron beam current of 0.36 nA do not. This 
result is in agreement with the result shown in Figure 5.3. Therefore, it may be concluded 
that while the deposited height does have an affect on the resistivity of the deposits, the 
electron beam current that is used has a more significant effect. 
The effect of the different beam currents on the resistivity of the deposits may be analysed 
further by examining the effects of the different beam currents on the elemental composition 
of the deposits. For this experiment -52 nm high deposits were produced on a silicon 
substrate with a 300 nm thick oxide layer for each of the electron beam currents investigated. 
The elemental composition of the deposits was then examined using AES within the Thermo 
MICROLAB 350 that was described in section 3.4.1. Before commencing the analysis, the 
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Once the substrate had been cleaned, AES was carried out in spot mode on a point in the 
centre of each of the deposits using the conditions described in section 4.4. The use of the 
same kinetic energy intervals and acquisition times for each of the deposits meant that it was 
possible to normalise and compare the results, which are shown in Figure 5.5. This figure 
shows how the intensity of the Auger signal for tungsten increases with the electron beam 
current used, while the carbon and oxygen intensities decrease. This result suggests that the 
amount of metal in the deposits increases with the electron beam current used, while the 
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Figure 5.5. Analysis of the elemental composition of -52 nm. high deposits produced using electron 
beam currents of 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA. 
The changes in the elemental composition with the electron beam current can be quantified 
by comparing the peak-to-peak height of the intensities for the differential of the Auger 
spectrum without the need to normalise to the background noise. As such Figure 5.6 (a), (b) 
and (c) show the differential of the Auger spectrum for 0.36,1.5 and 5.9 nA. These spectra 
do not show any signs of a carbide, which suggests that increasing the beam current from 
0.36 to 5.9 nA for a beam energy of 10 keV, dwell time of 200 gs and a pitch of 10 nm has 
no effect on the local structure of the deposits. Therefore, it may be concluded that all of 
these deposits consist of an amorphous mix of tungsten, carbon and oxygen atoms. 
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Figure 5.6. Graphs showing the differential of the Auger spectrum given in Figure 5.6 for electron 
beam currents of (a) 0.36 nA, (b) 1.5 nA and (c) 5.9 nA. 
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The measured peak-to-peak heights and percentage differences for the differentials of each 
of the elements are shown in Table 5.1. These values are calculated with reference to the 
intensities of the signals for the deposits made using an electron beam current of 0.36 nA. 
This table also shows how as the electron beam current is increased, the intensity of the 
tungsten signal increases significantly, while the carbon and oxygen intensities decrease far 
less significantly. This result is interesting because the initial precursor source contains six 
carbon atoms and six oxygen atoms for every tungsten atom. Therefore, the fact that the 
tungsten intensity more than doubled as the electron beam current was increased from 0.36 
nA to 5.9 nA suggests that there was a significant change in the electron precursor reactions 
that were occurring, with far greater amounts of the precursor being dissociated as the 
electron beam current was increased. This is likely to be due to the increasing electron beam 
current resulting in an increasing electron beam diameter, which means that there are more 
electrons involved in the deposition process such that a higher percentage of the precursor 








Peak to Peak 
% Difference 
to 0.36 nA 
0.36 nA 102.0 -18.3 120.3 
Tungsten 1.5 nA 121.9 -56.8 178.6 148.5 
5.9 nA 178.0 -95.3 273.3 227.2 
0.36 nA 524.8 -1585.2 2110.0 
Carbon 1.5 nA 452.0 -1471.0 1923.1 91.1 
5.9 nA 397.8 -1517.9 1915.7 90.8 
0.36 nA 209.1 -279.3 488.3 
Oxygen 1.5 nA 223.3 -239.7 463.0 94.8 
5.9 nA 154.3 -260.1 414.3 84.8 
Table 5.1. The peak to peak heights and percentage differences with respect to an electron beam 
current of 0.36 nA of the differential of the Auger spectrum for tungsten, carbon and oxygen. 
This result can also be used to explain the decreasing resistivity of a given height of deposit 
with increasing electron beam current. In particular, the increasing metallic content and 
decreasing carbon and oxygen content of the deposits with increasing electron beam current 
means that as the electron beam current is increased, an increasing percentage of the 
deposits' consist of the metal. 
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As each of these deposits have the same size it can therefore be concluded that as the 
electron beam current is increased, the distance between the metal islands in the deposit 
decreases. This in turn means that as the distance between the metal islands decreases, the 
conduction electrons can travel from one metal island to the next more easily and as such the 
resistivity of the deposit would be expected to decrease. Therefore it may be concluded that 
the decreasing resistivity with increasing electron beam current for a given height deposit, 
that was observed in Figure 5.4, is due to the increasing metallic content of the deposits. 
This result is also in agreement with the experimental work of Weber et al. I'] and Koops et 
al. [21 In these experiments EDX and electrical measurements were used to determine the 
effects of changing the electron beam current on the properties of gold, molybdenum and 
platinum deposits and it was found that as the electron beam current was increased, the 
quantity of metal incorporated in the deposits increased, while the resistivity decreased. In 
particular Koops et al. [21 found that the percentage of the gold metal in the deposits 
increased with the beam current until it was equal to the amount of metal contained in the 
precursor, which occurred for an electron beam current of 800 pA and thereafter remained 
constant. Meanwhile, the resistivity of the deposits was found to decrease with increasing 
beam current up to a beam current of 800 pA and thereafter to also remain constant, which 
may be expected from the constant metal content at these high beam currents. 
For the entire range of electron beam currents used in the experimental work, both the 
tungsten metal content and the resistivity were found to vary with increasing beam current. 
By comparing this result with the experimental results gained by Koops et al .M it may be 
assumed that the percentage of the metal that was incorporated in any of these deposits 
remained lower than that in the precursor source. This result also suggests that much higher 
electron beam currents are required to achieve the optimal deposition of interconnects from 
the precursor W(CO)6 than for deposits produced from the precursor Me2Au(tfac). 
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5.3.2 Effects of the Electron Source 
To investigate the effects of the electron source used on the resistivity of EBID deposits, the 
resistivity of deposits produced using two different electron sources were investigated. The 
first electron source that is investigated, is the source used to create the deposits examined in 
section 5.3.1 and the second electron source is another brighter source. For both sets of data 
the precursor was within the first twenty hours of its life and the beam current was set using 
spot three, which gives a current of 1.5 nA for electron source one and 2.1 nA for electron 
source two. The resistivity of the deposits made with electron source one were determined 
using the four probe methodology described in section 5.3.1, while for electron source two, 
two point measurements were undertaken. It was not expected that the different contact set 
up would make a significant difference to the electrical measurements as the contact 
resistances were found to be low in comparison to the resistance of the deposits themselves. 
In order to undertake the two terminal measurements, a range of deposits 200 mn by 8 gm 
with different total electron doses were fabricated within the FEI Dual Beam FIB so as to 
bridge gold pads and leads with an -5.5 gm separation that had been prepatterned using 
conventional UV lithography. Once all of the depositions had been completed the sample 
was transferred into the FEI Quanta 200 ESEM that had been fitted with the Attocube 
manipulation system described in section 3.6.2. Two electrochemically etched tungsten 
probes were then bought into contact with the gold pads connecting one of the structures so 
that electrical characterisation of the deposit could be undertaken. Figure 5.7 shows a typical 
tungsten interconnect deposited across two gold pads that has been contacted to using the 
Attocube manipulation system. 
Once the tungsten probes had been brought into contact with the gold leads, electrical 
measurements of the deposits were carried out using the Keithley 4200 Semiconductor 
Characterisation System described in section 3.7. For these measurements a voltage sweep 
was run from 0V up to a fixed positive voltage before being decreased to the equivalent 
negative voltage and then increased back to 0V and the current was measured for each 
voltage point. For these measurements a current limit of less than 10 [LA was also set in 
order to avoid premature destruction of the interconnects. An example of a typical current- 
voltage measurement for a tungsten wire produced using 50 passes of the electron beam is 
shown in Figure 5.8. This figure shows how the electrical characteristics of this deposit are 
linear and symmetrical with respect to zero voltage. 
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Figure 5.7. SEM image of a two terminal gold contact structure with electrochemically etched 
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Figure 5.8. Four point probe measurement of a tungsten wire produced using 50 passes of the 
electron beam and a beam current of 1.5 nA. 
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The resulting resistivities as a ftinction of deposit height, for each of the electron sources are 
shown in Figure 5.9. This graph shows how electron source two not only produced higher 
deposits, which was discussed in section 4.5.1, but also deposits with a lower resistivity for a 
given deposit height than electron source one. These lower resistivities may be attributed to 
the second electron source having a higher beam current, which means that this electron 
source also had a higher current density. This in turn means that a greater number of the 
adsorbed precursor molecules could be dissociated at one time and more of the volatile parts 
of the precursor could be removed from the deposit. This result is also in agreement with the 
results gained in section 5.3.1, where AES of the deposits showed that increasing the 
electron beam current resulted in deposits with a significantly higher metallic content and 
slightly lower carbon and oxygen content and hence a lower resistivity. This result also 
shows how there is an inherent variability between electron sources, which makes the 
accurate comparison of deposits produced using different instruments and different electron 
sources very difficult. Therefore, in order for EBID to become a mainstream nanofabrication 
technique it is necessary to be able to adjust each electron source to produce deposits with 
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Figure 5.9. Graph showing the effects of the use of two different electron sources on the resistivity 
of electron beam deposited tungsten wires as a function of the deposited height. 
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5.3.3 Effects of the Precursor Lifetime 
To investigate the effects of the precursor lifetime on the resistivity of EBID tungsten 
interconnects, the resistivity of deposits made using a new precursor with less than twenty 
hours of use were compared to those made using a precursor with more than 120 hours of 
use. The deposits produced using both of the precursors were fabricated with an electron 
beam current of 1.5 nA and had a width of 200 nm. For the precursor with less than 20 hours 
of use, the resistivity was measured using the four point probe measurement set-up described 
in section 5.3.1. For the precursor with more than 120 hours of use, two point probe 
measurements were undertaken on a silicon substrate with a 300 nm thick oxide layer that 
had been prepatterned with 20 by 20 [im gold pads with a -6 gm separation using electron 
beam lithography as described in section 3.9 and shown in Figure 5.10. This substrate was 
mounted in the Zyvex nanomanipulation system described in section 3.5.1 within the FEI 
Dual Beam FIB so that the deposits could be simultaneously fabricated and electrically 
characterised using the same method as the one used in section 5.3.1. 
Figure 5.10. SENT image of a EBID tungsten interconnect deposited so as to bridge two gold pads 
patterned using electron beam lithography that has been contacted to using two electrochemically 
etched tungsten probes and the Zyvex S 100 Nanomanipulation systern. 
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Initially, a deposit was produced using 20 passes of the electron beam and its resistance was 
measured in-situ by sweeping the voltage from 0V up to 2V and then back to 0V and 
measuring the current for each voltage point. The height of this deposit was then increased in 
twenty pass steps up to 200 passes and the resistance was measured in-situ between each 
deposition stage using the same voltage sweep. For all of these electrical measurements a 
current limit of 5 gA was set in order to avoid premature destruction of the deposits. An 
example of a typical two point probe measurement that was taken for a nanowire made using 
150 passes of the electron beam is given in Figure 5.11 and shows how the current voltage 
measurements were linear. Repetition of the current-voltage measurements also showed no 
variation in the resistance and indicated that the electrical characteristics of all of the 
deposits were stable at these currents. The equivalent resistivity was then calculated using 
the geometrical measurements for the height and width of the deposits gained using an AFM 
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Figure 5.11. A typical two point probe measurement of a tungsten wire produced using 150 passes, 
a precursor with more than 120 hours of use and an electron beam current of 1.5 nA. 
In accordance with the data analysed so far, the resistivity measurements for the new and the 
old precursors were plotted as a function of the electron dose that was used to produce the 
deposits. The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 5.12. As can be seen from this 
figure, the resistivity of the deposits for a given total electron dose increases with the amount 
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of time that the precursor has been used. In particular it was found in section 4.5.2, that as 
the precursor aged, it formed agglomerates, which means that less of the precursor is heated 
into the gas phase and as such the gas flux on the substrate surface and the deposition rate 
both decrease. As the deposited height decreases the quantity of metal within the structures 
also decreases and causes the resistivity of the deposits to increase as the conduction 
electrons have to travel greater distances between the metal islands. Therefore, the 
decreasing gas flux as the precursor ages may result in the reduced resistivity for the old 
precursor. Alternatively, as the precursor is repeatedly heated and cooled its elemental 
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Figure 5.12. Graph showing the effect of the total electron dose and the age of the precursor source 
on the resistivity of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects. 
To examine which of these is responsible for the changes seen in the resistivity, this data can 
also be examined in terms of the deposited height. The resulting analysis is given in Figure 
5.13, which shows that the resistivity of the deposits using the new and the old precursor 
sources is quite similar. This result implies that over time the elemental composition of the 
precursor remains the same and that it is just the gas flux on the substrate surface that 
decreases as the precursor forms agglomerates. The small differences that can be seen in the 
0 
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two sets of data may be attributed to the use of two point probe measurements for the old 
precursor versus four point probe measurements for the new precursor and to inaccuracies in 
the measurement of the deposit sizes that are incorporated into the resistivity calculations. 
From this result it may also be concluded that when characterising and comparing the 
experimental results of EBID structures, it is not suitable to just be concerned with the 
electron dose used to produce the deposits but that the gas flux on the surface of the 
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Figure 5.13. Graph showing the effect of the deposited height and the age of the precursor source on 
the resistivity of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects. 
5.3.4 Discussion 
The results that have been presented in this section show that for electronic interconnect 
applications of EBID it is necessary to use high electron beam currents and high total 
electron doses in order to achieve low resistivity wires. However, in chapter four it was 
found that as the electron beam current was increased the resolution of the process decreased 
and so in electronic applications where the resolution of the interconnects is also critical it is 
necessary to trade off resistivity against resolution. As such a mid electron beam current of 
1.5 nA may be the most suitable choice. 
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The work that has been carried out in this section and in chapter four also shows that the 
deposition rate and resistivity of EBID structures is highly dependent on changes in both the 
electron source and the precursor age. In particular, it has been shown that when brighter 
electron sources with higher current densities are used for EBID they produce structures 
with a greater deposited height and a lower resistivity for a given total electron dose. This 
has been attributed to the brighter electron source having a greater number of electrons in a 
unit area, which means that a greater number of the precursor molecules will be dissociated. 
Within this work it has also been found that as the precursor ages the deposition rate 
decreases and the resistance increases for a given total electron dose. However, in section 
5.3.3 it was also found that the resistivity of the deposits for a new and old precursor were 
constant for a given height which suggests that the changes in the deposition rate and 
resistivity for a given electron dose are only due to the precursor transforming from a fine 
white powder to agglomerates as the material is repeatedly heated and cooled. In order for 
EBID to be accepted as a mainstream nanofabrication technique a continuously decreasing 
gas flux as the precursor source ages is unacceptable. Therefore, to improve the 
reproducibility of the technique a way of adjusting the gas flux to keep the deposition rate 
constant throughout the lifetime of a precursor source needs to be achieved. One possible 
method of this is to gradually increase the temperature to which the precursor is heated, as 
this will allow for steadily greater amounts of the precursor to be heated into the gas phase. 
The results of both of these investigations also suggest that ideally both a relatively new 
precursor and electron source should be used where possible and that the selection of the 
most energetic electron sources is ideal for achieving a high deposition rate. 
In conclusion, the work carried out in this section and in sections 4.5 and 4.3 has highlighted 
the importance of the need for greater control and characterisation of the EBID process. It 
has been demonstrated that before EBID can become a mainstream nanofabrication 
technique, a suitable method of achieving greater control of the gas flux and the electron 
source needs to be gained. It has also been shown that using just the electron dose to 
describe the deposition parameters is insufficient as the deposition rate is also very 
dependent on the gas flux as well as other factors including the vacuum and the type of 
substrate used. 
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5.4 Effects of the Substrate Temperature 
In section 4.7 it was found that as substrate temperature was increased for the deposition of 
tungsten interconnects, the deposition rate decreased. This section will investigate whether 
the changes in substrate temperature also have an effect on the resistivity and composition of 
the deposits. To carry out this experiment the Omicron Nanotechnology Resistive Heater 
described in section 3.8 was mounted on a modified sample stage in the FEI Dual Beam FIB. 
The heater was then connected to a Keithley 238 Source Measurement Unit using a co-axial 
feedthrough situated within the microscope chamber. A silicon oxide substrate that had been 
prepatterned with gold contact pads as described in section 5.3.3 was then mounted in the 
heater. This experimental set-up meant that that the depositions could be carried out using 
the same method as for all of the other depositions that are characterised in this chapter. 
To investigate the effects of a heated substrate on the electrical and structural properties of 
the deposits, all of the deposits were produced using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 
200 passes of the electron beam. The depositions were then made so as to bridge the gold 
contact pads for substrate temperatures of approximately 100,75,50 and 25*C. Before 
carrying out any of these depositions, the temperature of the heater on which the substrate 
was mounted was raised to the required temperature and then allowed to stabilise for at least 
thirty minutes to minimise any sample drift and inconsistencies in the substrate temperature. 
5.4.1 Electrical Characterisation 
In order to electrically characterise these deposits, the sample was transferred into the Zyvex 
Nanomanipulation System that was described in section 3.5.1, which was in turn mounted in 
the FEI Dual Beam FIB described in section 3.2.3. Two electrochemically etched tungsten 
probes were then brought into contact with the gold contact pads connecting one of the 
deposits. The resistance of the deposits were determined by running current-voltage cycles 
from 0V up to a fixed positive voltage and then back to 0 V. A current limit of I gA was 
also set in order to prevent premature destruction of the structures. The corresponding 
resistivity of each of these deposits was then calculated by combining these values with the 
geometrical values that were gained using an AFM in section 4.7. The resulting resistivities 
are presented as a function of the substrate temperature at which the deposition was carried 
out in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14. The effects of substrate temperature on tile resistivity oftungsten interconnects 
deposited using a beam current of 1.5 nA and 200 passes of the electron beam. 
Figure 5.14 shows how as the substrate temperature is increased, the resistivity of tile 
deposits also increases. For substrate temperatures up to 75"C the resistivity iticrcases at a 
constant rate, while for the substrate temperature of 100"C, the deposit is much inore 
resistive. This result suggests that a different chemical reaction occurs for this substratc 
temperature. In section 4.7 it was also shown that as the substrate tcrripcraturc for which the 
deposition was carried out was increased the deposit height decrcascd. Thcrctorc, the 
increasing resistivity with increasing substrate temperature inay bc attributcd to flic 
increasing distance that the electrons have to travel between the metal islands iii the deposit 
as the height of the deposits decreases. To examine the effect ofthe height oftlic deposits ()II 
the resistivity and to determine whether the increased substrate temperature also affects tile 
resistivity deposits or whether the change in resistivity is just due to the changing height, this 
data is also plotted as a function of deposit height (see Figure 5.15). For comparison the data 
set for different height deposits produced at room temperature is also given in this figure. 
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Figure 5.15. The effects of different substrate temperatures during the deposition on the resistivity 
and height of deposits produced using 200 passes and a beam current of 1.5 nA. The effect of 
different height deposits on the resistivity is also shown for comparison. 
Initially, Figure 5.15 shows an unexpected result in that the deposit produced at 250C has a 
lower resistivity than other deposits produced at room temperature with the same height. 
This may be due to the fact that when carrying out the depositions on the heated substrate, a 
deposit was first made at IOOOC and then the temperature of the substrate was decreased for 
each subsequent deposit down to 250C. It is well known that in vacuum, convective and 
radiative loses are very low and so the substrate will take much longer to cool, than it would 
in air. This means that it is possible that the deposit produced at 250C was actually deposited 
at a temperature slightly above this. Therefore, this result along with the resistivity values of 
deposits produced at 500C and 75'C shows that the resistivity of a given height deposit can 
be improved in comparison to the same height deposit produced at room temperature. This 
result also suggests that more of the undissociated molecules leave the sample surface as the 
temperature is increased leaving behind only the more stable dissociated molecules. This can 
result in an increasing metallic content for the deposits, which means that they will have a 
lower resistivity. The fact that the deposit produced using a substrate temperature of I OOOC is 
much higher than an equivalent height deposit produced at room temperature suggests that 
40 
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there is a significantly lower amount of tungsten incorporated in this deposit. This in turn 
suggests that the precursor molecules involved in the fabrication of this deposit have 
undergone a different reaction to that involved in producing the other deposits. 
5.4.2 Compositional Characterisation 
To investigate whether the decreasing resistivity of the deposits as the substrate temperature 
is increased is due to changes in the composition of the deposits, the deposits that were 
analysed in section 5.4.1 were also analysed using AES. For this experiment the samples 
were examined using the same experimental method as that described in section 5.3.1. The 
results of this analysis for deposits produced using 200 passes, a beam current of 1.5 nA and 
substrate temperatures of 25,50,75 and 100'C are shown in Figure 5.16. This figure shows 
that as the substrate temperature is increased, the size of the tungsten and carbon peaks 
decreased, while the size of the oxygen peak increased. This result suggests that as the 
substrate temperature at which the depositions were carried out was increased and the 
mobility of the precursor molecules on the substrate surface also increased, the amount of 
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Figure 5.16. Analysis of the elemental composition of tungsten deposits produced using an electron 
beam current of 1.5 nA for substrate temperatures of 25,50,75 and I OOOC. 
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In order to understand the effects of changing the substrate temperature on the elemental 
composition of the deposits more fully and to characterise the data it is necessary to quantify 
these results by comparing the peak-to-peak height of the intensities for the differential of 
the Auger spectrum for each of the elements in the deposits. The differential of the data in 
Figure 5.16 is given for the substrate temperatures 25'C, 50'C, 75'C and 100'C in Figure 
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Figure 5.17. Graphs showing the differential of the Auger spectrum for tungsten deposits fabricated 
using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA. and substrate temperatures of (a) 25 T, (b) 50 T. 
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Figure 5.17. Graphs showing the differential of the Auger spectrum for tungsten deposits fabricated 
using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and substrate temperatures of (e) 75 OC and (d) 100 OC. 
The differences in the peak-to-peak heights for these differentiated spectra and the 
percentage difference in the intensities with respect to the deposit that was carried out at 
room temperature are given in Table 5.2. 
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to 25 IIC 
25 *C 312.2 -329.4 641.6 
Tungsten 
50 OC 272.0 -345.8 617.8 96.3 
75 'C 229.2 -231.8 461.0 71.8 
100 OC 79.3 -145.2 224.5 35.0 
25 'C 490.8 -1612.6 2103.4 
Carbon 
50 "C 367.6 -1118.1 1485.7 70.6 
75 "C 324.1 -1012.9 1337.0 63.67 
100 OC 248.4 -720.4 968.8 46.1 
25 "C 64.4 -384.4 448.8 
Oxygen 
50 OC 284.7 -389.2 673.9 150.1 
75 'C 318.2 -485.4 803.5 179.0 
100 OC 841.1 -941.7 1782.8 397.2 
Table 5.2. Table showing the peak to peak heights and percentage differences of the differential of 
the Auger spectrum for tungsten, carbon and oxygen for deposits produced using and electron beam 
current of 1.5 nA and substrate temperatures of 25,50,75 and 100 IC. 
The results given in Figure 5.17 and Table 5.2 are quite interesting because they show that 
while the peak to peak height for tungsten does decrease slightly as the substrate temperature 
is increased from 25 "C up 75 'C, the differential peak to peak height for the carbon 
decreases more significantly, while the peak to peak height for the oxygen increases also by 
a significant margin. This result suggests that as the surface temperature is increased for the 
deposition, the precursor molecules become much more mobile so that more of the volatile 
carbon part of the deposit is desorbed from the substrate. This may lead to an increase in the 
ratio of metal to carbon in the deposit even though the quantities of both do decrease. As 
such if the percentage of metal in the deposit has increased then it may also be expected that 
the metal islands are closer together and that the electrons can tunnel from one metal island 
to another more easily. This would lead to a decrease in the resistivity of the deposits as was 
seen in Figure 5.15. The idea that there is an increase in the percentage of metal in the 
deposit with increasing substrate temperature is in agreement with the experimental results 
of Weber et al. 
Ell and Wang et al. [31 In these experiments they found that the metal content 
in deposits produced from Me2Au(tfac) and Pt(PF3)4 increased with temperature. 
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The fact that when the temperature is increased further to 100 "C, the resistivity of the 
deposit increases may then be attributed to the fact that at this temperature the amount of 
tungsten incorporated in the deposit reduces far more significantly than the reduction in 
carbon. It may also be partly due to the fact that at this temperature a much larger increase in 
the intensity of the Auger signal for oxygen was seen. This result suggests that when the 
substrate is heated to this high temperature, the physical reaction that is occurring has 
changed and as such the deposit may have a different chemistry. 
5.4.3 Discussion 
The work undertaken in this section has shown that heating the substrate to temperatures in 
the range of 25 - 75"C while depositing EBID nanowires is a suitable method of producing 
interconnects with a lower resistivity from the precursor W(CO)6. This may be attributed to 
the precursor molecules having increased mobility at higher temperatures such that only the 
dissociated molecules remain on the substrate surface. This result is particularly attractive 
for electronic applications, where the resistivity of the deposited interconnects is crucial. 
However, as the temperature of the substrate is increased, the deposition rate also decreases 
and so to achieve a reasonable height deposit the number of passes made by the electron 
beam or the total electron dose used to produce the deposit must also be increased. This has 
the downside that it requires increasing amounts of time to produce the interconnects, which 
is undesirable when making EBID suitable as a mainstream nanofabrication technique. 
Another issue with depositing structures at increased substrate temperatures is that, as the 
sample is heated thermal drift of the sample becomes an increasing problem. This can be 
minimised by ensuring that the temperature of the substrate has saturated before 
commencing the set-up of the electron beam and subsequent deposition, however it will still 
result in a decreased resolution of the process that may be critical in certain applications. 
Within this work it has also been shown that using higher substrate temperatures in the range 
of I OOOC causes the resistivity, deposited height and the metallic composition of the deposits 
to be lower than for deposits produced at room temperature. This result suggests that there 
must be an optimal temperature, when the residence time of the precursor molecules is long 
enough for the majority of the molecules to be dissociated such that a reasonable growth rate 
and resistivity can be achieved, but short enough that the volatile parts of the deposits are 
desorbed before they are covered by a further dissociated layer of molecules. 
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5.5 Measurement Accuracy and Reproducibility 
In an attempt to ensure that the results gained here are reproducible as possible, before 
carrying out any of the depositions, the same optimisation procedure was always carried out. 
This included following the procedure that was carried out for the deposits produced for the 
geometrical and structural characterisation of EBID tungsten interconnects and was 
described in section 4.8. However, even after carrying out all of these steps, it was found that 
there was still some variation in the deposited size and resistivity of the final deposited 
structures. This may be attributed to variations in the vacuum, the electron beam optics and 
the gas flux at the sample surface. 
5.6 Conclusions 
This section has shown that for a constant electron beam current, the resistivity of the 
deposits initially decreases rapidly before reaching a constant value as the height or the total 
dose used to produce the deposits was increased. This has been attributed to the deposits 
transforming from a discontinuous structure to a more continuous one. It has also been found 
that the resistivity of the tungsten deposits decreases as the electron beam current is 
increased. This is due to the increasing metallic content of the deposits as shown by AES, 
which results from an increasing number of electrons being involved in the deposition 
process such that a greater number of the precursor molecules can be dissociated. 
Within this chapter some of the system variables, which can also cause significant variations 
in the resistivity of EBID deposits have been investigated. In particular, it has been shown 
that as the precursor ages, the gas flux and hence the deposition rate decreases. However, the 
resistivity for a given height of deposit remains constant, which means that the composition 
of the deposited material remains constant. This result suggests that when describing the 
parameters used to produce EBID interconnects it is necessary to include some kind of 
reference to the gas flux. The effect of changing the electron source was also investigated 
and it was found that it produced deposits with quite different characteristics. Both of these 
results highlight how difficult it is for the people researching EBID to be able to accurately 
characterise the process and produce results, which may be accurately reproduced by other 
groups. As such better control of the electron beam and the gas flux of the precursor must be 
gained in order to be able to produce reproducible deposits in different systems. 
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Within this section, the use of a heated substrate during the depositions was also investigated 
to determine whether it could be used to improve the resistivity of the deposited material. 
The results of this work showed that heating the substrate to temperatures in the range of 
251C to 75*C during the deposition process produced deposits with a lower resistivity, 
which is desirable for electronic applications. However, whilst this does improve the 
resistivity of the deposited wires, it also involves more a complicated process, which is 
undesirable as it increases the cost, complexity and fabrication time of EBID devices. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
6 High Bias Electrical Characterisation of Electron 
Beam Deposited Tungsten Interconnects 
6.1 Introduction 
For the electrical characterisation that was carried out in chapter five, current limits of less 
than 10 ItA were set in order to avoid premature destruction of the EBID tungsten wires. 
However, in order for EBID to be accepted as a mainstream fabrication technique for the 
production of interconnects, it is necessary to also gain an understanding of the current 
carrying capacity of the wires and characterise their limits. As such this chapter shall focus 
on the effects of exposing the wires to high currents in order to determine their current 
carrying capability and breakdown characteristics. As such it is shown that when the 
deposits are exposed to currents in excess of 100 gA, the resistance decreases with 
increasing current limit and multiple cycling of the voltage. Structural analysis of these 
deposits using a TEM has been undertaken to gain an understanding of this behaviour and 
shows that ohmic heating within the deposits induces high enough temperatures within the 
structures themselves to be able to cause the structure of the material to change permanently. 
Electrical measurements of the breakdown of these structures for high current limits has also 
been undertaken and shows that before the actual breaking of the structure, the resistance 
increases as the conduction path is reduced. In an attempt to prove that these changes are due 
to ohmic heating of the deposits, the effects of annealing on the resistance and structure of 
the deposits is also examined and it is shown that by annealing at temperatures of -3500C, 
the resistivity of deposits produced with 100 passes of the electron beam and an electron 
beam curTent of 1.5 nA can be improved by two orders of magnitude. 
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6.2 Experimental Method 
The depositions were carried out using the FEI Dual Beam FIB described in section 3.2.3 
and W(CO)6 as a precursor. As this work builds upon the work undertaken in chapters four 
and five, the same deposition conditions have been used to produce the deposits to be 
characterised. To allow for these deposits to be electrically characterised, rectangular 
deposits were made so as to bridge either gold or platinum contact pads onto silicon 
substrates with a 300 nm thick oxide layer that had been prepatterned using conventional UV 
lithography. To allow for several deposits to also be examined in a TEM after their electrical 
characterisation, a number deposits were also produced on standard 100 nm thick silicon 
nitride TEM membranes with a3 MM2 silicon frame and a 500 pm2 Si3N4 window. These 
membranes were prepattemed with ion beam deposited tungsten contact pads for the 
electrical characterisation. This allowed for the samples to be transferred straight into the 
Philips CM 200 Transmission Electron Microscope described in section 3.3.1 for structural 
analysis after the electrical characterisation. 
Once the deposits had been made the samples were transferred into the FEI ESEM that was 
described in section 3.2.2 that had been fitted with the Attocube manipulation system 
described in section 3.6.2. This manipulation system allowed for two electrochemically 
etched tungsten probes to be brought into contact with the contact pads and for the electrical 
characterisation to be carried out using the Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation 
System described in section 3.8. For the post deposition annealing of several deposits, the 
omicron Nanotechnology Resistive Heater described in section 3.9 was also installed into 
the ESEM to allow for simultaneous annealing and electrical characterisation. 
6.3 High Bias Electrical Measurements 
This section shall investigate the stability of the EBID tungsten interconnects when they are 
exposed to high current biases. In particular, it shall examine the effects of increasing the 
current that the deposits are exposed to on the electrical and structural properties of the 
deposits by running multiple voltage cycles. For the deposits that are analysed in the 
following sections, electron source two with an electron beam current of 2.1 nA and a 
precursor that had been used for less than 20 hours was used, unless otherwise stated. 
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6.3.1 Electrical Characterisation 
For this investigation, deposits were produced using a range of different total electron doses 
as well as a width of 200 nm and length of 8 pm, so that they bridged gold contact pads and 
leads with an -5.5 pm separation. The deposits were then characterised in the FEI Quanta 
200 ESEM using the Attocube manipulation system and the Keithley 4200 Semiconductor 
Characterisation System. The set-up of these deposits is the same as that described in section 
5.3.2 and shown in Figure 5.8. To characterise the current carrying capability of each of the 
deposits a sequence of current-voltage cycles were run by increasing the voltage from 0V 
up to a fixed positive voltage, then decreasing the voltage to the equivalent negative voltage 
before increasing it back to 0 V. The current was measured for each voltage point and 
plotted as a function of voltage. A current limit, which was steadily increased for successive 
voltage cycles, was also set for each voltage sweeps. Initially, as described in section 5.3.2, 
the current-voltage sweeps were found to be linear and symmetrical with respect to zero 
voltage. Repeated voltage cycles showed no variation in the electrical characteristics. 
As the current limit was increased towards 100 ItA, the IN characteristics for all of the 
deposits investigated gradually became non-linear but remained symmetric with respect to 
zero voltage and showed no hysteresis. Repeated voltage cycles at these current limits also 
showed that there was no variation in the electrical characteristics. An example of this type 
of IN characteristic, which was taken using a current limit of 75 ILA for a deposit produced 
using 25 passes of the electron beam, is shown in Figure 6.1. This onset of non-linearity in 
the IN characteristics may be attributed to heating within the deposits themselves, which is 
caused by the high resistivity and non-crystalline structure of the deposits. 
When the current limit for the voltage cycles was increased further to values in excess of 100 
gA, the IN characteristics showed some hysteresis. This hysteresis was particularly 
significant in the first voltage cycle after the current limit was increased. Repeated voltage 
cycles at the same current limit then caused the amount of hysteresis to decrease and the 
resistance to improve until the IN characteristics regained a similar shape to that shown in 
Figure 6.1. An example of the IN characteristics is shown in Figure 6.2. This data was taken 
for the same deposit as the one shown in Figure 6.1 but with a current limit of 400 gA. The 
change in the resistance that was seen in these measurements may be attributed to structural 
changes in the deposit, which were induced by the heating of'the deposit, while the non- 
linearity may be attributed to the heating itself. 
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Figure 6.1. IN characteristic of a tungsten deposit taken with a current limit of 75 gA showing the 
onset of non-linearity in the IN characteristics. The deposit was produced using electron source two, 
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Figure 6.2. IN characteristics of a tungsten deposit taken with a current limit of 400 pA showing 
hysteresis and non-linearity in the IN characteristics. The IN characteristics also show how the 
resistivity of the deposit improves for successive voltage cycles. 
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The improvement in the IN characteristics shown in Figure 6.2 was observed every time the 
current limit was increased. The size of the change in the resistance decreased for each new 
current limit until for current limits in excess of I mA the IN characteristics regained their 
linearity as shown in Figure 6.3. The return of the IN characteristics to a linear 
characteristic that was symmetric with respect to zero voltage and showed no hysteresis may 
be attributed to the wires forming a more robust metallic cross-section such that the 
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Figure 6.3. IN characteristic of a tungsten deposit for a current limit of I mA. The deposit was 
produced using electron source two, an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 25 passes. 
The amount of improvement in the resistance that has been presented in this section is given 
in Figure 6.4 (a), which shows the resistance for each voltage cycle that was run. Each of the 
different colours in this figure signifies a different current. As the IN characteristics in a 
number of cases were non-linear, the resistance was calculated by measuring the current at 3 
V, when the IN curves were reasonably linear for each of the voltage cycles. As some of the 
IN characteristics also showed some hysteresis, the resistance was also calculated at the end 
of the voltage cycle when the resistance change for the particular IN sweep had occurred. 
The change in the resistance characteristics can be seen more clearly in Figure 6.4 (b), which 
shows the logarithm of the resistance. This figure also shows how for the highest current 
limits there is some variation in the resistance. This may be due to some instability in the 
structure of the deposit. 
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Figure 6-4. (a) Resistance variation and (b) logarithm of the resistance variation for a tungsten wire 
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The effects of high currents on the resistance of a range of different height deposits were 
also investigated using this method. For all of the interconnects analysed, the resistance was 
found to improve until it had a value of a few kQ. It was also found that the thicker deposits 
were able to carry slightly higher currents before they started to show some non-linearity in 
the current-voltage characteristics. This work suggests that EBID interconnects are prone to 
ohmic heating and become unstable when exposed to high currents. 
6.3.2 Structural Characterisation 
In a number of the deposits that were exposed to high currents it appeared that there inight 
have been some variations in the structure. An example of one such deposit is given in the 
SEM image shown in Figure 6.5. This deposit was produced using 50 passes of the electron 
beam and an electron beam current of 1.5 nA so that it bridged two gold contact leads that 
were fabricated using conventional UV lithography. The SEM image was taken after the 
wire had been exposed to a significantly high current limit of 2 mA. 
Figurc 6.5. SFM iinagc () I il ILI' I,, II iat %kas dCj)(),,, ItCd Ll. ", II I", , all c1ccooll hCalli Cul-rcill (fl, 
nA and 50 passes of the electron beam that had been exposed to a current of 2 niA. 
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While it is not possible to see a significant change in the structure of the deposit shown in 
Figure 6.5, it does appear that along the length of the wire, the structure of the deposit has 
changed from being smooth to being made up of a series of small particle like structures. 
These particles also appear brighter in the image than the rest of the deposit, which suggests 
that the particles have a higher metallic content than the rest of the deposited structure. 
In order to determine whether the changes seen in the resistance of the deposits at high 
currents and in the SEM image shown in Figure 6.5 was indeed due to structural changes, it 
is necessary to analyse the structure of one of these deposits using a TEM. As the silicon 
substrates, which have been used so far for the electrical characterisations are not suitable 
for TEM analysis, the experimental work carried out in section §. 3.1 was repeated for a 
deposit that was made on a TEM compatible silicon nitride membrane. The use of this 
substrate also has the benefit that it can be imaged using a STEM detector within the ESEM. 
This allows for more structural details to be seen than would normally be possible using the 
SEM in a standard imaging mode. 
To allow for electrical measurements to be undertaken on a deposit fabricated on this 
substrate two contact pads and leads were fabricated using ion beam deposited tungsten so 
that the pads were on the membrane frame and the leads ran onto the membrane window. 
Ion beam deposition has a much higher deposition rate than electron beam deposition and 
produces structures with a lower resistivity and so the use of this deposition method allowed 
for large contact pads with a reasonable resistivity to be produced. An electron beam 
deposited tungsten wire was then fabricated between the contact leads using an electron 
beam current of 1.5 nA and 100 passes of the electron beam. Figure 6.6 (a) shows an SEM 
image of the overall device set up, while Figure 6.6 (b) closer SEM image of the electron 
beam deposited wire connected to ion beam deposited contact leads. This image also shows 
how the ion beam deposited material had a much more significant height than the electron 
beam deposited material. In both of these figures the presence of a second electron beam 
deposited tungsten wire can also be seen. This wire was fabricated close to the connected 
wire to allow for the structure of a characterised wire to be compared to an as-deposited wire 
during the TEM analysis. 
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Figure 6.6. (a) SEM image of the set up of a tungsten wire and contact pads on a silicon nitride 
membrane. (b) Closer SEM image of an EBID tungsten wire contacted to ion beam deposited leads. 
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Once the contact pads and the tungsten wire to be characterised had been fabricated, the 
silicon nitride membrane was placed in the STEM detector device holder, which was 
installed in the FEI Quanta 200 ESEM along with the Attocube manipulation system. The 
use of this detector enables for STEM images of the interconnects to be taken at regular 
intervals during the electrical characterisation and should show any structural changes more 
clearly than the standard secondary electron images would. The tungsten wire was then 
electrically characterised using the same methodology as the one used in section 6.3.1. The 
initial resistance of this wire was higher than it was for a similar device made using gold 
contacts and was attributed to the higher resistivity of the ion beam deposited material. 
However, the improvement in the resistance of the device followed a similar trend to that 
found for the other devices and so it is assumed that it is suitable to use the TEM analysis of 
this device to explain the structural changes for all of the deposits. 
The amount of improvement in the resistance of this nanowire is given in Figure 6.7 (a), 
which shows the resistance for each voltage cycle that was run. Each of the different colours 
in Figure 6.7 (a) signifies a different current limit. The resistance of this interconnect for 
each voltage cycle was calculated using the same methodology as the one described in 
section 6.3.1. The amount of change in the resistance of this interconnect can be seen more 
clearly in Figure 6.7 (b), which shows the logarithm of the resistance. This figure shows how 
for current limits in excess of 4 mA, no further significant improvement in the resistance 
occurred and such that it remained almost constant at 1.1 W. This more constant improved 
resistance suggests that at this point the nanowire had formed a new structure which was 
more stable and was unaffected by ohmic heating during further IN measurements. 
This lowest resistance value of 1.1 W is equivalent to a resistance per unit length of 172 
fj/ptm, which is comparable to that of Gopal et al. [2] who also reported a value of -200 
D/ptm for a platinum interconnect deposited from the precursor (CH3)3CH3CSH4Pt using an 
electron beam energy of 10 keV and a beam current of 2 nA. Furthermore, for this nanowire, 
an overall improvement in the resistivity of two orders of magnitude was achieved, which is 
similar to the amount of improvement gained by Botman et al. [12] for deposits annealed in 
a pure oxygen environment. These results suggest that the amount of improvement in the 
resistivity that may be gained is dependent on the precursor material used and that this 
method is a suitable alternative to improving the resistivity of EBID interconnects when it is 
undesirable to anneal the whole sample. 
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Figure 6.7. (a) Resistance variation and (b) logarithm of the resistance variation for a tungsten 
deposit produced using electron source two, an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 100 
passes on a 100 nrn thick silicon nitride membrane. 
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During the electrical characterisation of the tungsten interconnect that was used to produce 
the data in Figure 6.7, a series of STEM images were also taken to allow for any changes in 
the structure to be observed. The number of STEM images that were taken was kept as low 
as possible in order to minimise the amount of electron beam exposure that the deposit saw. 
For all of the STEM images that were taken, the focus, magnification, contrast and 
brightness were all kept constant so that any changes in the images and the deposit could be 
compared. Figure 6.8 (a) shows the STEM image that was taken of the tungsten interconnect 
before any of the electrical characterisation. The tungsten deposit on the left side of the 
image is the one that has been connected to, while the right hand deposit is an unconnected 
deposit that was made for comparison. This image shows how both of the tungsten deposits 
are uniform in height and appear to have a smooth structure. 
As the current limit was increased, STEM images were taken after each time a significant 
change in the resistance had been observed. These images showed that for current limits 
between 200 gA and 3 mA (sweep number 230) there was no significant change in the 
structure of the deposit, which can be determined from changes in the grey scale of the 
image. This result suggests that even though there has been some kind of permanent change 
in the resistance and possibly in the microstructure of the deposit, it has not caused a 
significant enough change in the structure to be observed using STEM within the ESEM. 
As the current limit for the electrical characterisation of this deposit was increased further, to 
values in excess of 3.6 mA, some structural changes in the deposit could start to be observed 
in the STEM images. In particular after sweep number 242, the second IN sweep to be 
taken with a current limit of 3.8 mA a small change in the structure of the deposit could be 
seen (not shown here). In particular this image showed that some kind of grainy line type 
structure within the centre of the deposit started to appear. Then, as the current limit was 
increased further to 4 mA (sweep 243), this structure became more obvious and a similar 
structure could also start to be observed in the right hand deposit. When the current limit for 
the electrical characterisation was increased further to 4.25 mA (sweep 245), the grainy 
structure became much more obvious, especially in the right hand deposit. At this current 
limit the silicon nitride membrane also started to show a brighter spot between the two 
deposits and have some kind grainy structure. This is shown in Figure 6.8 (b) and indicates 
that the two deposits are connected in some way. The bright spot in this image may be 
attributed to some kind of heating of the membrane. 
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Subsequent IN sweeps at this and further current limits caused the size of the bright spot on 
the membrane to increase in size and for the grainy structure of the deposits to become more 
obvious. Tben, as the current limit was increased to 5 mA, the grainy structure in the 
deposits became much more significant such that the deposits appeared to be made up of a 
series of small islands rather than one continuous structure, while the bright spot on the 
membrane itself continued to increase in size. This behaviour is shown in Figure 6.9 (a). 
This figure also shows how the change in grey scale for the deposits which reflects the 
changes in height of the structure as well as the material also became much more significant. 
The bright spot on the membrane may be attributed to increasing amounts of heating by the 
deposits themselves. It is not thought to be due to the electron beam heating and damaging 
the substrate because the bright spot does not match the area of the sample that has been 
exposed to the electron beam. This image also suggests that at this point the structure of the 
deposits is starting to break down. However, examination of the IN characteristics and the 
resistance measurements that are shown in Figure 6.7 suggests that this is not the case 
because the resistance continues to decrease rather than increase as this structure develops. 
As the current limit was increased further and multiple IN sweeps were run, the STEM 
images showed that the structure of the deposits continued to be similar to that shown in 
Figure 6.9 (a), with the island type structure becoming more pronounced and the bright area 
on the membrane increasing in size. Figure 6.9 (b) shows the STEM image of the tungsten 
interconnects after the final current-voltage sweep had been carried out. In particular it 
shows how almost all of the electron beam deposited material has transformed to this new 
island like structure. This image also shows how the whole of the membrane surrounding 
these deposits has become brighter than it was in the original images and also has some kind 
of grainy features, which were not observed before the structural changes started to occur. 
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(b) 6 mA. I lic Ich wirc is bcing c1corically charactcrisc(l jill(I the right wirc Is as dcposltcd. 
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Figure 6.10 shows another image of the interconnects after their electrical characterisation 
that was taken at a lower magnification and using a slightly different amount of brightness 
and contrast. In this image the amount of the silicon nitride membrane that has undergone 
some kind of transformation is more apparent. It can also be seen from this figure, that the 
damaged area of the membrane did not exactly match that of the area being imaged during 
the electrical characterisation. In particular, some of the altered inernbrane area is outside 
that of the imaged area, which suggests that the change in the membrane is due to some kind 
of reaction such as ohmic heating occurring during the electrical characterisation and not due 
to damage by electron beam irradiation. These images also show that this deposit appears to 
have undergone some kind of structural transformation, which is similar to the one shown If, 
Figure 6.5. This result hence indicates that the assumption that carrying out transmission 
electron microscopy on this deposit to analyse and explain the changes observed for the 
deposits made on a silicon substrate with a 300 nin thick oxide is a suitable one. 
Figure 6.10. ý, jj IIIICIý ý Oll it- 111ci I clk, ý 11 K ill LI I'if I, I 
for current limits up to 6 niA. Thc left liand wireshowil Ill dic 1111agc is flic onc bcing clcctl-iC; Illy 
charactcriscd whilc the right hand wirc is unconnectcd. 
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The effects of the electrical characterisation and the change in the resistance on the structure 
of this interconnect may be analysed more thoroughly using the TEM that was described in 
section 3.3.1. For this analysis this sample was transferred from the ESEM straight into the 
TEM so that the structure and elemental composition of the deposit could be analysed using 
HREM and EELS. Initially, a low magnification image of the deposit was taken as shown in 
Figure 6.11. As can be seen from this image the tungsten deposit appeared to consist of a 
series of clusters that do not appear to be electrically connected. This image also shows how 
the membrane surrounding the deposit is covered with some kind of material and has a 
textured appearance, which suggests that it may have been damaged during the electrical 
characterisation. 
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Figure 6.11. Low magmhLýtti, m II \1 1111, ii'L ''I AII lic 'Ilk I" l1w ". Xposcd 
to currctits ol'up to 6 mA. 
As the deposits arc known li) contain tungstcn, carbon and oxygcll. FTTS was camcd out to 
determine, which of these elements rcnlaincd in the deposit and flicir cxact location. -1 lie 
oxygen EELS inap (not shown here) showed that therc was very little oxygen prcscIIt 
anywhere on the sample. The tungstcii and carbon FF1. S maps arc shown In Figure 6.12 (a) 
and (b) respcchvely. As can be seen froll, tlICSC figures, the as-dcposItcd 111101-1)IIOLIS 
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structure of the deposit, which was discussed in section 4.4 had transformed significantly. In 
particular, as shown in Figure 6.12 (a), the tungsten was found to have formed a series of 
individual tungsten clusters, which occurred in the defined deposition area. Meanwhile 
Figure 6.12 (b) shows how the carbon occurred both within the dcfined deposition area and 
on the substrate surrounding the deposit. The carbon outside of the deposition area may be 






Figure 6.12. FETS map of(a) tungsten and (b) cýiibwi , ýý ýý 1 1,1, 
characterisation. The tungsten and carbon show up as the brighter parts ofthe respectivc timp. s. 
To investigate whether the silicon nitride rnernbrane had been damaged during tile 
electrical charactcrisation as was suggested by the STF. M images oftlic deposit. F. FLS was 
also used to image the nitrogen within the rncmbranc to detcri-nnic whether there kk, crc any 
variations in its composition. The resulting EELS rnap for this investigation is shown III 
Figure 6.13. As can be seen frorn this image, in the area surrounding the tungsten deposits 
there is no presence of any nitrogen. This suggests that tile membrane had been damaged so 
that in this area the nitrogen had been burnt away. Silicon nitride membranes are known to 
be stable to temperatures in excess of 1000'('. Thcref'6re this result suggests that during the 
electrical charactcrisation, the deposit and the area surrounding the deposit must have 
reached temperatures in excess of I 000'C in order f'or tile nicinbranc to become damaged in 
this way. From this temperature it is also possible to estimatc that the thermal conductivity 
of' this material is in the range of 30 - 40 Wi-n-'K-'. Using an effective nic(huni theory of' 
materials this value of tllcnnal conductivity is within the expected range of' values for 
tungsten and amorphous carbon. 
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Figure 6.13. I-TILS map ofthe nitrogen in the silicon nitride membranc. Hic presence of nitrogen is 
shown by the lighter grey areas. 
To analyse the effects of the electrical characterisation on the structure of these deposits 
further, HREM images of the deposits were also taken. An example of a typical high 
resolution EFTEM image of the centre of the tungsten deposit that had been connected to is 
shown in Figure 6.14 (a). This image shows more clearly how the amorphous as-dcposited 
structure of the deposit had transfon-ned to contain tungsten clusters (dark areas) embedded 
in a carbon graphitised network (light grey areas). The fact that the carbon had become 
graphitised was known from examination of the carbon K-edge that was gained using the 
EELS analysis using Fourier transfon-ns. The graphitisation of the carbon could also be 
detected in the HREM images, which showed 002 fringes with a spacing of approximately 
0.34 nm. An example of these fringes is shown in the HREM image of the centre of the 
tungsten deposit in Figure 6.14 (b). As can be seen from this image the graphitised carbon 
lattice fringes extended under the tungsten clusters. From this analysis it was not possible to 
determine whether the tungsten clusters consisted purely of tungsten or whether they were 
made up of some type of tungsten carbide. 
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Figure 6.14. (a)TEM carbon EFTEM image of a tungsten wire. The carbon is graphitiscd (light grey 
arca), as confirmed by filtered EELS and I IREM. The dark dots are tungsten clusters. (b) I IREM 
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To reinforce the observation that the tungsten clusters only occurred in the defined 
deposition area, whereas the carbon extended beyond this the TEM EELS image for 
tungsten, carbon and nitrogen was overlayed onto the equivalent AFM image for the deposit. 
The resulting image is shown in Figure 6.15 and shows how the tungsten clusters occur in 
only the defined deposition area, while the carbon extends some way beyond this. This result 
is also in agreement with the AES map of the as deposited tungsten wire that was examined 
in section 4.4. Furthermore, this result may be used to explain the structure seen in the 
STEM images in Figure 6.9. It indicates that the dark particle like features in the deposits 
correlates to the tungsten clusters, while the lighter grey area surrounding the tungsten 
clusters correlates to graphitised carbon. This result also suggests that the reason that the 
deposit in Figure 6.9 (b) appears discontinuous but conducts with an improved resistance in 
comparison to a deposit that has not been exposed to high currents is due to the fact that the 
tungsten clusters with a significant height are embedded in graphitised carbon which is 
conducting but not easily observed in these images. 
Figure 6.15. Image of the TEM EELS map for tungsten, carbon and nitrogen overlaid onto the AFM 
image for the same deposit. The blue dots in the centre of the image correspond to tungsten clusters, 
the red corresponds to carbon and the green to nitrogen. 
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6.3.3 Breakdown Characterisation 
For all of the electrical characterisation that has been carried out, it has been found that for 
current limits below 10 gA, the electrical properties of the electron beam deposited tungsten 
wires are stable and do not appear to breakdown. Then as the current passed through the 
wires was increased, their resistance decreased until for currents in excess of I mA, the 
resistance measurements showed some instability and in some cases increased before the 
wires broke down. An example of the increase in resistance and the subsequent breakdown 
that occurred for a wire that was produced using 50 passes of the electron beam is shown in 
Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 (a) respectively. The SEM image that confirms that the wire did 
break during this IN sweep is then shown in Figure 6.17 (b). In particular Figure 6.16 shows 
how for a current limit of 2.4 mA the resistance of the deposit decreased steadily. Then as 
the current limit was increased to 2.6 mA the resistance was found to remain constant for the 
first current - voltage sweep that was run and then to increase for the subsequent sweep. On 
the following IN sweep, which is not shown here the wire then broke near to the contact at 
which the voltage was applied as the voltage was swept from zero up to a maximum 
negative voltage. The breakdown that occurred during this voltage cycle is shown as an 
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Figure 6.16. Resistance variation of a tungsten deposit produced using an electron beam current of 
1.5 nA and 500 passes for current limits of 2.4 and 2.6 mA. 
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Figure 6.17. (a) Graph showing the electrical breakdown and (b) SEM image of the breakdown, of a 
tungsten wire produced using 1.5 nA beam current and passes of the electron beam. 
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The fact that the resistance of the wire increases before the breakdown occurs suggests that 
when high currents are passed through these wires it induces high enough temperatures to 
cause the structure of the wire to change. As such, there may be a point when the metal 
islands are far enough apart that the conduction path for the electrons reduces and the 
resistance increases. Eventually, this can lead to a complete breakdown of the conduction 
path as shown in Figure 6.17. Indeed, it has been observed that the resistance of the 
nanowires increased for a number of successive voltage cycles before improving again as the 
structure of the wire continually changed. An example of this is given in Figure 6.18, which 
shows the end electrical measurements for the wire that was characterised in Figure 6.7. As 
can be seen from this graph for current limits between 3.4 and 4.25 mA, the resistance of the 
wire steadily decreased. Then as the current limit was increased to 4.5 mA the resistance 
increased for the second and third voltage cycle that was run using this current limit before 
decreasing again. The resistance then continued to decrease for the remaining voltage cycles 
that were run and for current limits of up to 6 mA. This result suggests that the resistance of 
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Figure 6.18. Resistance variation for a tungsten deposit made using 100 passes for current limits 
between 3.4 and 6 mA. 
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The manner in which these nanowires broke down appears to be dependent on the exact way 
that the current-voltage measurements have been made leading up to the breakdown as well 
as on the deposition parameters. Figure 6.19 shows the breakdown of a deposit that was 
fabricated using electron source one, an electron beam current of 5.9 nA and 200 passes. 
These parameters mean that a much more significant deposit was built up than those 
investigated to date and that its original resistance was also much lower. The device was 
conditioned using similar current limit intervals to those analysed previously and was found 
to break down when exposed to a current of 3 mA for the first time. As can be seen from the 
image in this figure, the structure of the deposit seems to have changed from its original 
structure, although it has not fon-ned the discontinuous structure that was seen in section 
6.3.2. Also, unlike the other deposits that have been examined, this deposit has broken near 
the centre in a much more extreme manner although there does also appear to be some 
damage at either end of the wire. As this breakdown took place it also caused some damage 
to the substrate oxide layer which again suggests that significant ohmic heating of the 
deposit has occurred. It is also possible that in this case the interconnect breakdown was 
caused by dissimilar then-nal expansion coefficient mismatch between the silicon substrate 
and the silicon oxide layer, where the substrate oxide broke down first. 
3 mA and was deposited using electron source one, a 5.9 nA beam current and 200 passes. 
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Figure 6.19. SEN image of the breakdown ot'a nanowire that has been exposed to 
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For another electron beam deposited tungsten wire that was deposited using the same 
conditions as those used for the previous device which is shown in Figure 6.19, the current 
limit carrying capacity of the wire was investigated by slowly increasing the current through 
the device, rather than running voltage sweeps. The resistance of the wire was again found to 
decrease steadily as the current the wire was exposed to increased. The wire broke at a 
current of 5 mA as shown in Figure 6.20. As can be seen from this image the structure of the 
wire had again transformed to some kind of discontinuous structure. This image also shows 
how during the breakdown of the wire the gold contact pads in the area surrounding the 
deposit had been removed. This result again suggests that the wire had become ohmically 
heated to a significant temperature during the electrical characterisation. 
Figure 6.20. SEM unage of the breakdown of a tungsten wire that has been exposed to a current 
limit of 5 mA and was deposited using electron source one, a 5.9 nA beam current and 200 passes. 
This image also shows how an area of the gold pads on the lelt and right hand sides ofthe image had 
been damaged and removed during the breakdown process. 
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6.3.4 Discussion 
In this section it has been shown that when electron beam deposited tungsten wires are 
exposed to currents in excess of 100 gA, they undergo a change, which results in a 
transformation in the structure and the electrical characteristics of the deposits. In particular, 
it has been found that by continually exposing the wires to high currents the resistance of the 
wires could be improved by several orders of magnitude. This has been explained in terms of 
ohmic heating of the deposits themselves, which results in the structure of the deposits 
becoming more ordered and transforming from their original amorphous structure to a more 
stable one which contains tungsten clusters embedded in an amorphous matrix. When the 
wires are then exposed to currents in excess of I mA, their structure becomes unstable and in 
a number of cases the resistance of the deposits increases before the structures breakdown 
both electrically and structurally. 
Of particular interest are the results of the two deposits, which were made onto a silicon 
nitride membrane, as described in section 6.3.2. During the electrical characterisation and 
the subsequent structural characterisation of these deposits it was found that both deposits 
underwent the same transformation even though only one of the deposits had been 
electrically connected. The TEM analysis showed that the area between the two deposits was 
covered with a thin carbon layer that may have been partly responsible for the connection 
between the two deposits. Although it is more likely that the second deposit underwent the 
same transformation as the first, when the substrate underneath the deposit reached a high 
enough temperature. The source of this carbon was attributed to the formation of a halo 
during the deposition of the deposits. This result suggests that the carbon halo layer is much 
more significant than has been expected and can play a crucial role in determining the 
suitability of EBID as a mainstream fabrication process. Therefore, in order to make EBID 
more suitable as a fabrication process for the production of closely spaced interconnects, 
some work to reduce this halo layer needs to be carried out. 
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6.4 Effects of Post Deposition Annealing 
In section 2.7 it was shown that the post deposition annealing of EBID nanowires resulted in 
an improved conductance. In section 6.3, the improvement in the resistance of the electron 
beam deposited tungsten wires was also attributed the ohmic heating of the wires. Therefore, 
this section shall look at the effect of post deposition annealing of the tungsten wires 
produced here on the structure and the electronic properties of the wires. 
6.4.1 Structural Characterisation 
In section 6.3.2 it was found that during the electrical characterisation of tungsten wires that 
had been fabricated onto a 100 mn thick silicon nitride membrane, the membrane had been 
damaged such that the nitrogen in the membrane had been burnt away. Silicon nitride 
membranes are stable to temperatures in excess of 1000'C and so it was hypothesised that 
during the electrical characterisation the deposit and the area surrounding it had been 
exposed to temperatures in excess of this. To determine whether the structural changes that 
were observed in these deposits were simply due to ohmic heating at high temperature, two 
deposits were produced with electron beam currents of 1.5 and 5.9 nA and 200 passes on a 
silicon nitride membrane and annealed at -1000'C in a high vacuum system for 
approximately one hour. After the annealing the sample was placed into the STEM detector 
within the FEI Quanta 200 ESEM that was described in section 3.2.2 for structural analysis. 
The resulting STEM image for these deposits is shown in Figure 6.2 1. The left hand deposit 
was made with a beam current of 5.9 nA, while the right hand deposit was made with a beam 
current of 1.5 nA. This image does not show the same structure as that for the deposit that 
was electrically characterised in section 6.3.2. However, it does show some features, which 
were not observable on the sample before the annealing was carried out. In particular, it can 
be seen that some brighter spots have occurred on the membrane in the area surrounding the 
deposits that may be due to some changes in the carbon halo present there. It is also possible 
to some brighter spots in the deposits themselves, particularly in the right hand deposit, 
which was produced using the 1.5 nA beam current. This result suggests that parts of the 
deposits have undergone some kind of structural transformation and have a higher metallic 
content than the rest of the deposits. The fact that less features can be seen in the deposit 
made with a 5.9 nA beam current may be also due to the fact that this deposit is thicker than 
the 1.5 nA deposit and it also has a higher initial metallic content. 
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Figure 6.21. STEM image of two tungsten deposits that have been annealed in a high vacuum 
system at -I OOOOC for approximately one hour. Both deposits were produced using 200 passes of the 
electron beam and the left hand deposit was produced using an electron bearn current of 5.9 nA, 
while the right hand deposit was produced using and electron beam current of' 1.5 nA. 
The results of post deposition annealing at -1000'C shown in Figure 6.21 suggest that 
during the electrical characterisation which caused the deposits to form tungsten clusters 
embedded in a graphitised carbon matrix that the deposits were either exposed to 
temperatures in excess of 1000'C or that ohmic heating was not the only mechanism 
responsible for the trans to nTiat Ion. However, the fact that the STEM images of an annealed 
sample show some structural changes and similarities to the electrically characterised 
samples suggests that ohmic heating does play at least a small role. 
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6.4.2 Electrical Characterisation 
In order to determine the effects of post deposition annealing on the electrical properties of 
EBID tungsten interconnects, a number of deposits were simultaneously annealed and 
electrically characterised. For this experiment a tungsten deposit was fabricated so as to 
bridge two palladium contacts that had been prepattemed on a silicon dioxide substrate using 
conventional UV lithography. The deposit was fabricated using a precursor with more than 
120 hours of use, electron source one, an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 100 passes of 
the electron beam. It also had a length of -10 gm and a width of 200 run. Once the wire had 
been deposited, the substrate was mounted in the modified Omicron Nanotechnology 
Resistive Heater described in section 3.9, which was installed within the FEI Quanta 200 
ESEM described in section 3.2.2 along with the Attocube manipulation system described in 
section 3.6.2 and shown in Figure 3.14. The heater was powered by the Keithley 238 Source 
Measurement Unit that was used to calibrate the heater and the electrical measurements were 
carried out using the Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation system that was 
described in section 3.7. The temperature that the substrate reached was then measured using 
a k-type thermocouple that was placed as close to the deposit as possible. 
To carry out the electrical characterisation, during the annealing, the deposited wire was first 
contacted to using the Attocube manipulation system. A constant bias of 50 mV was then 
applied and the changes in the current were measured as a function of time as the 
temperature of the heater was increased and measured using the thermocouple also as a 
function of time. This allowed for the change in resistance of the deposit to be calculated and 
plotted as a function of the change in temperature. Initially, the temperature of the heater 
was raised to 32"C and the resistance of the deposit was measured as a function of 
temperature. The resistance was allowed to reach a constant value at the maximum 
temperature and then the substrate was allowed to cool back to room temperature before 
being reheated to the same temperature, while the resistance was again measured. The 
resulting data for this temperature increase is shown in Figure 6.22. In this figure sweep I 
corresponds to the first time the heater was raised to 321C, while sweep 2 corresponds to the 
second time that the heater was raised to this temperature. This figure shows how as the 
temperature was increased to 321C the resistance of the deposit decreased with temperature 
for both temperature increases. It also shows how the second time that the temperature was 
increased, the resistance of the structure was less than it was for the first, implying that some 
kind of change had occurred even for this low annealing temperature. 
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Figure 6.22. Graph showing the effects of annealing temperature on the resistance of a tungsten wire 
produced using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 100 passes. 
This experiment was repeated using the same methodology for annealing temperatures of 4 1, 
and 511C and a similar behaviour was observed. When the annealing temperature was 
increased to 560C a more significant decrease in the resistance was observed for 
temperatures above 51 'C as shown Figure 6.23, where sweep I corresponds to the first time 
the heater was raised to this temperature and sweep 2 corresponds to the second time that the 
heater was raised to this temperature. This figure also shows how for the first time the heater 
is raised to 56'C the resistance decreases linearly with increasing temperature for 
temperatures below that to which it has been annealed to previously, and then decreases at a 
much faster rate for temperatures above this. It also shows how the second time the heater is 
raised to this temperature the resistance again decreases linearly and reaches the same 
resistance value to the one that had been reached the previous time. This result suggests that 
the second time the heater is raised to this temperature no further changes in the structure 
occur. This result is also particularly interesting because the precursorW(CO)6 sublimes in 
vacuum at -52'C. Therefore, it may be concluded that as the annealing temperature is 
increased to temperatures in excess of 52'C some kind of different transformation is 
occurring to the one that occurs for temperatures below this. 
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Figure 6.23. Graph showing the effects of annealing temperature on the resistance of a tungsten wire 
produced using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 100 passes. 
A similar behaviour was observed in the resistance versus temperature characteristics each 
time the annealing temperature was increased up to a maximum annealing temperature of 
1050C. This behaviour is summarised in Figure 6.24 (a), where the temperatures that the 
deposits were annealed to were 60,65,70,74,80,92 and 105'C. The resistance of the 
deposit after it had been annealed at each temperature and then cooled to room temperature 
was also measured and the resulting data is shown in Figure 6.24 (b). This graph shows how 
the resistance of the deposit decreased as the temperature it had been annealed to was 
increased. It also shows two different regimes with the resistance of the deposit with 
annealing temperatures up to 5PC decreasing more slowly than it did for annealing 
temperatures above this. The fact that all of these changes in resistance were found to be 
permanent and that the rate of change in the resistance with increasing temperature suggests 
that there were two different structural reactions occurring. The higher decrease in resistance 
with increasing annealing temperature for temperatures above 51 'C may also be attributed to 
the fact that the precursor sublimes in vacuum at 52"C and so any structural changes that 
occur for temperatures above this may be expected to be able to occur more easily. 
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Figure 6.24. (a) Effects of annealing temperature on the resistance. (b) Change in resistance taken at 
room temperature as a function of the temperature to which the sample has been annealed. 
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The gradient of each of the resistance versus temperature plots for the second time the 
sample was raised to each annealing temperatures is equal to the activation energy for the 
material. These gradients were hence measured and are shown in Figure 6.25. As can be 
seen from this figure there are three distinct regions. The first occurs for annealing 
temperatures below 51'C, where it is found that the activation energy increases with 
increasing temperature. The second occurs for annealing temperatures between 52 and 80'C, 
where the activation energy has a constant value of -0.68 meV ± 0.005. The third regime 
occurs for annealing temperatures in excess of 80'C, where the activation energy again 
increases with annealing temperature. These changes in the activation energy show that there 
are possibly three different mechanisms, which are involved, in the observed changes in the 
resistance of this deposit for different annealing temperatures. The activation energies are 
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Figure 6.25. Activation energy as a function of the temperature to which the deposit has been 
annealed for a tungsten wire deposited using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA, 100 passes and a 
precursor with more than 120 hours of use. 
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To determine whether by annealing at higher temperatures the resistance of the deposits 
could be improved further, this experiment was repeated for another deposit that was 
produced using the same deposition parameters. This deposit had a higher initial resistance 
of 13.8 MO and was annealed for temperatures of up to 367'C using the same method as 
before. The final resistance of this deposit after it had been cooled back to room temperature 
was 90.9 U This result shows that by increasing the annealing temperature to 367C, the 
amount of resistance improvement could also be increased such that the improvement in 
resistance for this deposit was two orders of magnitude. 
For completeness these results may be compared to the experimental results of Liu et al. 11, 
and Botman et al. [31 , who also investigated the effects of post 
deposition annealing on the 
EBID wires. In the experimental work of Liu et al. I" tungsten deposits were fabricated from 
the precursor W(CO)6 using a beam energy of 20 keV and were then annealed in a high 
vacuum environment at 900'C for fifteen minutes. TEM analysis of the deposits showed that 
prior to the annealing the deposits consisted of tungsten nanocrystals with diameters of I-2 
ran embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix, while after annealing the size of the tungsten 
crystals had increased to be tens of nanometers. This result lead Liu et al. ill to predict that 
this change in the microstructure would result in an improved conductance for the deposits. 
Although, the deposits studied here, were produced with a lower beam current and did not 
show any nanocrystals in the as-deposited structure, it may be expected that a similar change 
in the microstructure of the deposit did occur. As such, the improvement in the resistivity of 
the deposits studied here may be used to confirm the predictions of Liu et al. ill, that post 
deposition annealing in high vacuum can be used to improve the conductance of EBID 
interconnects. 
Meanwhile, Botman et al. [31 investigated the effects of annealing in pure 02 for temperatures 
up to SOO'C on the chemical composition of EBID interconnects produced from the 
precursors MeCpPtMe3 and Me2-Au-acac. Within this experiment it was found that the 
annealing caused the amount of carbon incorporated in the structures to be reduced and for 
nanometer sized metal grains to be formed in the deposits. Furthermore, it was found that as 
the annealing temperature was increased, the concentration of metal in the deposits 
increased, with significant changes occurring for the platinum deposits for temperatures 
between 100 and 300'C and for the gold deposits for temperatures between 250 and 500T. 
The resistivity of these deposits was also measured and it was found that the resistivity 
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decreased with increasing annealing temperature, with the most significant changes 
occurring for the same temperatures as for the most significant changes in the elemental 
composition of the deposits. This result suggests that the more significant change in the 
resistivity of the deposits studied here for temperatures in excess of SOT is due to the 
material subliming and a thermal activation process, which allows for some of the carbon 
within the deposits to be removed. Botman et al. 
[31 also found that for this temperature 
range, the resistivity of the platinum deposits improved by three orders of magnitude, which 
is in agreement with the amount of improvement in the resistivity that was seen for the 
deposits studied here. 
6.4.3 Discussion 
The experimental work that has been reviewed in this section has shown that the resistance 
of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects can be improved by post deposition 
annealing. In particular it has been found that while annealing at temperatures of up to 
3670C, the resistance of a deposit produced using an electron beam current of 1.5 nA and 
100 passes can be improved by two orders of magnitude. This is particularly useful because 
as shown in section 5.3 the resistivity of electron beam deposited tungsten interconnects is 
high and needs to be improved in order to make EBID useful as a mainstream fabrication 
technique for the production of interconnects. In this section the effects of annealing at 
temperatures up to IOPC have also been investigated in more detail and it has been shown 
that the amount of resistance change that can be gained is dependent on the temperature. 
This has been attributed to the different structural changes that can occur as the annealing 
temperature has been changed. 
In this work the effects of annealing on the structure of the deposits has also been 
investigated and it has been found that even annealing at temperatures near 10000C, it was 
not possible to cause significant structural transformations to occur. Therefore, this work 
suggests that if the structural changes that were seen in section 6.3 were due to ohmic 
heating of the deposits, then the temperature to which the deposits were heated must have 
been higher than this. 
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6.5 Conclusions 
Within this section it has been shown that deposits exposed to currents below 100 gA have 
stable electrical characteristics, while deposits exposed to currents in excess of this show 
significant changes in their resistivity. This has been attributed to structural changes in the 
deposits, which occur as a result of ohmic heating of the deposited material. When these 
deposits are then exposed to currents in excess of I mA, the structure of the deposits has 
been found to break down. These results demonstrate that electron beam deposited wires are 
suitable for applications in which high resistivities are acceptable and when only low 
currents are going to be used. 
Within this section, several methods of being able to improve the resistivity of the deposited 
material have been investigated. In particular, it has been found that heating the substrate to 
temperatures in the range of 30 to 75"C during the deposition process can result in deposits 
with a lower resistivity. Also the post deposition annealing of the deposits has been 
investigated and it has been found that by annealing at 3671C the resistivity of the deposits 
could be improved by two orders of magnitude. These results have been found to be in good 
agreement with the experimental results of others, who have carried out similar 
investigations. However, while this process does improve the resistivity of the deposited 
wires, it also involves more a complicated process, which is undesirable as it increases the 
cost, complexity and fabrication time of EBID devices. 
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In Chapters Four, Five and Six, the use of electron beam deposited tungsten nanowires as an 
interconnect material for nanoscale applications was investigated. The results of this work 
show that while this approach allows for nanowires to be fabricated with nanometer 
accuracy at specific locations, the nanowires had a high resistivity which is unsuitable for 
many electronic applications. As such this chapter investigates another of the most common 
types of nanoscale interconnect, which are known as multi-walled carbon nanotubes. This 
type of nanowire has much lower resistances and so may be suitable for use in interconnect 
applications where the power dissipation and the resistance is crucial. Therefore, in this 
chapter the electrical transport measurements of suspended arc-discharge MWNTs coated 
with a thin polymer layer are investigated using high precision manipulators within a 
scanning electron microscope. This experimental set-up has been chosen as it allows for the 
MWNTs themselves to be electrically characterised without the influence of substrate- 
nanotube interactions. Furthermore, the nanotubes have undergone minimal processing, 
which may alter the electrical properties of the nanotubes. The resulting experimental work 
shows that the conductance-voltage characteristics of the MWNTs are symmetric with 
respect to voltage and that the conductance improves with multiple cycling of the voltage. 
Estimates of the transmission coefficients associated with the semiconducting sub-bands and 
the contacts of the nanotubes have also been made. 
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7.2 Experimental Method 
The experimental work carried out in this chapter was conducted using the Cambridge 
Instruments Stereoscan 250, MK3 SEM that was described in section 3.2.1 and the custom 
manufactured, remote controlled manipulation system made using Omicron MS5 piezo- 
sliders as described in section 3.6.2. This manipulation system allowed for two 
electrochemically etched tungsten probes, with tip radii between 25 and 400 nm to be moved 
separately in each of the three orthogonal directions so that they could be used to contact to 
the carbon nanotubes. An electrical feedthrough was also used to connect a Keithley 238 
Source-Measurement Unit to each of the probes and to the SEM stage to allow for samples 
examined within the microscope to be electrically characterised using up to three ten-ninals. 
The MWNTs were synthesised using an arc-discharge process and purified using a micro- 
filtering process. The resulting nanotube rich powder was dispersed into a polystyrene-- 
toluene solution and as-cast composite films were pressed at 150-200 'C for thirty minutes 
as described in reference [1]. The resulting composites had a nanotube to polymer ratio of 
1: 3 and were cleaved to expose the nanotubes. Figure 7.1 (a) shows a typical SEM image of 
a cleaved nanotube-polyrner sample. HRTEM images of the MWNTs used in this study 
showed that the nanotubes were of high quality as may be expected of MWNTs produced by 
the are discharge method and were covered in a thin polymer layer. The images also showed 
that the nanotubes had an exposed length of 2- 12 ýim, an average outer diameter of - 13 nm 
and a polymer coating of up to 30 rim. Figure 7.1 (b) shows a high-resolution image of a 
typical MWNT that was imaged using the Philips CM 200 TEM described in section 3.3.1. 
Rpm! 
Figure 7.1. (a) SFM image of a typica I nanotubC-I)o IýII Icl- sal Ilp I c. (b) IIR I-, NI it nage ofa NIWN' F 
with a- 14 niii thick polymer coating. 
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This set-up allowed for a single suitable nanotube to be first located using the SEM and then 
for one of the probes to be brought into contact with the nanotube using careful manipulation 
as shown in Figure 7.2. In order to help achieve this a positive bias was applied to the 
tungsten tip being manipulated using a Keithley 238 source-measurement unit. This creates 
an electrostatic attraction between the tip and nanotube and helps to form good electrical and 
mechanical contacts. 
Probe 
Voltage may be 
applied to the tube 




(polyrner - grounded) 
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00 000 R 
Figure 7.2. SEM image of a protruding polymer coated M"T, which is attached to a sharpened 
tungsten probe. The nanotube has been enhanced in this image for clarity. 
Once a good mechanical contact had been achieved, the electron beam within the SEM was 
turned off in order to minimize its affect on the properties of the nanotubes. A LabView 
software program was then used to perform conventional current-voltage measurements 
between the probe and the sample, which was grounded, over an appropriate voltage range 
up to a defined current limit, which was set in order to prevent premature destruction of the 
nanotubes. The voltage cycles were initialised at 0 V, then increased to a maximum positive 
voltage, before being decreased to a maximum negative voltage and then finally increased 
back to 0 V. In a perfectly stable IN measurement this allows for the residual capacitance in 
the measurement system to be averaged out. After the electrical characterisation of several 
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Figure 7.4. IN characteristics of a typical undoped, polymer coated 31im long nanotube. 
MWNTs, the nanotubes were broken near to the polymer composite and the resulting 
nanotube-probe structures were placed onto standard copper TEM grids. TEM images of 
these structures were then taken and showed that the electron beam caused no noticible 
damage to the MWNTs during their imaging (see Figure 7.3). 
Figure 7.3. TEM image of a MWNT with a5 run polymer coating after electrical characterisation. 
7.3 Experimental Results 
Approximately fifty nanotube devices with lengths between 2 and 12 ýLrn were investigated 
using this method and it was found that repeated cycling of the voltage improved their 
electrical characteristics as shown in Figure 7.4. From here on this improvement shall be 
referred to as conditioning. It was also found that the IN characteristics of all of the 
nanotubes studied were highly symmetric with respect to zero voltage. 
9 
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7.4 Analysis of IN Characteristics 
In order to quantify the amount of conditioning that occured for each of the devices tested, a 
reference current (typically I ýtA) was defined for each device and the voltage was measured 
each time it equaled this current. These voltages were defined as the reference voltages (Vj- 
4) as shown in Figure 7.5 and were averaged for each voltage cycle. The average reference 
voltages for both the positive and negative parts of the voltage cycles were then calculated, 
where V12 was defined as the average reference voltage (V, f) for positive voltages at the set 
reference current and V34, the average reference voltage for negative voltages. 
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Figure 7.5. Representative current - voltage characteristic showing the reference voltages for a 
typical polymer coated, suspended multi-walled carbon nanotube. 
Figure 7.6 shows the IN characteristics of another polymer coated MV*rNT, which had a 
length of 5 ýLrn. For this nanotube the current limit was gradually raised for each successive 
voltage cycle from 16 up to 40 gA. Figure 7.7 shows the results of the conditioning analysis 
for the same nanotube. Both of these graphs clearly show how that for each successive 
voltage cycle, the voltage at which the reference current (I ýtA) is reached is reduced. 
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Figure 7.6. Current-voltage characteristics for a5 gm long MWNT where the current limit was 
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Figure 7.7. Variation of the average reference voltage as a ftinction of current limit for a reference 
current of I pA for the 5 gm long MWNT given in Figure 7.6. 
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Further investigations into these nanotubes attempted to determine whether the conditioning 
of the nanotubes was dependent on the set current and voltage limits. To investigate the 
effects of the current limit on a 10 gm long, polymer coated MVvNT, the current limit was 
increased every four-voltage cycles and gave the IN characteristics shown in Figure 7.8 and 
7.9. The results of this investigation demonstrated that although the conditioning appeared to 
continue for successive voltage cycles, larger amounts of conditioning occurred for the first 
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Figure 7.8. IN characteristics of aI Opim long MAINT at different current limits. The current limit 
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Figure 7.9. Variation of the magnitude of the average reference voltage of MWNT given in Figure 
7.8 as a function of current limit for a reference current of I pLA. 
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To investigate the dependency of the voltage on the conditioning of a nanotube, the voltage 
limit was increased from I OV to 12V after the first five cycles and then to 14V after the next 
six cycles, whilst the current limit was kept constant. This gave the results shown in Figure 
7.10 and 7.11. Figure 7.10 shows how for the lower voltage limits, the voltage sweep does 
not reach high current values. It also shows that as the voltage limit is increased the amount 
of current that flows for a given voltage increases by a considerable amount and hence the 
electrical characteristics of this nanotube improve. Again, careful analysis of Figure 7.11 
also shows that the most significant improvements in the electrical characteristics occur in 
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Figure 7.11. Variation of the average reference voltage of a2 gm long MWNT as a ffinction of 
current limit for a reference current of I ILA for voltage limits of ± 10, ± 12 and ± 14 V. 
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These figures indicate that while the resistance of the nanotube devices improves for 
successive voltage cycles, increasing either the current or the voltage limit results in a 
greater improvement than average for the following voltage cycle. 
7.5 Conductance Analysis 
The current - voltage characteristics described above may be analyzed further by considering 
the conductance versus voltage characteristics of the nanotubes. Figure 7.12 shows the 
conductance (G/GO) of two different voltage cycles that were run on a 10 gm long multi- 
walled carbon nanotube. The first cycle, sweep 1, corresponds to a voltage cycle run with a2 
IiA limit while the second cycle, sweep 2, corresponds to a voltage cycle run with a 16 gA 
limit. As can be seen from this graph the conductance characteristics initially have a small 
flat plateau at near zero voltage, which from here on shall be referred to as G,,, i,, and then the 
conductance (G=I/V) increases linearly with the voltage. As can also be seen from this 
graph, both the value of G j,, and the gradient increase with continuous cycling of the 
voltage, such that G,,, i,, rises from 0.0036Go to O. OIGO and the gradient increases from 1.5 x 
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Figure 7.12. Conductance versus voltage vanation for a 10 ptrn long MWNT for current limits of 2 
ýtA (sweep 1) and 16 gA (sweep 2). 
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These conductance characteristics have a similar shape to those observed by Poncharal ct al. 
[21 as shown in Figure 7.13 and Liang et al. [31 , who both observed ballistic conduction in 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes. They are also similar to those observed by Tsutsui et al. 4 1, 
who concluded that their conductance characteristics were either due to ballistic conduction 
with a sub-band contribution increasing with voltage bias or due to diffusive conduction 
with an inner shell contribution also increasing with voltage bias. Indeed Poncharal et al. 121 
achieved a minimum conductance value at near zero voltage of 0.9GO as can be seen in 
Figure 7.13, while Liang et al. [31 measured their G,,, i,, value as OAGO. Meanwhile Tsutsui et 
al. [41 observed minimum conductance's in the range of 0.3GO to 1.6GO. 
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Figure 7.13. Conductance versus voltage measurement I'Ora c1can MWNT in air. 121 
The differences in these results and the variations in our values of G ... j, and the gradient of' 
the conductance may be understood by considering the electronic band structure of metallic 
carbon nanotubes as described in sections 2.2.8 and 2.3 and shown in Figure 7.14. The band 
structure consists of two metallic sub-bands which cross at the Fermi level and a number of' 
occupied and unoccupied sub-bands, which are positioned above and below the Fermi level 
with semiconducting characteristics. The corresponding density of states diagrain shows that 
each time the energy required to enter a new sub-band is reached, a sharp peak occurs. 
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n 
Figure 7.14. Diagram showing the band structure (left) and the density of states (right) 
of a metallic CNT. 
The band gap between the first set of semiconducting sub-bands is proportional to the 
diameter, D, of the nanotube and is described by the equation: 
AE = 
6; v, )a oc (7.! ) 
where ), o is the energy overlap integral, which is approximately equal to 3 eV, a is the carbon 
- carbon bond length, which is equal to 0.14 nm and D(,, %, -,, is the diameter of tile carbon 
nanotube being investigated in nanometers. ý51 High-resolution TEM images of the MWNTs 
used in this study showed a typical nanotube diameter of 13 nm, which means that if the 
nanotube is metallic it has a semiconducting energy band separation of AE = 0.19 eV. As 
this value is much greater than kT at room temperature, at voltages below this value only the 
two metallic sub-bands will contribute to the transport and produce the flat plateau near V= 
0 in Figure 7.14. This plateau is deten-nined by Landauer's equation and takes into account 
the contributions of scattering at the contacts and from the two conducting sub-bands, such 
that: 
Gýý, jý, (V = 0) = 2GJ T, (7.2) 
where, Go = 2e 2 /h, L, is the transmission coefficient of the metallic sub-bands and Tc is the 
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Figure 7.15. The predicted conductance versus bias voltage for a nanotube from the Landauer 
equation, assuming unit transmission for all channels. [2] 
When the bias voltage is increased above AE, the conductance also increases in a stepwise 
manner as shown in Figure 7.15. Each of these steps corresponds to one of the peaks shown 
in the density of states diagram in Figure 7.14, which occur as the bias voltage is increased 
above the value necessary to make the next semiconducting sub-band conduct. The width of 
these steps is equal to half the value of the sub-band separation AE ý51, while the height of the 
steps is set by Landauer's equation, which is dependent on the amount of scattering at the 
contacts and in the semiconducting sub-bands, such that: 
Height 'step (dG) = 2G,, 7ýT (7.3) 
where T, is the transmission coefficient of the semiconducting sub-band. Hence the gradient 
of the conductance can be described by the equation: 
dG height qfstep 
dV width of step (7.4) 
2GOTT, 
0.5A 
In order to understand the effects of conditioning on the conductance, the conductance 
plateau at near zero bias voltages, G ... i,,, and the gradient of the conductance were measured 
for each voltage cycle for all of the nanotubes tested. Detailed examination of the 
conductance at near zero bias voltages shows that the conductance plateaus occur for the 
majority of polyrner coated, multi-walled carbon nanotubes investigated. Figure 7.16 shows 
two examples of near zero bias conductance plateaus that were seen for a typical MWNT at 
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Figure 7.16. Conductance versus voltage variation for a multi-walled carbon nanotube for current 
limits of 14 gA (sweep 1) and 22 gA (sweep 2). 
As can be seen from this graph the conductance plateaus extend up to 0.15 V and do not 
vary with the number of voltage cycles run. By referring back to equation (7.1), which gives 
the energy band separation between the first set of semiconducting sub-bands, it is possible 
to calculate that a conductance plateau of 0.15 V corresponds to a nanotube diameter of 9 
nm. This value qualitatively agrees with the TEM measurements of 13 nm. 
To help compare the results gained here to those of other groups, the values of Grnin and the 
gradient were measured and plotted for each voltage cycle for all of the nanotubes studied. 
Figure 7.17 shows the values of G,,, i,, and Figure 7.18 shows the values of the gradient for 
the 10 gm long nanotube studied in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. For this particular nanotube, the 
current limit was increased from 4 ptA to 18 gA in 4 gA steps every four voltage cycles. 
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Figure 7.17. Graph showing G j,, for successive voltage cycles on a 10 ýLrn long MWNT for 
different current limits. The current limit was increased by 2 gA every four voltage cycles, from an 
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Figure 7.18. Graph showing the gradient of the conductance for successive voltage cycles on a 10 
ýLrn long M"T for different current limits. The current limit was increased by 2 pA every four 
voltage cycles, from an initial limit of 2 pA to a final limit of 18 pA. 
1 
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Analysis of this data shows that as the conditioning occurred, the values of both G,, i,, and the 
gradient of the conductance increased steadily without any relation to the increasing current 
limit. The majority of the MWNTs tested followed this behaviour and had the range of 
values shown in Figure 7.19 and 7.20. Figure 7.19 shows the distribution of measured values 
for G,, i,,, which vary between 1.1 X 10-3 Go and 0.1 Go, whilst Figure 7.20 shows the 
distribution of values for the gradient, which vary between 1.1 x 10-4 Go V- 1 and 0.05 Go V- 1. 
These graphs also highlight how for all of the nanotubes tested, the measured values of both 
G,,, i,, and the gradient vary by two orders of magnitude and that the values of Gmin are much 
smaller than those obtained by other groups. 
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Figure 7.20. Graph showing the distribution of values measured for the gradient of the conductance 
for all of the multi-walled carbon nanotubes analysed. 
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By referring back to the explanation for the conductance of metallic carbon nanotubes it is 
possible to understand the variations in the measured values for G. in and the gradient, which 
are shown in Figures 7.17 to 7.20. The increase in Gn-dn (Figure 7.17) which occurs over 
successive voltage cycles may be due to either changes in the contact or in the amount of 
scattering that is occurring in the metallic sub-bands, whilst the increase in the gradient 
(Figure 7.18) may be put down to either changes in the contact or in the amount of scattering 
that is occurring in the contributing semiconducting sub-bands. The wide variation in the 
distributions of G. i,, and the gradient shown in Figure 7.19 and 7.20 may also be put down 
to the different amounts of scattering that occur in the conducting sub-bands for each 
different nanotube or due to the fact that each contact that is made is different and so may 
have a different resistance and hence different amounts of scattering within it. 
In order to determine whether this distribution and the increasing values of Gnin and the 
gradient are due to either variations in the contacts or the conducting sub-bands, the gradient 
of the conductance may be normalised by dividing the gradient by Gmin to remove the effects 
of the contacts from the conductance, such that: 
dG 2GOTT, 
dV 6roa (7.5) 
G. j. (V = 0) 
2DcNT 
2GOT. T, 
As can be seen from this equation the effects of Go and T. cancel out. If T. is also assumed 
to be one, as only minimal scattering can occur in the metallic sub-bands, then the 
normalised gradient of the conductance should only be dependent on T. and the diameter of 




(V = 0) 0.5AE 
(7.6) 
As this normalised gradient is only dependent on the diameter of the nanotube and the 
amount of scattering in the semiconducting sub-bands, it is expected that the normalised 
gradient should have similar values for successive sweeps. Figure 7.21 shows the normalised 
gradient for the 10 [tm long polymer coated MWNT investigated in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. It 
exhibits a very small difference in the gradient over all of the voltage cycles that were run, 
with an average value of 0.265 ± 0.09 V-1, which may be due to a small variation in the 
scattering within the semiconducting sub-bands of the nanotube. This means that it is 
reasonable to conclude that by normalising the conductance this work has removed effects of 
the contacts on the results so that the observed characteristics are only that of the MWNT. 
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Figure 7.21. Graph showing the normalised gradient of a 10ýLrn long multi-walled carbon nanotube 
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Figure 7.22. Graph showing the distribution of normalised gradients for all of the nanotubes tested. 
Figure 7.22 shows average normalised gradient values for a number of different MWNTs 
that were investigated. As can be seen from this graph all of the nanotubes had values 
between 0.1 and 0.46 V-1. Unlike the distributions seen for both G .. in and the gradient of the 
conductance, which varied over two orders of magnitude, this distribution only varied within 
one order of magnitude. If it is assumed that the diameters of all of the nanotubes tested were 
-13 nm, then these results indicate that it is the wide range of contacts that were produced 
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that caused the wide variation in the observed values. It also indicates that it is appropriate to 
use the density of states of metallic CNTs to understand and explain the conductance 
because if it were not suitable, then the normalised gradient distribution for all of the 
MWNTs studied would be expected to still vary by two orders of magnitude. 
This conclusion may be reinforced by calculating the transmission coefficients of both the 
contacts and the semiconducting sub-bands. T. was first calculated for the 10 grn long multi- 
walled carbon nanotube investigated in Figures 7.17,7.18 and 7.21 using equation (7.6) and 
assuming a nanotube diameter of 13 nin. For all of the voltage cycles investigated, T. was 
found to have values between 0.017 and 0.036. To calculate T, these values were then 
substituted into equation (7.4) and the values of T,, were found to be between 2x 10-3 and 8 
X 10-3 . The smaller values of T. indicate that there is a larger amount of scattering at the 
contacts than in the semiconducting sub-bands of the nanotubes, while the large range of 
values of T,, indicates that there is a large variation in the scattering at the contacts over all of 
the voltage cycles. Therefore, it may be concluded that the contacts dominate the scale of the 
electrical characteristics of the nanotubes, while the MWNTs themselves dominate the 
overall shape of the characteristics. 
When the conductance characteristics of the MWNTs studied here were originally analysed 
there were similarities between them and those gained by other groups such as Poncharal et 
al. [21 , Liang et al. 
131 and Gupta et al. [61 . This was thought to be due to the type of contacts 
that were made. For example, Poncharal et al. [21 used a low resistance, near ohmic liquid 
metal to form their contacts and Gupta et al. [61 used radicals to clean the SEM chamber and 
reduce the contact resistance due to electron beam induced deposition, while here a high 
resistance contact was formed using an electrocherniocally etched tungsten probe. It 
therefore seems logical that the differences in the results may be due to differences in the 
experimental set-up and that the same normalisation procedure applied to the results of other 
groups should result in similar non-nalised gradients to those calculated here. 
Indeed, calculation of normalised gradient values for the nanotubes studied by Poncharal et 
at. (Fig. 5 in ref. [2]), Liang et al. (Fig. 2 in ref. [3]) and Tsutsui et al. (Fig. 2 in ref. [4]) 
produces values of 0.25,0.43 and 0.24 V-1 respectively. These values are in excellent 
agreement with our values given the probable variation in disorder, length and diameter. 
Furthermore, Poncharal et al. [2] found a range of semiconducting sub-band transmission 
coefficients of between 0.02 and 0.03. These results are remarkably similar to those achieved 
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here and indicate that the MV*rNTs used here have comparable electronic properties to those 
used studied by Poncharal et al. [21, Liang et al. [31 and Tsutsui et al. f4l even though the 
transparencies of the contacts formed by each of the groups are obviously very different. 
These results also support the use of one-dimensional dependant conductivity to analyse the 
IN measurements, where the transport may be either ballistic or quasi ballistic. 
This work may be further extended and tested by considering the conductance characteristics 
of another nanotube in which a three-terminal arrangement was used as shown in Figure 
7.23. The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 7.24. Initially, one probe was 
brought into contact with a 15.7 ýtm long, polymer coated MWNT as described earlier and a 
number of voltage cycles were run to produce characteristics similar to the set labelled 
sweep 1. A second probe was then brought into contact with the MWNT a distance of 3.1 
lim from the first probe as is also shown in Figure 7.23 and a number of voltage cycles were 
run between this probe and the polymer composite to give the data set labelled sweep 2. 
Finally, the nanotube was broken just below the second contact and a third set of voltage 
cycles was run between the two probes to give the final set of data, labelled sweep 3. 
Probe I 




Figure 7.23. SEM image of a M"T, which is attached to two sharpened metal tungsten probes. 
The nanotube has been enhanced in this image for clarity. 
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Figure 7.24. The conductance of a 15.7 gm long MWNT for different probe configurations. Sweep I 
shows a typical data set for the voltage cycles run between probe I and the substrate, sweep 2 shows 
a typical data set for the voltage cycles run between probe 2 and the substrate and sweep 3 shows a 
typical data set for the voltage cycles run between the two probes. 
As can be seen from this figure, the conductance versus voltage characteristics for each of 
the different probe configurations has very different characteristics. In particular, sweep 3 
has a highly non-linear conductance-voltage characteristic, which could be due to strain 
induced effects caused by the probes, as was found by Gupta et al. 16, , who intentionally 
strained their MVvNTs as was discussed in section 2.3. The differences between the sets of 
the conductance characteristics may be due to different contacts for each situation with 
different contact resistances or to varying amounts of scattering within the contacts. It may 
also be due to different amounts of scattering within the semiconducting sub-bands in each 
of the sections of the nanotube being investigated. 
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In order to tell what is causing these differences the gradient of the conductances must be 
normalised to remove the effects of the contacts. As the data labelled sweep 3 is highly non- 
linear, the gradient of the conductances are measured for voltages less than 2 V, where the I- 
V characteristics are almost linear for all of the voltage cycles that were run. The gradients 
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Figure 7.25. The variation of the normalised gradient for a 15.7 gm long, polymer coated M"T 
for different probe configurations. 
The data in Figure 7.25 clearly demonstrates that the normalised conductance is consistent 
for all voltage cycles regardless of the different probe configurations used. As explained 
earlier, the normalised conductance has had the contributions of the contacts removed and so 
the resulting data is only that of the conduction within the nanotube and has an average value 
of 0.24 ± 0.06 V-1. Therefore, the differences in the un-normalised conductance 
measurements must be due to the differences in contact resistance. 
T, and T, were also calculated for this nanotube and T, was found to have values between 
0.016 and 0.028, while T, had values between 0.0003 and 0.002. Both the nonnalized 
gradient values and the calculated values of T, and T, indicate that whatever section of the 
nanotube is used, its conduction properties are similar and that the differences in the size of 
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the non-normalized measurements must be due to differences in the contacts, while their 
differences in the linearity may be due to strain induced effects. 
Whilst this model fits the data for the majority of the carbon nanotubes analysed here, there 
were a number of nanotubes, which could not be investigated using this method. An example 
of one of these nanotubes is shown in Figure 7.26. As can be seen from this graph, Gmi" is 
equal to zero, which suggests that the nanotube may be semiconducting. The band gap 
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Figure 7.26. The conductance versus voltage characteristics of a highly resistive MWNT. 
This means that for the nanotube examined in Figure 7.26, where the onset of conduction 
occurs at ±2 V and AEý,. j =4V, the diameter must be 0.21 nm. This value is unphysical and 
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suggests that this is not a correct explanation for the conduction of this nanotube. Further 
examination of the conductance characteristics in Figure 7.26 also shows that the measured 
conductances are very low, and this along with the low value of Gni,, and the high value of 
the onset of conduction suggests that extremely high contact resistances dominate the 
electrical characteristics of this nanotube. 
7.6 Conclusions 
In summary, the polymer coated multi-walled carbon nanotubes examined in this 
investigation showed a wide range of characteristics and varying amounts of conditioning. It 
was also confirmed that the large contact resistances of the devices, which were due to the 
type of contacts made to the MWNTs, were controlling the size of the electrical 
characteristics of the devices. Elimination of the contact resistance from the conductance of 
these nanotubes demonstrated that as expected the contact resistances dominated the overall 
resistance and controlled both Gmin and the gradient qualitatively. However, as the contact 
resistances were assumed to be independent of the voltage the contacts did not control the 
overall shape of the characteristics. Therefore, it may also be concluded that the conditioning 
that was seen in these device appeared to also be dependent on the contacts and the changes 
that they experienced over successive voltage cycles. For the nanotubes studied here, 
normalised conductances of 0.1 - 0.46 V-1 have been found, which correspond to 
semiconducting sub-band transmission coefficients of 0.017 - 0.036 and contact 
transmission coefficients of 3x 10-4 -8x 10-4. 
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Conclusions 
Within this thesis, the use of electron beam deposited tungsten wires and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes as interconnects in mictroelectronic circuits have been investigated. It has 
been found that EBID nanowires have the advantage over CNTs in that they can be 
fabricated at specific locations with nanometer accuracy whereas at present CNTs are 
typically dispersed using a liquid medium, which means that their location cannot be 
guaranteed to be 100% accurate. However, if CNTs can be grown at low temperatures, 
repeatedly and reliably this issue will be overcome. EBID wires also have a number of 
disadvantages in comparison to CNTs, which include very high resistivities and high leakage 
between closely spaced wires, which is undesirable in many electronic applications. As such 
the use of post deposition annealing and carrying out the depositions on heated substrates 
has been investigated in an attempt to reduce the resistivity of the deposits. It has also been 
found that even though these processes do improve the resistivity of the nanowires, their 
resistivity is still several orders of magnitude higher than it is for bulk metals. Meanwhile, 
CNTs have the disadvantage that although they can carry very high currents and 
electromigration is not an issue, their electrical characteristics are dominated by the 
properties of their contacts and better methods of producing ohmic contacts need to be made. 
8.1 Electron Beam Deposition of Tungsten Interconnects 
The study of the EBID of tungsten interconnects included investigating the effects of 
different electron beam currents, electron sources, and precursor lifetimes on the 
geometrical, structural and electrical properties of the deposits. From these investigations it 
was found that the deposition rate and the resistivity of the deposits increased with 
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increasing beam current and was attributed to the increasing number of electrons that were 
available to be involved in the deposition process. However, as the electron beam current 
was increased it was also found that the resolution of the process decreased. Therefore, when 
selecting the deposition parameters to be used in electronic applications, it is necessary to 
make a trade off between resistivity and resolution. 
When the effects of changing the electron source were investigated, it was found that the use 
of brighter sources resulted in deposits with a lower resistivity and a higher growth rate. This 
result suggests that the choice of the most optimum source can be of benefit to EBID. This 
result also highlights one of the main issues with EBID, which is that depositions produced 
in different systems or in the same system at different times can have quite different 
characteristics. This means that in order for EBID to be accepted as a mainstream fabrication 
technique either better control of the electron sources within the deposition systems or the 
production of sources with more uniform properties needs to be gained. Both of these 
solutions are difficult to achieve. 
During this thesis the effects of the precursor lifetime on the properties of the deposits was 
also investigated and it was found that as the precursor aged, the growth rate of the deposits 
decreased. However, for deposits produced using both a precursor with less than twenty 
hours of use and with more than 120 hours of use, the resistivity of a given height deposit 
was found to be constant. This result suggests that while the gas flux may vary with time, the 
deposited material for a given set of beam conditions does not. Therefore, in order to be able 
to fabricate reproducible deposits, when describing the conditions used for the depositions it 
is necessary to also factor in some measure of either the precursor age or the gas flux. 
As all of the deposits that were produced in this thesis had high resistivities, the effects of 
post deposition annealing and the use of heated substrates during the deposition process 
were investigated to determine whether they could produce deposits with lower resistivities. 
For deposition at substrate temperatures between 25'C and 75"C, it was found that the 
deposition rate decreased with increasing temperature, while the resistivity increased. 
However, for a given height deposit the resistivity was actually found to be an order of 
magnitude better than for deposits produced at room temperature. AES was used to show 
that this behaviour was due to a significant decrease in the amount of carbon that was 
incorporated into the deposits. This result suggests that while using heated substrates can 
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help to improve the resistivity of the deposited material, much longer deposition times are 
required in order to produce reasonable height deposits. This process also has the 
disadvantages in that it requires a very much more complex and expensive set-up and that 
sample drift as the substrate is heated can be an issue with producing well defined deposits. 
The use of post deposition annealing at temperatures up to 3671C was also investigated and 
it was found that it could improve the resistivity of the deposits by two orders of magnitude. 
This process does not affect the deposition process or resolution and has the advantage that 
by using higher annealing temperatures a more significant improvement in the resistivity of 
the deposits can be gained than when using heated substrates for the deposition process. 
However this process also has the disadvantage that in certain applications, such as when 
contacting to nanostructures (i. e. carbon nanotubes or nanowires), the annealing process can 
cause degradation or alter the properties of the nanostructures, which is undesirable when 
attempting to characterise the properties of these structures. 
in order to determine the current carrying capability of these deposits, the deposits were also 
exposed to currents up to I mA and it was found that as the current passes through the wires 
was increased, the resistivity of the deposits decreased. At higher currents, in excess of I 
mA, it was found that the resistivity of the deposits continued to decrease, while their 
structure transformed from being completely amorphous to consisting of tungsten clusters 
embedded in a graphitised carbon matrix. These changes were attributed to the high 
resistance of the deposits causing significant ohmic heating within the deposited material at 
temperatures in excess of 1000"C to occur. This caused the microstructure of the deposits to 
change through current induced self-heating or annealing and an improvement in the 
resistivity of the nanowires of two orders of magnitude was achieved. The results of this 
work suggest that this method may be suitable for use in improving the resistivity of the 
deposited material for interconnect applications without the need for furnace annealing, 
which may cause damage to other structures on the substrate. Furthermore, the breakdown 
properties of these nanowires and in several cases the substrate in the area surrounding the 
deposit implied that significant ohmic heating was again occurring. 
Throughout this experimental work every effort was made to ensure that the results were as 
accurate as possible as well as being reproducible. As such before carrying out any of the 
depositions, the same optimisation procedure was always carried out. However, even after 
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carrying out this procedure it was found that there was still variation in the final structures, 
which were attributed to both user error and variations in the system. These results suggest 
that further work needs to be undertaken to improve the control of the system variables such 
that more reproducible deposits can be fabricated across a range of similar systems. 
In conclusion, these results have shown that the EBID process has a number of distinct 
advantages, which include the ability to produce nanometer sized interconnects at specific 
locations, the ability to vary the deposition parameters to achieve deposits that are suitable 
for individual applications and the ability to create specific three-dimensional objects at the 
nanometer scale. Meanwhile, the high resistivity of these deposits, the long deposition times 
in comparison to other similar interconnect fabrication processes such as UV lithography, 
the variation in interconnects produced in different systems but with the same parameters 
and the instability in the structural and electrical properties of the deposits suggests that 
further work needs to be carried out before EBID can be used as a mainstream 
nanofabrication technique. However, EBID is already capable of being used in a number of 
industrial applications where bespoke metal wiring on the micron scale is required. One of 
the most relevant is the use of EBID in a FIB type system for the repair and debugging of 
microelectronic circuits. In this application the ion beam is used to remove the incorrect or 
damaged tracks and then new tracks are deposited using EBID. 
8.2 Suspended Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
Another method of being able to create nanometer sized electrical connections to 
nanostructures that has been studied within this thesis is the use of MWNTs. These 
nanowires have the distinct advantage over EBID nanowires in that they are able to carry 
much higher current densities without degrading, and, that the leakage between closely 
spaced MWNTs is negligible. However, they have the disadvantage that they cannot 
currently be produced at specific locations, with specific dimensions. Furthermore, the 
research into the properties of these nanotubes to date has shown that their electrical 
characteristics are highly dependent on their contact geometry and the methods that are used 
to produce them. As such, within this thesis an alternative contact methodology was used to 
directly connect to arc discharge, suspended multi-walled carbon nanotubes using a two 
probe manipulation system installed within a SEM. This method has the unique advantage 
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that it can also be used to connect to and manipulate the nanotubes into the required location 
on a substrate. It also has the advantage that it allows for the electrical properties of the 
nanotubes themselves to be studied without the inclusion of any substrate-nanotube 
interactions. 
The results of this study show that the contacts that were made to the nanotubes played a 
very important role and dominated the electrical characteristics. In particular, it was found 
that for each nanotubes studied, when multiple voltage cycles were run the resistance of the 
structures changed. In an attempt to understand what caused these changes the conductance 
mechanisms of the nanotubes was analysed and the role of the contacts factored out. The 
results of this analysis showed that once the contributions of the contacts had been factored 
out, the conductance of the nanotubes remained approximately constant over all of the 
voltage cycles and had normalised conductance values of 0.1-0.46 V-1. Further analysis of 
the electrical characteristics of these nanotubes was also carried out and it was found that 
these normalised conductances corresponded to semiconducting sub-band transmission 
coefficients of 0.017 - 0.036 and contact transmission coefficients of 3x 10 -4 -8x 10 -4 . 
These values have been compared to the experimental results of others who investigated the 
properties of suspended MWNTs using alternative contact methodologies that were found to 
be similar. 
8.3 Future Work 
This section shall examine a number of different ways in which the work that has been 
undertaken within this thesis may be extended. Initially, it will look at how the 
characterisation of EBID nanowires can be extended to give a greater understanding of the 
effects of the different deposition parameters on the deposited structure and electrical 
properties of the material. It will then discuss some ways in which this work can be built 
upon by using the experimental results gained in this study to produce deposits suitable for 
several different applications. Finally, it will consider some further work that may be carried 
out to improve our understanding of the electrical properties of multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes and suggest some methods through which further nanotube investigations may be 
carried out. 
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Within this thesis, the characterisation of EBID tungsten wires only examined a number of 
the system variables. Therefore, it is possible that the resistivity, growth rate and structure of 
the deposits may be enhanced further by also analysing the effects of varying some of the 
other deposition variables through the use of AES, TEM, AFM and electrical measurements. 
These variables include the use of a greater range of electron beam currents, as well as 
investigating the effects of different electron beam voltages, pitches, dwell times and 
scanning conditions. As part of this thesis it was also shown that changing the electron 
source had an effect on the growth rate and resistivity of the deposits. To understand the 
effects of the electron sources on the results more fully, it may be of use to carry out further 
examination of the electron sources and their energy and compare the results of these 
investigations along with the resulting deposits with those of other electron sources in order 
to be able to factor in the differences in the electron sources to the deposition rate. Within 
this work it was also found that the gas flux of the precursor varies throughout its lifetime. In 
order to factor this variation in further measurements of the degradation in the growth rate 
could be made and factored to estimate the deposit heights. Alternatively, some method of 
measuring the gas flux through the capillary tube could also be developed and may be used 
to gain a greater control of the gas flux throughout the precursor lifetime. 
The resistivity of the EBID tungsten interconnects fabricated using standard conditions had 
high resistivities. To improve the resistivity, both post deposition annealing and the use of 
heated substrates was investigated. To extend these investigations, annealing at yet higher 
temperatures could be examined to determine whether a greater improvement could be 
achieved. This work could also be extended by carrying out TEM and AES of these deposits 
to correlate the changes in the resistivity with structural and compositional changes. 
Meanwhile, the deposition on heated substrate work could be extended by carrying out a 
more detailed study into the properties of deposits produced at a greater range of 
temperatures. TEM may also be carried out to determine whether the changes in the 
resistivity are due to structural changes as well as compositional changes and should lead to 
an optimal temperature being determined. 
When carrying out the investigations into the current carrying abilities of the nanowires at 
high current biases, it was found that for currents in excess of 1 mA the structure of the 
deposits had transformed permanently. During these investigations, the effects of the 
resistance changes at lower currents on the structure and composition of the deposits was not 
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investigated. Therefore, it may be of use to also carry out further investigations into the 
microstructure and composition of the deposits for a greater range of current exposures in 
order to build up a more detailed picture of the changes that are occurring and the reasons 
for this. During this work it was also found that in a number of cases the substrate in the area 
surrounding the deposits was damaged. This may be attributed to the substrate acting as a 
heat sink for the nanowires. To investigate this behaviour more fully and to gain a greater 
understanding of the current carrying capability of the nanowires it may also be desirable to 
produce free-standing or suspended nanowires, which allow for just the properties of the 
wires to be investigated. 
Within the experimental work carried out in this thesis, the conduction mechanisms of these 
wires was not investigated. It may be appropriate to carry out a detailed study into the 
conduction of these nanowires in order to gain a greater understanding of the properties and 
the suitability of these wires for use in electronic applications. Furthermore, this work has 
only investigated the use of one precursor. EBID has been shown to also be able to be 
carried out for other materials, some of which may have more suitable properties for use in 
interconnect applications. One precursor that is similar and also holds great promise is WF6. 
This precursor is particularly attractive because it does not contain any carbon and so should 
allow for deposits with a higher metallic content to be fabricated. ' 
To date, there has also been much controversy into the contributions of the different types of 
electrons to the deposition process of EBID structures. It may therefore be applicable to 
carry out simulations and experimental work in order to build up a more complete picture of 
the deposition process. One possible experimental method that may be suitable is the use of 
different substrate materials to analyse the contributions of different BSEs to the deposition 
process and the use of a biased grid held just above the substrate surface that can be used to 
depress and enhance the contributions of the SEs to analyse the SE contributions to the 
deposition process. 
Throughout this thesis EBID tungsten nanowires were electrically characterised in an 
attempt to gain a greater understanding about the factors that influence their resistivity and to 
determine the most suitable parameters for use when fabricating tungsten interconnects to 
nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes. This work may therefore be extended by selecting 
the most suitable deposition parameters for use in various electronic applications. One 
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possible application is borne out by the high bias electrical characterisation investigation. 
Within this section it was shown that when EBID tungsten nanowires are exposed to currents 
approaching I mA, they become hot and may even reach temperatures of 10001C. This 
property may be of use for heater applications, when it is not suitable to use conventional 
resistive heaters. One example of this is to image the phase transformations of thin film 
metals as they are steadily heated on an electron transparent membrane using STEM. 
Another example includes the use of this material to contact to carbon nanotubes, which will 
be discussed in more detail later. 
The work into the use of MWNTs as an interconnect material highlighted how important it is 
to use a suitable contact methodology so that the electrical properties of the nanotubes are 
not dominated by the contacts. Therefore, this work may be extended by creating multiple 
contacts at various points along the length of the nanotubes using the same methodology, 
such that the effects of the contacts and conduction mechanisms of the nanotubes themselves 
can be characterised more fully. Investigating the use of alternative contact geometries, 
which do not dominate the electrical characteristics of the nanotubes, can also extend this 
work. This may include the use of different contact materials, which create ohmic contacts 
and investigating the properties of the nanotubes while both on and off the substrate. 
Finally, both sections of this thesis could be interlinked by investigating the use of EBID to 
produce more suitable contacts to the nanotubes. This may include dispersing MWNTs over 
prefabricated gold contacts and carrying out some electrical characterisation before using 
EBID to create a better contact between the nanotubes and the gold contact pads and 
carrying out further electrical characterisation. Another method which may also allow for the 
contacts to the nanotubes to be characterised further is to disperse the MVINTs onto a SiN 
membrane and then contacting them using EBID tungsten nanowires and a two probe 
manipulation system. This set-up would allow for the nanotubes to be both electrically 
characterised, using the same methodology before being structurally characterised using 
TEM. Both of these experiments could then be extended further by carrying out post 
deposition annealing of the structures. 
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